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PREFACE
''--A

rr^HE appearance of the first English translation 
X of one of Charlotte Biihler’s hooks on child 

psychology is an event of scientific significance and 
importance. The psychological world has long known 
and justly respected the earnest and fruitful experi
mental work that is being carried on in Vienna and 
has accorded it a foremost place among the great re^ 
searches of to-day. The ,fchoice of the present volume,,

introduction to Char-y The First Year of Life, as an
lotte Biihler’s work is a fortunate one; for i^ot only is 
it one of the most fundamental of her books, but also 
it presents the essence of her procedures and her 
method and demonstrates the logical and convincing 
way in which she draws her inferences from the data.

The laboratory work on which this book is based 
was carried out in that already famous institution, 
“Kijiderubernahmsstelle der Gemeinde Wien.” There 
Dr. Buhler with her small group of assistants per- ^ 
formed the tasks required with scientific ^tachment 
and unwearying persistence. Day and nignr they sat 
by the side of the child or peered through the glass 
that forms the walls of the Kinderiibernahmsstelle. 
They carried on this work with a conviction of the pre
cision of their technique and the accuracy of their ob
servations, and further, in the belief that a normal day 
cycle could be determined. The First Year of Lif 
the outcome of this labor—a work which despite the 
prolific psychological investigations of recent times has
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■ Preface

for five years stood alone, an authoritative research.
It is impossible to speak of the Psychological Insti

tute of Vienna without acknowledging the important 
part taken by Dr. Hildegard Hetzer, assistant to Dr. 
Biihler. Dr. Hetzer directs the experimental work and 
is responsible for the accuracy and completeness of the 
findings.

The tests are the particular contribution of Fr. 
Kiithe Wolf. She planned the experiments and did the 
laboratory work in connection with them. They are the 
natural and expected corollary of the “normal day 
cycle,” testing and proving that initial work at the 
same time. Recent retesting in Vienna has demon
strated the validity of the tests,, and they are at the 
present time being tried out in American child research 
institutions.

The First Year of Life appeared originally as In- 
ventar der Verhaltungsweisen des ersten Lebensjahres 
by Charlotte Biihler and Hildegard Hetzer in Quellen 
und Studien zur Jugendkunde, Heft 5, Jena, Gustav 
Fischer, 1927. The Baby tests by Hildegard Hetzer 
and Kathe Wolf appeared in Die Zeitschrift fiir Psy- 
chologie, volume 107, 1928. Tests for the second year 
of Y\it, Fine Testreihe fiir das zweite Lebensjahr, are 
by Hildegard Hetzer and Ludwig Roller.

The translation adheres very closely to the original 
text. Departures have been made only in a few 
where it was deemed to be essential for clarity.

Pearl Greenberg, 
Rowena Ripin.
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ICHAPTER I

Statement of the Problem and of the Method

WJ BECHTEREW and A. Gesell were among 
W. the first to make a study, in inventory fashion, 

of the earliest ways of behavior in children. It was 
their aim to obtain a general view of the problems in 
the life of a child, as completely as possible. Working 
toward this end Gesell made some very exact studies of 
children and does indeed! gi^e examples of continuous 
observations—24 hours in length—of a two months 
old and of a six months old child. In Becht^rew’s In
stitute, Denissova and Figurin observed two newborn 
children, from birth on, by day and by night, for nine 
days.

The intention underlying our observations went eyen 
further. In. the first /place it was our aim to obtain a 
complete picture of the child’s behavior during the 
first.year of life. But further, we wished, by means of 
a.very exhaustive inventory of every item of observ
able behavior, to obtain a characteristic inygntory of 
one that would serve as a standard for average and 
normal development within this period.

The method employed was that of uninterrupted sys
tematic observation of one and the same child under 
those conditions which were normal in his everyday 
life. The child under observation was watched, whether 
waking or sleeping, over a period of twenty-four hours' ■ 
by observers who relieved each other at eight-hour in
tervals. The periods of observation were begun at dif-

\
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.3:= ■Statement of the Problem and of the Method '

invoked by the experimental method. I recall, for 
example, the experimental 'work of Kusmal (and the 
work of others) who brought about reactions to taste. 
Such experiments (in our opinion) fail to have any 
scientific value.

In order to avoid the possible errors that might 
have occurred had the observatiMS been carried on by 
a larger number of workers,.the'greatest part of these 
protocols were taken by the same two observers. These 
had previously agreed, in complete detail, upon the 
method and the terminology.

In all, sixty-nine children of the first year of life 
were observed, there being always five children of each 
month. Of .these, 40 per cent were children from pri
vate homes and 60 per cent were “institution” children. 
Table I gives the age, se3c,;ind number of the children 
observed.

The First Year of Life

ferent times of the day with the different subjects. The 
observer kept himself completely passive in relation to 
the child! He sat at the side of the child and in no way 
disturbed the normal daily plan. He at no time left the 
child, even when the child slept. And he kept accurate 
record of all that he observed. As often as a new be
havior occurred the precise time of its occurrence was 
noted. Where unusual precision was necessary because 
of the variability of the periods, a stop watch was used.

Even at night normal and customary conditions pre
vailed. The children lay in a darkened room and only 

ry faint light fell on them so that one could con
tinue 'to perceive even the slightest change in conduct. 
This was the normal light for those children who were 
in the Kinderiibernahmsstelle'^—they were the largest 
percentage of the children observed in this investiga
tion. The observer tried to avoid any disturbance of 
the child’s sleep and, during the night, was, as a rule,' 
separated from the child by the glass wall of the room 
in which the child lived. Whenever light was required 
for writing, the observer used a small electrical flash
light which he was careful not to reflect on the child. 
Each perceptible change in the childish behavior was 
noted and recorded so far as the means of descriptive 
language was able to represent them. It was found 
that we came very soon to the limit of language as a 
means of representation for impulsive moments and 
for vocalization, and in our later research we have 
made use of a finer method of observation and repre- 

' sentation.
o Since the observer did not permit the introduction- 

of any artificial stimulus, there is lacking in our inven
tory whole groups of reactions which could have been

^ Reception House for Children in Vienna.

s
S
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Table I j
Age, Sex and Number>of the Observed Children

Totalo;5Age......... 0:8o;I o;l o;3 Oif 017 0:9 o;io o;ii i;oo;o Oi4

Child No. Gii G16 Bao B26 G30 G34 G39 B44 G49 G« B56•Bi BS
GSSB6 Gia Bia Gai

Gaa
Gav G31 B35 B40 B45 B50 G57Ba

G13 Gi7 Ga8 G31 G36 
B33 B37 
Gaa B38

B41 B46 Gst G39 Bj8B3 B7
Ga3 B4a B47 Bsa B60 BJ9B4 B8 G14 Ba3 Ga9

B61B48 G48 B53 B63B9 G15 Ga4 Ga4 Gaa
G30Ba Gas Gas

Bio

Boys 35a7 I a I I 3 3 44 4
Girls . a a 3 3 I 345 5 a4 4 4

69Total.... 4 66 6 55 5 5 57 5 5 5

• B = boy. G = girl.

By “children of private homes” we mean first Of all 
those children who were observed in their home envi-

54
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Statement of the Problem and of the Method

of their physical condition, did not vary essentially 
from the normal expected weight. This is shown in 
Table 11.

The First Year of Life

ronment, and secondly those children who came to the 
Kinderiibernahinsstelle with their mothers. The re
maining children under observation were largely chil- , 
dren who came out of the family cafe to spend a three- 
week quarantine period in the Kinderiibernahmsstelle 
before being placed either with a foster mother or in 
some other institution. They were, therefore, in no 
way typical institutional children. Moreover, since 
these children came from a very varied social milieu, 
there was no need to fear that the material was in 
any way onesided. A few errors in observation, illness 
on the part of the children, and similar conditions de
creased the number of records. With the exception of 
the first group (the newborn) there were always five 
complete observations made in each age-group. Since 
the children were not always the desired age precisely 
to the day, an allowance for a range of fourteen days 
was made. Accordingly, a child either a week older or 
younger than one month was reckoned as one month. 
There was only one exception made, and that was with 
a group of newborn babies. This group consisted of 
four children from one to ten days of age, with an 
average age of five days (o; o [-|- 5] ).“ This standard 
for “newborn” appears to be even medically correct, 
for a child is considered “newborn” until those signs 
disappear which remind one that the child is not a self- 
reliant organism—that is, until the navel heals. All 
children were examined medically before the investi
gations were begun, and only healthy babies were used 

' as subjects of observation.
Their^verage weight, which gives some evidence

2The device for representing the child age o;o(+s) reads: no 
years, no months and five days. This system will be used throughout 
this text

Table II
The Average Weight of Observed Children *

o;6 o;8 o;n i;oo;9 o;ioo;7o;5o;a o;3 o;4Age o;io;o

Normal or 
Expected
Weightt. 6.61 7.71 8.81 9-91 ”-oi 

Actual
Weight.. 8.02 8.17 8.40 

* Calculated in pounds from the data given in grams in the onginal Table it in 
* t Acmrfing to the statistics of Dr. ClLens Pirquet and the American Red Cross.

16.52 17.61 18.72 19.19 
18.26 18.83 19.26

12.11 13.22 14.32 15.41 
12.93 16.09 16.41 17.89 17.9211.25 11.35

4

;■

Gr.
eooo

i6000

7000

6000

6000

4000

X

y

3000 «
2000

1000 Oi7 O18 Oi9 0|10 0.11 liOOiO Oil Oj2 Oi3 0f4 OjB 0.6

Average weight of observed children (in grams).
!______ expected weight (according to Pirquet). f
............ actual weight
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The First Year of Life

The observations were carried out in the months of 
January to April, 1926. It is to be noticed that several 
times the same children were observed at different age- 
levels so that the monthly progress in development 
could be seen in the case of one and the same child. 
The time spent on actual observation amounts, in 
round numbers, to about 1,620 hours. The protocols 
themselves fill 922 closely written pages.

From the point of view of our main problem, it is 
possible to treat the assembled material in three direc
tions. First, the qualitative and quantitative analysis of 
the behavior; second, the time analysis of the day and 
the time measurement of the behavior; and-third, the 
meaning of the facts—^the establishment of ^the levels 
of development in the course of the first year of life. 
The qualitative and quantitative analysis of the be
havior describes and determines the separate behaviors 
at the different age-levels. Such an analysis establishes 
how the various ways of behavior modify themselves 
during the first year of life; it makes clear which be
haviors disappear and substitute each other, which new 
one enters’, etc. Such an analysis finally counts the 
many-sidedness of the series of reactions which are to 
be found in the different individuals at different age- 
levels. The second problem is concerned with those 
ways of behavior which can be observed within the 
limit of one day, and with separating and determining 
th^e groups of reactions which follow one upon the 
other. The second problem includes also a considera
tion of the daily time value to be appointed to the dif
ferent groups of behaviors found in each age-level. By 
daily value is meant the duration (in time) of a defi
nite group of behavior observed within the period of 
twenty-four hours. The day values of different age-

Statement of the Problem and of the Method

levels can be compared with one another, and many 
and important items of value can be studied and col
lected.

From all these facts, obtained through the two-fold 
analysis, it was possible to differentiate the develop
ment in definite periods and to establish the levels of 
development in the first year of life. ;
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<The Units of Behavior
\ -'.my question which I Raised and I ask, “How shall 

take the record; and now shall we collect and classify ‘ 
the data of these three situations and responses.”

So far, only one ideal of objective description has 
been emphasized, and that most radically by Bechterew 
and Watson. This method is to give a complete enu
meration of all reflexes which are displayed by the child 
in the whole situation. The result in. this case would be 

,, a list of all the single movements within the

we

CHAPTER III 
The Units of Behavior

T™keThe"rTrnM " =
^ record—what are the data to be quoted

tio^ which discussion of this ques
tion, which has a great theoretical and' practical i
vol concrete examples. Suppose
Z ‘Children at the ages ^f
^o, five, and eight months. You put a towel on the
fild dfanJ You will
he! ahl displaying all the,.movements

ot the towel. The whole set of reflexes fmm <■ 
toe ■? roused. At the same time the child may cry ^But 
despite all his efforts he is not and cannot be sliccessful 
The second child will develop organized and directed 
relS -nthe chaotic !nd undirected reflex 
of Se toS S the direction

«.tr .. s “"SiTp's

myliftion fo/thc En^h SSonTthe Uok." t*”-

sequence
of the whole process. Even supposing this would be 
possible, we would have at the end a table which 
would enumerate and score so many hundred of re
flexes of all possible kinds—that is, when studying the 
youngest child. Then in the second child, you would.find 
a considerable dfecrease.of t^flexes but an increase of 
organized movements; knd there would probably be-ti 
further increase of motor coordination' in the third 
child. In addition to this, a complete record/would take 
in the reactions of crying and laughing and also, of 
course, the duration of the reaction.

Now suppose we had such tables of all the reactions, 
during the whole day, with natural situations—tables 
which would enumerate and score and show the total 
of reflexes, coordinated movements, and durations. 
Would that in itself be of any psychological interest? 
It would certainly not and there is no psychologist in 
the world who is satisfied with these tables as such, 
though some psychologists emphasize the fact that they 
are giving nothing more than the objectlve'facts of the 
process or behavior displayed in front of them. In fact, 
not one of them does really state a complete list qf re
flexes. Bechterew as well as Watson group the facts of 
observation and with that grouping, of course, they

im-
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The First Year of Life

begin to interpret them. Now, what is the efEect of this 
grouping?

Let us imagine a long tabulation listing alL'.the motor 
reactions of the day made by one child. 'Bechterew 
would take all the reactions of the towel situa:tion to
gether and would say that all this was a defeAse reac
tion. That means he would tak^ as he says, the domi
nant of such a set of motor reactions, and the domi
nant would be the feature which they all have in 
mon. Now with this emphasis on a dominant, the con 
tinuous iflow of behavior is provided with a center, and 
is grouped through interpretation. This group becomes 
the unit of one performance. And only then do the 
facts attain a psychological significance. Of course this 
same procedure would be true for the units of 
tion as Watson, or the units of instinctive behavior as 
Thorndike points them out. This fact has been dis
cussed and elaborated by Karl Biihler.

We can go further. Considerable doubt has been 
raised as to whether there are any single reflexes, 
movements, and impulses; and whether they can be 
isolated and separated from each other, as they some
times appear to be. But on the contrary, it is the belief 
of some psychologists, as W. Koehler and his , 
emphasize, that it is the psychophysical system 
whole which reacts to^ the situation. Goldstein and 
Lewin have given concrete examples of individual 
and explain how they are to be understood according 
to th'e conception of the Gestalt-psychology. According 
to Goldstein’s thinking, the stimulus—as, for instance, 
the towel in our experiment—causes an excitation of 

' the whole organism. This excitation has a certain dis
tribution and with that the organism is in a specific

The Units of Behavior

tension, which has to be resolved. With the so;called 
reaction, a new balance 'is constituted.

In this conception the single movement, as such, has 
lost every interest and, is only to be conceived as part' 
of a configuration. Not only through interpretation 
and the psychologist’s grouping, but: in the reality, 
therefore, the unit is the reaction with all the move
ments observed. With this conception, we should have 
the right to take the whole as a fact and so refer to 
the single parts of it only in so far as we may be in
terested in them.

But in what now are we really interested, if we take 
an inventory of the child’s development?-I think there 
is one feature which as yet has not been discussed at 
all, and that is the succe^s^or/the failure'of the efforts 
to reach their ends; Is'not this .relationship'of means 
and ends, or the outcohre^, success and fadure of cer
tain behaviors within^:he. sedation, the main factor of 
our psychological interest?'If we agree with that, any 
record which refers only to movements of the child is 
of no use, because it is quite incomplete. Instead of 
this, we should need a record which also, would include 
the changes that take place in the object in the situa
tion with which the child is concerned in the reaction.

. Su|)pose the child manipulate With a pencil, the effect 
of this manipulation would be as important a fact for 
the psychologist as the movements of manipulation. 
More than that, only in connection with this effect, are 
the movements of psychological interest. In other 
words, only in relationship to its effect or success, does 
a^rocess attain psychological significance. This very 
important fact was realized some years ago by Thorn
dike when he pointed out situation, response, aqd effect 
as three basic psychological features. This unit of be-'

V.
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The Units of Behavior

can be shown with Bechterew and his group. Though 
in principle and in the planning, which was formulated 
ahead of the studies, the viewpoint of reflexes is em
phasized, the classification ends with such headlines as 

" “attack" and “defense.” So that we can say that per
formance is really the .only viewpoint which fully de
scribes behavior.

The First Year of Life

havior with its effect, success, or failure, we will call 
an act or performance. And what really interests us is 
how the effect is bound up with its preceding behavior. 
The details of the behavior interest us only in so far 
as they may be essential in explaining the effect.

Applied to a concrete example: For the understand
ing of the child’s development, it seems very important 
to us to see how the child masters a difficult situation 
of life. In this connection it seems of extreme interest 
that we are able to show stages of this mastery over a 
simple obstacle: a first stage where the child never suc- 

V ceeds; a second stage, where he succeeds sometimes and 
with effort; and a third stage, where the child is suc
cessful always and with ease. To understand this, the 
lack of coordination, as well as the degree of coordi
nation in the movements of the child, seemed to us to 
be of importance; not, however, the listing of each 
single reflex movement, enumerating and scoring them. 
Thus it was that we observed the child’s behavior from 
the viewpoint of performance which was to be recog
nized and scored. So we worked out a scheme of per
formances.

As a matter of fact, the two other investigators in 
the field of observational study and inventory, Gesell 
and Bechterew, have to a certain degree arrived at the 
same viewpoint, in their practice. When Gesell com
pares two children, he in fact compares them in their 
ability to perform certain things. And what he calls in 
his introduction “behavior items” are mostly not only 
behaviors but indeed performances. The categories of 
the figures are only a classification scheme for func
tions, for processes, while later on the comparison is 
made in performances, which proves to be the much ' 
more successful and productive viewpoint. The <^ame

1514
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The Positive and Negative Reactions

general directions which may be in conflict with the re
actions of specific and single organs. Let us talce the 
case of a young boy who smokes. This boy’s nerves of 
smell and of taste as well as those of his whole .or
ganism may react absolutely negatively to cigarettes. 
Yet he smokes. He seems impelled to do so by a sort 
of ambition which his will determines. In short, the 
positive and negative reactions of the higher organism, 
especially of the^ human being, >gre a complicated sys
tem, and that action which at last really does take place 
ivi'" only the last link of a chain of part-reactions. 
Many of these are repressed from the very beginning.

There are still further complications to be taken into 
consideration. We must give thought to the contradic
tions and interdependencies which are to be found in 
the fully mature individuah^At that stage of develop
ment in which human beings dre already highly, organ
ized, the reactions are no longer entirely positive or 
negative, and the emotions and impulses accon^panying 
them are likewise composites both of pleasure and dis
pleasure, of sympathy and antipathy.'This whole emo
tional process is, of course, not to be considered as a 

aningless phenomenon, attendant upon the reactions; 
but both are together considered as a system of motqr 
and inhibitor. This conception, that of motor and in
hibitor, has been developed by Karl Buhler, under the 
title. The Hedonalgic Reaction. We wish here to add ' 
several considerations.

Let us consider a very primitive organism such as a 
sponge whose pores are opened so as to take' in nour
ishment through the mechanical stimulation brought 
about by flowing water. Here we find that no inner 
motor is necessary in order that the absorption of food 
be set into motion. If we consider instead an organism

: :
CHAPTER III

The Positive and Negative Reactions

TIECAUSE of Its very nature the organism of the 
human being reacts positively to the influences 

which are beneficial to it, and negatively to those In
fluences which are harmful to it. This reaction is, 
over, a primary and basic one, and must be considered 
so in spite of the fact that later complications enter the 
situation which modify the elementary aspect of this 
behavior. These modifications are twofold. In the first 
place they arise from the fact that, in the living or
ganism, the reaction of a single organ or of a group 
of organs can be substituted for, can take the place of, 
the reaction of the organism as a whole. It can there
fore happen that the reactions of the single organ, or 
of the group of organs, can come into conflict with each 
other. For example, the nerves of taste can react posi
tively to a material which is harmful to the gastro
intestinal tract. In other words, we can enjoy eating 
something which may be difficult to digest. In this case 
stimulation IS no longer either simply beneficial or sim- 
p y harmful, nor is the reaction directly in response to 
the harmfulness or beneficiality of the stimulus. The 
generally accepted idea that the organism always re
acts positively to a stimulus which is beneficial—at 
Ipst in Its final result—contains, upon closer examina
tion, much that is incorrect.

The second type of complication occurs through the 
fact that the central nervous system can bring about

more-
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The First Year of Life. The Positive and Negative Ructions

It is also true that in the course of development the 
reactions are in many ways modified. We have said, in - 
fact, that in the place of the general movement of the 
entire organism there enter later part-movements—for 
example: a flight movement of the head, a defense . 
movement of the hand, a grasping movement of the 
hand. Further, there enters, in the case of higher ani
mals living in communities, various expressional move
ments in the place of, or in addition to, direct reactions. 
That animal, for example, who, in his repulse of dan- ? 
ger, is not able to master the situation alone, lets out 
a cry of help.

In man well-nigh all direct communication has been 
gradually transferred to speech. And the expressional 
movement has remained onl^s a primitive sign of the 
intended reaction. The expres^onal movement reveals 
to us two things: the intended reaction and the emotion 
lying behind that reaction in either its positive or nega-' ' 

* tive direction. Both—the means of the reaction and the 
emotional expression—belong together in our hse of 
the term “behavior unit.”

The Direction or Character of the Reaction: With 
this topic we come to a new fact. At the earljj stages 
of development there is unity between the direction of 
the movement and the character of the reaction. Both ' 
go the same way. That is, we speak of flight move
ments—and flight means a drawing away movement. 
There is also a movement toward things. This sinjple 
identity is discontinued in that very movement in which 
repulse and attack movements enter the behavior situa
tion. The meaning of these movements and their forms 
are unlike. Repulse movements and those of attack are ■ 
positive movements with a negative meaning. - From 
then on, a positive reaction is not, without further ' •

which must make many painstaking movements in order 
to obtain its nourishment, then we can understand the 
need for a strong inner motor to bring about the move
ments necessary for the searching of food. In this 
the discomfort accompanying the need of nourishment 
acts as the motor. We can go further. Whenever the 
process of obtaining food ends by a simple and auto
matic means, that is, when the receptor is filled, then 
the organism needs no indication when to cease. When 
such is not the case, howev6r, and a harmful over
abundance of nourishment must be avoided, then pleas
ure enters as soon as a condition of optimal satisfaction 
is reached. And pleasure, as such, occurs in order that 
the endeavor of finding nourishment should cease.

This entrance of pleasure into the feeding situation 
in order that further seeking of nourishment should 
cease can be observed in children. At least, we see that 
satisfaction in feeding produces the first expression of 
comfort in the child. It would seem, therefore, that in 
the early stages of development, displeasure can be the 
motor which causes positive as well as negative 
tions; pleasure is only the inhibitor of movement. Later 
on, through the memory of a recalled pleasant situa
tion, pleasure can be anticipated, and this acts 
motor for positive action. In the

case

J

\reac-

as a
same way remem

bered displeasure acts as a motor for negative action. 
If this whole argumentation is correct, then it is to be 
understood that displeasure brings about many 
reactions than does pleasure.

'We mentioned at the beginning, in connection with 
the complexities of the reaction system, the fact that 
many part-reactions of the organisms were repressed, 
that only a few of the many stimuli and impulses led to 
genuine reactions.

more
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IrThe First Year of Life

qualification, identical with a going toward movement, 
nor is a negative reaction always identical with a with
drawing movement. The meaning of a movement can 
be other than its direction. In this presentation we will 
seek to group the reactions according to their meaning, 
and .not according to their direction. For us, negative 

. reactions are all those which according to their mean
ing turn toward an object . . . accepting it, striving 
toward it, later desiring it.

CHAPTER IV

The Negatively Directed Reactions

'HERE are noticeably more negative ways of be-
_ havior to be observed in newborn children than

there are positive. From^e very first day of life, nega
tive expressional moveinents and sounds are to be 
noted. Positive expressional movements and' sounds, 
on the other hand, appear for the first time, in the 
second month.- It seems, therefore, that the sensitive 
and helpless bodies of newborn children encounter de- 
cidedljf more situations frpm-'which to flee than to 
seek, and probably also they encounter much more dis
pleasure than pleasure. /

I. Flight and Defense Movements. We must 
make a distinction between flight and defense move
ments. We have already characterized the defense 
movements as being more complex than flight move
ments. Our differentiation between defense and flight 
movements is, in a certain sense, in opposition to the. 
interpretation of Bechterew. Bechterew characterizes 
all tho'se movements which the child uses as a means 
of self-defense, as defense movements. He maintains 
that the flight movements can exist only in animals 
who have the ability of locomotion (and children do 
not have that ability developed). Since Bechterew 
classes every movement toward anything as an act of 
attack, he can therefore characterize attack as well as 
defense as a fundamental function of the organism, 
whereas, according to our interpretation and observa- ' ,:

/•I
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The Negatively Directed Reactions

B 3:o>o(+3) Turns his head away when the wadding first 
comes in contact with his face. Submits to 
further cleaning, but with loud cries and 
restless movements.
Throws back and turns away his head- at 
cleaning of the nose. Added to that, sounds 
of displeasure.
Turns aside her head from the cleaning of 
her nose and ears. Moves her hands a little 
backward.
With her little hands, which were wander
ing over her own fac^J, pushes aside the hand 
of the mother at the cleaning of the nose 
and ears.
Pushes both feet toward the arm of the 
mother, who was just cleaning the nose. 
Pushes with both hands the hand of the 
mother who js cleaning her nose, and at
tempts to pu^^h the hand aw^.

There is still another fact worthy of attention in 
this connection. The child whose defense movements 
in this situation leave him ineffectual, will renounce 
defense movements and seek to wrest away from the 
stimulus as soon as he is able to change his position— 
say, at the age of eight months. He accomplishes this 
through a flight of his entire body—rolling about, 
pushing forward, and crawling away.

In the first quarter year we have observed, so far, 
only the flight movement. It is not altogether certain 
whether the shoving aside, of the nipple or spitting out 
—^when the child is satiated—admit of, the same inter
pretation. It is more likely that they exhibit a defense 
reaction. This type of defense-^-spitting and pushing 
aside of the bottle nipple—is not to be observed be
fore the end of the first month.. Vomiting—an act

The First Year of Life

tion, flight and movement toward objects occur earlier 
than attack and defense movements.

Take, for example, the case of the cleaning of an 
infant’s nose. This is a situation which can be observed 
in all children, and it is at the same time a situation 
in which it is possible to observe how the reaction to 
an outside disturbance becomes ever more specific and 
purposeful.

The newborn child cries and makes aimless restless 
movements with arms, legs, and head. A turning away 
of the head occurs with the infant only when he reacts 
to a shock—that is, to a sudden strong stimulus. In the 
case of the child whose nose was being cleaned, it was 
the contact of the cotton swab to which he reacted. A 
child of one month turns his head aside when receiving 
influence of a mild stimulus that is continued—such 
stimuli as the rubbing and wiping of his nose. A flight 
movement of the hpd is later accompanied by the 
flight movements of('the arms and legs, and a'rearing 
defense movement of^he body. The change from flight 
to defense movementjtakes place in the fourth month. 
The moving away and throwing back of the head is 
then also accompanied by movements which are as yet 
impulsive, going often in the direction of the stimulus. 
These movements in many cases accidentally lead to a 
success—rthey really hinder the hand of the grownup 
from the continuation of a disliked cleaning. In the 
fifth month the defense movement of a child in such 
a situation becomes a real pushing away, and a six 
months child deters the action by firmly holding the 
hand of the grownup.

B i:o;o(-f-i) Cries and makes restless movements at the 
cleaning of his nose.
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The Negatively Directed Reactions

which he made these movements only when he experi
enced a direct bodily contact, and at the age of six and 
seven months he exhibits defense movements as so6n 
as the stimulus approaches. For example, he meets the 
hand that holds the dreaded cotton swab' for cleaning 
the nose while it is only half way and hejjolcls it avert- 
ingly off. The defense movements of the eight months 
old child which accompany his fear reactions—his kick
ing, his stretching out of the hands, and lifting them , 
in that direction in which he expects danger—are al
ready directed toward an object which has not yet 
begun to do any harm.

2. Screaming and Crying Sounds of Displeas
ure. The screaming which occurs from the very'first 
day is, at the start, a highly undifferentiated behavior.
It is always closely connected with displeasure and 
other negative emotions, and, so far as it has meaning, 
it can be interpreted as negative. 'Whether, however, 
the intended reaction in behalf of which the helpless 
child cries is not always negative, and wheth|er there 
does not exist also a crying of desire, is not to be de- _ 
nied without further discussion. Probably this question \ 
is, indeed, to be answered in the affirmative, as will be 
seen later. Modifications in the crying sounds can be 
observed from the second month on. Let us investigate 
these situations in which crying enters.

The first and most striking observation to be noted 
in the‘first half year is that crying always occurs closely 
connected with movement. We have, therefore, a unit 
of behavior in which the crying is “the dominant.” ‘ 
Only from the second half year on does crying also

^ This terminology is taken from Uchtomsky who quotes from Bcch- ' 
terew “Neues aus dem Begiet der Kefiexologie und Phyalolo^e des 
Nerven-systems” (Russia), 1925.

The First Year of Life "

which must likewise be considered a defense against a 
material thing—can be observed in newborn babies.

Altogether, one can say that very probably defense 
occurs earlier in connection with the taking of nourish
ment than in other spheres.

Concerning flight movements we can state:

Newborn: Moves head aside at strong sensory stimuli. Makes 
restless, aimless movements. Stretches sidewards and flexes 
his limbs.

One Month Old Child: Throws head back when satiated 
or when senses are stimulated. Bends back and makes rest
less movements of the head.

End of Second Month: Turns aside the head and single 
limb. Turns and rubs his back on anything lying under 
him.

From the Fifth Month On: Uses the change of posture as 
a flight movement. Finally—

In the Last Quarter Year: We can speak of flight of the 
entire body. We can also observe other flight movements, 
aside from those^which result from strong or unpleasant 
sensory stimulations, of which unpleasant contacts play the 
most important role. Such are the flight movements to be 
observed in cases of satiation, of undesired nourishment, 
when toys ate taken away, and in connection with the 
reaction of fear.

Those defense and flight movements already de
scribed and discussed as not being determinate in their 
interpretation can be said to become definite in the 
fourth month. That is, by the time the child is four 
months old he already exhibits definite defense and 
definite flight movements. And he begins to add new 
Reactions. At six months he includes shoving aside 
movements of the legs in his repertoire. He also be
gins now to depart from an earlier behavior stage in 
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The Negatively Directed Reactions

(b) Screaming caused by strong sensory' stimuli. 
Strong sensory stimuli, especially sudden stimuli, are 
often the cause of screaming. In most cases a fright
ened quivering precedes the screaming. Such shock in
fluences are to be observed whet^ the child is exposed 
to such stimuli as: very bright light, sharp noises, sud
den contact, cleaning of the nose, drying, douching, 
rapid change of temperatures, effect of cold if the child 
is uncovered, heat in the bath. With the exception of 
bright light all these stimuli prove themselves effective 
even with the newborn child.

Child i:o;o (-j-' l). Convulsive quivering followed by cry
ing was observed in the following circumstances: when the hand 
of the nurse touched the arm of the child, when the nose was 
touched by a cotton swab, when he was put in a warm bath, or 
douched with water, and when a door was shut noisily.

Child 2:o;o(-|-2) behaved in the same way when his 
covers were removed, when a/^ate was noisily dropped, when 
his eyes were washed, or when his foot was grasped suddenly.

Not before the age of one month does ^the child 
quiver and then cry when a light is suddenly switched

There are certain sensory stimuli which do not take 
effect through suddenness and strong intensity, but. 
rather through the continuance of the causes. Among 
these are especially to be noted the effect of dampness, 
tight clothing or wrapping, wiping the child, and the 
contacts brought about by the. visit of the physician. 
Crying can be observed as a result of tight or wet 
clothing in a whole series of cases, as early as the first 
month. Whether or not the wet is really the cause of 
the crying can be determined somewhat in the follow
ing way. If a child screams and is not quieted when a 
grownup lifts him or loosdns his tight wrappings, but

. The First Year of Life

occur when a child is lying quietly. Crying with tears
i

begins only after 4;he first month, and first of all as 
crying together with'Jscreaming.

The second obseij-vation to be noted is:
All causes of crying in the first four months revert 

back directly to bodily hurts and needs.
Even on the very first day screaming occurs in many 

situations which have a negative aspect. We observed 
this screaming in the case of pain (a pricking), sudden 
lifting up during sleep, cleaning of the nose, examina
tion by the doctor, and hence, generally speaking, in 
the case of any direct sensitive manipulations of the 
body of the child.

While reverting directly to bb’dily needs and hurts, 
the causes of the child’s early crying can nevertheless 
be further classified and even the description of the 
kinds of crying further defined.

(a) Screaming caused by pain. The screaming 
caused by lasting pain and difficulties of digestion is 
loud, shrill, continuous and without long pauses. From 
time to time it gives over into soft whimperings and 
groaning. Shrill, single cries, which likewise are suc
ceeded by whimpering and groaning, are the second 

' form of crying to be noticed in the case of continued 
pain. A still more undifferentiated screaming, in con
tinued pain, was observed in the case of a newborn 
child from whom, through a prick wound in' the heel, 
blood for examination was drawn. The elimination of 
feces likewise causes the newborn child to cry in an 
undifferentiated manner. At the beginning of the second 
month the screaming of a child begins to exhibit differ
ences. From then on, the child cries at disturbances of 
digestion, at the taking of'blood,, and at the setting in 
of illness, in the manner described above.

on.
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instead is quieted precisely in that moment when the 
wet covers are pulhed away (which often is accom
plished without a change of posture or any help from 
the grownup), then we can assert with some assurance 
that the wet was the cause of the crying. At the end of 
the second month, that child who kicks when permitted 
to lie uncovered cries if he is wrapped up.

In general, we can say that in the course of the first 
year sudden sensory stimuli suffer loss in effect. Shock 
reactions to stimuli, as we have described them, can be 
confirmed only .in the first-half year. The reaction to 
thos^ stimuli which work through the duration of the 
stimulus is individually different.

(c) Abrupt and sudden changes of posture; uncom
fortable posture. Sudden lifting up and rapid laying 
down often causes the child t^ cry. There are certain 
situations in which one can see that it is the change of 
position, as such, that is directly the cause of the cry
ing. Such a situation occurs, for example, when the 
grownup firmly but gently, without any physical dis
turbance, changes the position of the child from lying 
down to sitting up. A similar situation occurs when a 
child,, being lifted together with his crib, is pushed 
somewhat within his bed. Such crying can be observed 
even in the newborn child when the change of posi
tion is rough and abrupt if we can first eliminate with 
certainty the effect of the contact which is a concomi- 

/ tant in this situation. Beside these shock effects of a 
sudden change of position, it is important to take into 
consideration the effect of a continued, uncomfortable 
position. If the newborn is so placed that he lies with 
his face and stomach on his undercoverings, then he 
cries. Restriction of the freedom of movement, which 
occurs most of all when the child lies on his arms, in- 
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creases the crying still more. In those. siti^atiohs in 
which the uncomfortable position, is thie"cause of the 
crying, continued whimpering is characteristic.i At the 
end of the first quarter year the effect of abrupt 
change of position already recedes into the background 
in the same way as did the influences of sudden sensory 
stimuli. And the uncomfortable position loses every 
meaning for that child who is able to change his posi
tion.

(d) Strong disturbances during sleep. The child 
often awakens with a cry. We are. already aware of 
those cases in which sudden sensory stimuli, 
fluence of continuous unpleasant stimuli, or 
of pain can be recognized as the cause of the crying. \ 
But there axe other cases in which the awakening 
crying can/ip^ way be explained by the quality of 
the stimulus nor the method of its occurrence. Then 
the interruption of sleep, as'Such 
for crying. We have observecl, fi 
month old child cries if he is awakened by, the soft 
stroking of the mother, or by a nipple of a milk bottle . 
being put very carefully between his lips. It seems in 
these cases that it is not the mother’s stroking nor the 
nipple, which are ordinWily sources of pleasure and __ ^ 
comfort to the child, but the fact that he is awakened, 
which causes him to cry.

(e) Fatigue. In the first days of life the child always 
fall? asleep immediately after short periods of being 
awake. Later there are cases when one has the impres
sion that the child is tired without being able to go to 
sleep. Then the child cries. No other cause for such 
crying is apparent except the fatigue itself, although, 
the interpretation is still questionable. In these cases ' 
the child cries himself to sleep,.
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cause of the attempt to ward off these disturbing en
croachments, or whether there Is also a moment of de
sire—an expression of the longing to move freely— 
remains still to be discussed. When, however, the child 
is five months old, crying occurs clearly because of a 
failure of an intended movement. The first crying of 
this type Is to be observed when thei child fails to ac
complish a movement that he tries to make—for 
example, if the child does not succeed in lifting his 
head when he tries to do so. .

B 26: o; 5 sits upright quite high so that he is supported only 
with the hands, lies down again, raises himself once more, turns 
his head freely here and there, makes an attempt to move him
self forward, but in spite of all efforts slips backward. Employs 
not only arms and legs in the effort of this forward movement, 
but the head as well. Again raises himself quite high in the 
prone position. He lays his head again on the under support, 
the periods of time during which he can hold up his head be
come constantly shorter. With a^cry his head falls down for the 
last time. With' discomfort he 1 rolls and moves his head about 
on the undercover, accompanied by crying and restless move
ments. Again he supports himself on his arm, attempt even to 
hold himself supported on one arm only; his head again falls 
downwards. Once more he makes in vain the attempt to raise 
himself firmly on his arms. Crying begins anew.

From the beginning of the second month the striving 
toward the holding of a certain posture is often a cause 
of crying. Usually one body position—the one which 
the child has most recently mastered—is preferfed 
above all others. A six months old child, whom we ob
served, cried as many times in the day as he was taken, 
for any reason at all, from the preferred prone ppsi- 

■ tion and laid on his back. A seven months bid child 
cried if he was hindered, through his own fatigue or

31

(f) Hunger. The child cries also from hunge) 
from tbfe second or third day on. Although this crying 
issues from a displeasure-hunger, it is very likely that 
it must, nevertheless, to a certain extent, be considered 
as a cry of desire. This idea is to some extent con
firmed by the movements which are associated with 
crying of this type. That is, at the end of the first 
month when the child cries, his crying is accompanied 
by sucking movements of the mouth. (Such movements 
usually occur only when an expected reaction is antici
pated.) The characteristics of crying caused by hunger 
are: very loud, powerful screaming; accompanying 
movements; and quivering of all the soft parts of the 
mouth, the chin and the cheeks. After the first four 
months, crying begins not only when there is some 
direct unpleasant bodily contact, but it occurs also in 
those situations where some mental function is effec
tive.

- K.

(g) Failure of the intended reaction. We have al
ready said that the cry of hunger may contain a move
ment of longing. Crying of this type not only wards 
off the bodily discomfort of hunger, but—as shown by 
the suckling movements—it gives evidences of the an
ticipation of an expected satisfaction. One can there
fore speak of a so-called “unsatisfied desire.” The cry 
of unsatisfied desire can occur in situations other than 
those where hunger is the cause. It can probably also 
occur in those situations in which the child cries because 
his movements are inhibited. We have already said 
that restriction of the freedom of movement, such as 
a tight covering which hinders the kicking of the legs, 
or a tucking-in of the blankets so that the arms have 
no room to move, causes a child at the end of the first 
month to cry. Whether the child of this age cries be-

>
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The First Tear of Life

through the adult who straightened his position, from 
achieving a sitting position. The ten and eleven months 
old child who is able to stand, raises himself up again, 
crying if he is set or laid down.

The child’s failure to grasp an object is the next 
cause of this type of crying. If a child’s uncertain 
movements do not enable him to reach an object he 
begins, after several unsuccessful attempts, to make 
aimless, spasmodic movements and to cry.

The Negatively Directed Reactions

maintain that, in contrast to anxiety, which is phys
ically founded, fear is psychically founded, ^nd we 
maintain further that fear can occur for the first time 
only in that stage of development where a psychical 
moment can bring about an effect. According to our . 
reasoning, therefore, it is conceivable that although 
Watson could produce shock reactions (frightened 
contractions) through strong bodily contacts, he pro-^ 
duced as yet no fear reactions when heishowed a child 
an animal. This is because the chilch>was in that stage 
of development where these things^—animals—do not 
mean a living thing at all, but instead mean only a kind 
of slipping-by impression of movements.

(j) Social influences. By social influences we mean 
all the impressions which go from any other human 
being directly toward the child. Such influences do not 
enter into the question as causes for crying in the first 
three months. The other person is for the child of this 
age significant, or is experienced by him only in rela
tion to those manipulations Which the child comes to 
know as proceeding from him. These manipulations— 
the being approached, the being wrapped up, the being 
put to bed—-are the complexes of experiences together 

'with which the child leards to know the grownup. 
These important life manipulations and the want of 
them are the first cause of affect or emotion. And so 
it h&ppens that a child who is expecting a further 
manipulation, especially of feeding, cries not only when 
the grownup after several manipulations moves away 
from him, but even if he goes toward him. Were it true 
now, as it is later, that the approach of the grownup, 
as such, satisfies the child, then the child would not cry 
when the grownup comes closer. But in reality'the per
son, as well as his speech, means nothing to him-at
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G 28: o; 5 while in dorsal position in her bed turns her head 
towards the rear and makes grasping movements with her arms 
which are held high toward the glistening rods of the bed. The 
hands slide over the rods. She becomes restless, starts to kick 
about and, after several further unsuccessful attempts, begins 
to cry.

(•h) Loss and removal of playthings. In the second 
half year the intention of the child extends itself to
wards objects. Then the child cries if anyone takes a 
toy away from him, or if he loses it. Before this time, 
say the fourth month, the loss of an object causes only 
a passing astonishment.

From the fifth month on, crying at the disappear
ance of a plaything is noted. Somewhat later the child 
begins to seek the lost plaything with searching glances, 
with grasping and groping movements. If his efforts 
are unsuccessful, the six months old child often begins 
to cry.

(i) Fear. Crying from fear begins clearly only in 
the eighth month. In our opinion, Watson has made 
a false conclusion if he means to take exception to the 
observation that fear is acquired so late. In our^dis- 
cussion we differentiate between fear and anxiety. We
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this stage. The comforting manipulations with which 
the approach of people are associated have more posi
tive effect.

With G 11 and B 12, both of the age of two months, we find 
exact proof that a person as such means as yet nothing. Both 
children cry when the grownup who wrapped them up leaves 
them or when they hear the human voice. As the mother bends 
over the bed of B 12, who looks quietly forward, the child begins 
to cry; and also G ii cries if the sister stepping near her bed 
bends oyer her in order to dust it.

Only when the child is three to four months old— 
when his world extends outward from the immediate 
experiences of the body, when he begins to look about 
and to hear, when the world is experienced not only in 
direct immediate stimuli, but when the sounds and the 
gestures of the grownup (independent of those afore
mentioned manipulations) are understood—then only 
will the withdrawal of the adult out of the social- 
psychical adventure become for the child a cause for 
crying. The_ contact with other people, their speech, 
their play stimulations, have now a positive value, and 
the cessation of these contacts from now on is what 
causes the child to cry.’*

The Negatively Directed Reactions

begins again to wander about in her bed. She begins to cry 
lustily as the nurse takes another child in her lap; she quiets 
herself again, however, squats down, and stands up a^in.

G 50:0; 10 babbles angrily twice at the observer, who takes 
another child in her arms and speaks to it.

A child of two months criL lustily if he hears an

other child who is crying. Here the strong, obtrusive, 
lasting stimulus produces, first of all\ direct discom
fort, and then displeasure connected K(s own crying 

; sounds. These transfers of effect we hav^lreidy dis
cussed in detail, as the first step of social irfluence.

B 7:0; I opens his eyes and lies looking quietly about. The 
child in the next bed begins to cry and B 7 joins in the crying. 
B 7 opens his eyes and looks around. His neighbor begins to cry 
again and B 7 cries with him.

The newborn child from birth on utters short cries 
of fright and single sounds of displeasure-^in addition 
to the monotone habitual crying. The newborn lets 
forth these short sounds pf jfright when affected by 
sudden strong sensory stimuli and by rough changes of 
position. Convulsive movements often take place at 
the same time. Contacts that are not very st/ong call 
forth single sounds of displeasure. B i:o;o(-i-i) 
uttered sounds of this kind when his ears were 
cleaned. B 3:o;o (+9) made the same sound when 
his clothes were put on, when he was slowly laid down, 
and also, apparently, when he had a stomach ache that 
was not too severe.' During sleep and quiet dozing, 
B 4:o;o (+6) gave forth single sounds of dissatis
faction if the covers which he had disturbed with his 
kicking were laid straight again.

In the second month, the crying is no longer, a mono
tone ; instead, it varies in intensity, rhythm, and pauses.

- •;
i :

So, for example, the five months old child increases 
his crying if a grownup enters the room but does not 

come to him. At nine months such crying may 
be caused by another circumstance—namely, if the 
grownup approaches another child.

at once

G 45: o; 9 begins once more to cry precisely in that moment 
when the nurse takes another child in her arms. Then G 45
• compare "approaching*^ in the first discussion in the volume, Soliologische und psycho- 
Ipgische Studien uber das erste Lebensjahr,

* Concerning the genesis of this contact

!
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B 12: o; 2 has body pains. He cries shrilly and loudly, moves 
the head resdessly to and fro, explores with the hand restlessly 
and without aim over the face, opens the mouth wide, jtretches 
the fingers, makes them into a fist, curves them, straightens them 
out; through flexing of the muscles he lifts his back from the 
crib, cries; the eyelids are pressed firmly together, the head 
travels to and fro restlessly, the arms are stretched out; the fists 
are clenched, moved toward the head, pushed out again; the 
head turns about to and fro; the legs kick vigorously to and 
fro; the tongue is stretched out and drawn back again. He re
mains silent for a moment. He begins again to get restless; the 
lips are moved, pursed, opened again; the mouth gapes; a low 
sound of discomfort is emitted, followed by shrill single sounds. 
With each shriek the eyelids are pressed firmly together. The ) 
single cries stop suddenly and he groans to himself and begins/ 
to whimper. The whimpering ceases and the movemente becomes 
weaker. The eyes open and his glance rests on the bright win
dow panes, after which the child qj^iets himself.

In the second month crying or shrieking becomes 
occasionally crying with tears, A kind of whimpering,' 
and also, if the child is not tbo.,severely in pain, groan
ing and shrill single cries can be heard from this time 

In the two months old child one can now ^Iso oh- 
____the habituarcrying, a crying which continues be
yond an immediate need. Its characteristics are; uni
formity, weakness, lack of variation in intensity, and 
interrupting pauses! The accompanying movements - 
also not very strong. Every excitement appears to be 
lacking in the child. The features show no expressional 
movements, neither positive nor negative; they exhibit 
also no attention to noise. This habitual crying differs 
from the single involuntary expelled sounds in that it 
is a continuous activity. In the ninth month the habitual 
crying of a second sort now begins. Either the child 
begins at once with the monotonous heedless vocaliza-'

The First Year of Life

As we have earlier remarked, hunger and pain cries 
can be definitely differentiated. We repeat the charac
teristics. The cry of pain is shrill, loud, and lasting, 
interrupted by whimpering and groaning, or it consists 
of short, single cries. The cry. of hunger is loud, not 
lasting, varying in intensity, and interrupted by suck
ing movements. In uncomfortable positions the child 
whimpers.

We have already stated that crying in the first half 
year is always accompanied by movement. Very often, 
restless movements-alone usher in the period of cry
ing. Then come the single sounds which increase to cry
ing. We see periods of movement alone alternating 
with periods of movement accompanied by sound utter
ances. Those movements which accompany and inter
rupt are just as important for the differentiation of the 
cause of the’erying as are the sounds themselves. Ob
servations on individual children confirmed what has 
just been said.

§
/

B 6:0; I is finished but not quite satisfied with his dinner. 
He lies there for a moment with his eyes open, closes his eyes, 
turns his head back and forth, opens his eyes again, sucks on the 
wrists of his left hand, which by a random movement of his 
hand accidentally came into contact with his lips, screams, 
presses his eyes together, moves his head and arms restlessly.

on.
serve

are

The cry of hunger is continuous, loud, and strong 
and is interrupted suddenly by suckling movements, 
even if an objective stimulus does not come into direct 
contact with the lips. During the time that suckling 
movements are being made, restless kicking, and move
ments of the head temporarily discontinue, only to 
begin again with renewed vigor, accompanied by crying.

j
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The Negatively Directed ReactionsThe First Year of Life

tions (this is more seldom by far), or he begins to cry 
for any reason whatsoever. He is uneasily astonished, 
experiences fear either from outer or inner stimuli, . 
and begins to cry. Very soon the excitement abates, and 
only movement and vocalization persist.

G o; 2 begins to cry hard as soon as the nurse who was cut
ting her finger nails leaves her. After ninety-four seconds the 
crying becomes uniform and in monotone.

B 20:0:4. Strong crying becomes whimpering. After nine 
minutes the crying again increases and the movements which 
accompany the whimpering become livelier. Ninety seconds later 
the crying has become an even, unpausing, habitual crying. 
Eight minutes later the habitual crying with its movements 
ceases.

B 20 lies quietly looking around with wide-open eyes.

Whimpering, sighing, and sounds of groaning make 
their first appearance at the end of the second month. 
Sounds of displeasure that are constant can be found 
in individual children at the end of the fifth month. 
These sounds are not only different in tonefall and 
intensity, but they are phonetically different from 
other sounds, in much the same way as the constant 
sounds of surprise and joy, which can be observed at 
about the same time, are also different.

Thus, for example, G 30:0:6 began to use as a 
constant sound of displeasure huh and erre erre; 
G 51:0; 10 when slightly displeased used wua; and 
G 54: o; 11 when ill-humored said awuwa.

3. Negative Expressional Movements. These 
enter the situation from the very first day of life on.

(a) In the frightened child we find a negative reac
tion of a more complex nature, one which is always 
accompanied by expressional movements. Then, when

strong sensory stimuli are present, there follows a con
traction or quivering of a reflex type, and often the 
utterance of a sound of fright also. In addltiqn, cry
ing and weeping often take place. To this beh'avior is 
sometimes added a whole series of expressional move
ments which, in the newborn, divide themselves prin
cipally into two forms. They are: first, crooking of the 
body, frowning of the forehead, straining of the legs, 
making fists, firm pressing together of the eyelids; and 
second, throwing back of the head, lifting up of the 
body, stretching out of arms, spreading of the fingers, 
opening the eyes wide.

A third somewhat milder form of fright can be ob
served in a one month old child if the sensory stimulus 
is not so strong. Quivering and trembling and sounds 
of terror are not present, but the eyes are opened very 
wide, the mouth opened, the eyebrows lifted, a_n(i the 
forehead wrinkled. Sounds of displeasure or crying ac
company these movements.

(b) Several expressional,movements of this third 
form are also to be obserjfed in the case of surprise 
which, after all, is a kind of slight fright. They are to 
be considered as negative only if a negative ^ound is 
also uttered. In the first quarter year, these expres
sional movements of negative surprise, including the 
lifting of the arms, are usually the reaction to a sen
sory stimulus, change of position, or failure of the

of food, providing the hunger was already 
almost satisfied. Later, different events bring about 
these negative expressional movements. From the 
fourth or fifth month they occur at the failure to ac
complish an intended movement, at the loss of a play
thing, and when a social contact is discontinued.

(c) Until the fifth month the crying of a child is

source

I
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The First Year of Life

always accompanied by movement. In the newborn we 
can already find expressional movements of displeasure 
without accompanying vocalization, although indeed 
less often than crying with accompanied movement. 
Besides the agitated aimless movements of the limbs 
and of the head which accompany the crying, the child, 
on the first day, contracts his face and presses his eye
lids together tight. The one month old child wrinkles 
his forehead, squeezes his eyes together and weeps 
some large tears. The two months old child presses his 
lips firmly together, throws his head, back, arches him
self up, and flings the eyes open spasmodically, only to 
close them again.

(d) These expressional movements of active ill- 
humor have a different character from the expressional 
movements of passive displeasure, which is one of the 
forms of the condition of quiet waking. The signs of 
passive displeasure are: falling of the corners of .the 
mouth, lack of luster in the eyes, and a puckering up 
of the nose. Quiet Crying is to be observed all the while. 
Expressional movements of a passive displeasure do 
not appear before the seventh month. The seven 
months old child appears to have experienced the fu
tility of the negative movements which accompany the 
utterances of active displeasure and to have given up 
their performance. Still, active and passive, expressions 
of displeasure are not entirely detached. We find both 
in the seven months child without being able to asso
ciate each with its precise cause.

(e) These same,expressional movements which occur 
with active and passive displeasure appear also with 
fear. We observed such movements in individual chil
dren of eight months of age. Take,”* for example, 
G 38 :o; 8. If she was lifted out of her bed and car-
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ried out to the nursery while water was flowing into 
the bathtub, she simply endured it—that is, if no 
preparation for the bath was encountered, she re
mained on the arms of the nurse, laughing; Whereas 
B 42:0; 8 and G 49:0:10 cried and displayed the 
expressional mqvements of active displeasure if they 
were lifted out of their beds in the presence of a phy
sician. B 57:1:0 laid herself quietly down with an 
expression of passive displeasure when she encountered 
preparations for the change of a bandage of a severe 
wound which she had on the upper arm.

(f) We were able to observe temper and anger in 
only one case. G 48:0:9, with an angry cry, hit the 
nurse who dressed her and always kept laying her 
down again. As often as she raised herself, she kicked
with her legs in great agitation. Hindered in her hit
ting, she displayed her temper by clenching her fists, 
pressing her lips together tightly, opening her eyes 
wide, and by wrinkling the forehead. The expressional 
movements of active displeasure appear here in'in
creasing number. It is jfijssible that the'expressional 
iflovements of anger and temper are derived from ac
tive ill-humor, and the expressional movements of de- 
pression have their roots in the expressional movement ' 
of passive displeasure. _ _ .

As concrete cases' in which the described negatiye 
expressional movements could be observed, the follow- : 
ing were chosen as examples:

i.

I. Fright. B 50: o: l trembles when the window is noisily 
shut. He moves his arms and legs about, clenches his fists, wrin
kles his forehead, moves his fists toward his face and, after he 
has let out a low cry of^right t, he begins to cry.

B 12: o: 2 lies quietly gazing in his bed. An automobile goes 
by bumping over the street. He shrinks back and lets out a sound
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The Negatively Directed Reactions
to his bed, lies on his right side, weeping, his head pressed against 
the railing. The weeping turns into violent screaming, the ac
companying light movements into trampling. He turns again on 
his back, kicking with his little arms and legs, blinking his eyes, 
turning his head restlessly, trembling with his Entire body; 
moves violently and weeps piteously, blinks for a moment with , 
eyes half open, stretches his arms high, rolls himself restlessly 
to and fro, clutches his hands, turns his head abruptly sideways, 
his fingers interlocked crampingly, stops for a moment>sticks his 
fingers into his mouth, pulls on them, opens his mouth; pulls 
them out abruptly and tries to suck his right fist. Tears run 
down from his eyes; he kicks the covers off and screams.

4. Sounds of passive displeasure. B 3S:o:7 begins to cry 
when having his face washed—after an upsuccessful movement 
toward the hand of the nurse, quiets after an attack of hic
coughs, looks around quietly. The face muscles are lax, the eyes 
lusterless, the corners of his mouth sink. Only the nose is turned 
slightly upward.
’G 43: o; 9 who, due to loss of her playthings, started scream

ing, sits down quietly, rubbing her eyes with her little fists, 
blinking with lusterless eyes and frownipg forehead. .

B 52:0; 10 who was separated from his playmate lies quiet,
are dull and the corners of

The First Year of Life
of fright, opens his eyes tvide and throws his head back, stretches 
his arms sidewards, spreads his fingers, opens his mouth and 
utters a single cry of displeasure.

2. I^cgative Surprises. B 6:0; 1. As the window is opened 
B 6 opens his mouth and eyes wide, stretches his arms side
wards, and utters sounds of displeasure.

G 11:0; 2, who slumbers, becomes restless in her bed from 
the sound of the floyeing water, in her bathtub. She opens her 
eyes wide and then her mouth, turns her head, lifts her forehead 
a little, exhibits the typical expression of surprise, and begins to 
whimper.

3. Sounds of Active Displeasure. G 21:0;4 is evidently 
tired after lively play.
18.04* She is lying in her bed a^in, sucking on her thumb, 

and observing her fingers.
18.09 Yatvns and begins to whimper.
18.11 Ceases whimpering, looks around, whimpers again, even-
18.12 tually begins vigorous shrieking. Quiets down, but as 
18.14 soon as another child starts shrieking she, too, starts to

scream.
18.18 Ceases screaming, plays with her hands, seizes the rail

ings, pulls her ears, covers her face with her little hands. , 
18.20 Lilts her,body and head; babbling, she throws off her 

covers.
18.28 Noticing the nurse, she starts to murmur. The murmur-
18.29 ing turns into loud screams. Covers her eyes with her 
18.31 little hands, continues to scream, kicks with her little

legs.
18.34 Quiets, turns her head sideways, closes her eyes, opens 

them again, turns her head to the other side, closes her 
eyes again, and tumbles down tired.

18.35 She is quiet. Now and then she opens her eyes.
18.40 Sleeps heavily and sound.

B 26:0; 5, after being carried around in arms and returned

“The hours and minutes are given according to the Continental 
method, in which the hours from x P.M. to xa midnight are represented 
by 13 to 24 o’clock inclusive.

looking angrily at his bed. Thejeyes 
his mouth sink down. '

According to their emotional coi^tent, tl|:e negative 
reactions are, in general, the expression of displeasure 
or negative influences; according to their meaning, 
they are either an inclination toward flight and de
fense, or they are an appeal to the helping activity of 
the member of the community in which the child is 
born. Finally, 'those negative reactions of displeasure 
are to be understood as movements having their origin 
in 'desire.
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The Positive Reactions;

movements which is purposeful and complete in bring
ing about a desired condition. As later, the various 
other series of movements are practiced as soon as the 
child has mastered them, are repeated under the 
of function pleasure, and as play are displayed at all 
possible opportunities, so now, this one effective 
[jjent—this one movement which the newborn child can 
accomplish—^becomes the chief activity of play. When 
the child is not hungry and, for any reason at all, an 
object is put between his lips, then the suckling 
ment is a diverted activity in much the same sense as 
other types of movements are, which we will see later. 
We have not seen fit to build up a mysticism out of this 
simple forerunner of play—as the Freudians attempt. 
We see in the suckling itself not a lust for pleasure, 
a desire within itself, but, according to Karl Biihler’s 
conception, a function pleasure. The correctness of this 
assumption appears to be very precisely proved by the. 
fact that a hungry, crying child can never be quieted 
by the mere opportunity to suck. Feeding means to him 
the real end desire, and pleasure concerned with' the 
taking of food cannot hie satisfied through the pleasure 
of mere suckling, because suckling is not a desire for 
pleasure. If one puts an object between the lips of 
hungry child, he makes two or three suckling move
ments and then, all at once, throws out the object 
which does not bring him the awaited pleasure.

(b) Sensory stimulation and perception.” The posi
tive reactions to the stimuli of perception are the most 
meaningful positively directed ways of behavior for; 
the mental development of the human ;being. These 

at the beginning, nevertheless, only sporadic and

name
CHAPTER V 

The Positive Reactions

I. Positively Directed Movements.
(a) Nourishment.” Jennings has already noted that 

the negatively directed reactions of an organism, in a 
primitive state, are far more numerous than the posi
tively directed reactions. With few exceptions, the only 
mode of behavior which from the very beginning is 
surely positive is the taking of nourishment. The new
born makes suckling movements when his lips are 
touched, and the one month old child turns his head 
toward the source of food. The child makes suckling 
movements at the most varied opportunities, thus mani
festing a positive turning toward the source of food 
even when the stimulation is insufficient. He, perhaps, 
thereby reveals the anticipation of a recalled, positive, 
well-liked act.

So we can accept the idea that, just as the events of 
anticipated desire arise from displeasure, so the turn
ing toward reaction, occurring at the taking of food, 
is itself accompanied by pleasure. The expression of 
satisfaction immediately after the taking of nourish
ment also proves these facts. Of this we will speak ^ 
later. The suckling movements play an important role 
in the movements included in the taking of nourish
ment inasmuch as the sucking is the first of the child’s

^ Nourishment -will be discussed here from the viewpoint of positive 
reaction. A separate section is given to the remaining activities which 
accompany feeding. Compare Chapter VII.

44/
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somewhat on the situation. Freedom of movement and 
the movements of his body, however, always appear to 
give pleasure to the child (active and passive). He 
likes also to be moved to and fro, and to be shaken 
up and down. If a child is loosely bound he kicks with 
expression and pleasure, from the second month on.
We have already shown that the restriction of freedom 
of movement is received negatively by the one month
old child. . r

On. the whole, acoustical and optical stimuli of a
slight or limited intensity remain unobserved during the
first and second months. Occasionally it will be noted' 
that the child turns toward light and toward the source ■ 
sound. In general, babies becorne aware only of very. ■ 
strong and very sudden stimuli—observation in the 
negative sense. Only when the child is two or^ three 
months old does he turn repeatedly toward a lighted 
spot. It is the same with the beginning of active listen
ing and touching. Now at the age of two or three
months, the child turns his head with regularity toward
the source Sif the sound while the sound lasts. He -r . 
touches what is hidden u^er his hand, his m9uth, _his 
lips, and, somewhat later, he follows a moving object 
with his glance. With this behavior we are permitted 
to see the first physical signs of attention and interest- 
—namely, straining of the features of the. face, slight 
wrinkling the forehead, pursing the lips, sticking out 
the tongue, tightening the muscles of the eyes, and 
impulsive noises which interrupt the movements during 
the act of perception. It was often observed in a two 

nths old child that, while he was staring toward a
__point with all the characteristics described
above, suddenly the signs of attention disappeared, 
and at the same time his eyes began to squint. This

individual. In general we can say that strong sensory 
stimuli of any sort.call forth negative reactions. At the 
very beginning, for example, the child seems to react 
sensitively to temperature. Cold is, in general, , a nega
tively greeted stimulus. On the other hand, luke
warm and higher degrees of warmth are more or less 
pleasant, depending on the individual. Wet is, as we 
have earlier described, presumably quite as unpleasant 
as a harsh touch of a strong temperature stimulus. 
Every child likes to be wiped dry. We have, as a rule, 
not observed in the first three months positive reac
tions to even simple stimuli of contact. Most^these 
mentioned manipulations of the body, of tlie child 
bring forth either direct displeasure or else are borne 
without any recognizable movement of expression. The 
expression of comfort is first observed only when a 
child is again made dry and laid in bed. Strong 
tacts connected with pain, and tickling, which later is 
pleasant and welcome, produce negative reactions. Only 
from the fourth month on, do stroking, blowing on the 
child, and tickling cause a positive reaction, and pro
duce an expression of comfort. Not before the fifth 
month does the child laugh when he is touched. 
Changes of posture and the bodily movements going 
with' it, belong quite as much to the earliest positive 
stimuli as the hindering of freedom of movement be
longs to the negative. The mere change of position, 
nevertheless, is not thereby an outspoken positive 
stimulus. There are cases in which the child begins to 
exhibit positive Cxpressional movements when he is 
merely being lifted up, laid down, and turned over. 
There are other cases, however, in which change of 
position produces reactions of fear and defense. The 
effect of the change of the position depends, moreover,
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The First Year of Life

staring at a single spot is one of the most beloved oc
cupations of a three months old child. In the case of 
B 12, who was observed by us during the second and 
third months of his life, the progress in this direction 
could be precisely established. It can be said that in 
the case of the two months old B 12 the expressional 
movements,’ described above, occurred only twice in the 
course of the day, but we observed signs of attention 
ten times. Of these, eight times the interest 
fleeted in the face.

The child of three months turns his head toward the 
source of the stimulus not only while the sound 
tinues but often after the sound ceases.®

The child of four months continues to glance in the 
direction in which an object was moving, but from 
which it has been withdrawn. That means that the 
progress of the positive reactions is similar to that 
which obtained with the negative reactions—that after 
the first quarter year, stimuli outside of those of im
mediate bodily contact become effective, and 
tively seen and.actively heard.

B 16:0; 3 turns his head in the direction of sound caused by 
flowing water in a bath tub. Just in the moment in which the 
water was turned off, the stimulus also ceased its influence.

B 21: o; 4 follows with his eyes the rattle which by accidental 
movements of-his hands was shaken up and down. The eyes 
blinked always just a few seconds afterwards in the direction 
in which they followed the rattle, even if the rattle was then 
sounded on the other side.

9nly from the third month on does the child make 
positive movements toward sensory stimuli with two

» This criterion for active listening was established by us in the 
way as the earliest reaction to the human voice.

The Positive Reaction •

organs at the same time. It must theref ( re be generally 
accepted that previously the child resj onded actively • 
in only one direction, so to speak, and accordingly re
sponded only to a single condition, or wperience.

Out of these exact observations are'yielded' certain 
deductions which Koffka constructs into a most highly 
improbable hypothesis based not at all (in our opinion) 
on the foregoing observations. Koffka explains, “We 
cannot state, moreover, that the child sees a lighted 
spot, but that on a relatively even ground the child 
sees a lighted spot. He explores the encroachment with. 
his hand which up till then lay there disregarded, in 
one place. To sum up briefly: r

"From that undefined and uncertain ground there 
arises a definite and more certain phenomenon—a 
quality with which the facts of the structural ability 
of the world of perception of the newborn shall be 
demonstrated. Were it really so, in the case of turn
ing toward the light and sound, for example, that the 
impression arises from a ‘relatively even ground,’ then 
the. relatively even ground must be present before the 
appearance of the sensory ^^rpeption. This would mean 
that, up to a certain degree, the entire world of per
ceptions is present to the child ... as is the case with 
the adult.” '

This concept we shall not even discuss. We consider 
it much more likely that the newborn is completely 
shut in within himself, and that only a very strong 
stimulus forces a new experience on him. Koffka’s hy
pothesis constructs the consciousness of the newborn 
after the pattern of a fully developed consciousness 
whicK lives, well established in all directions, com
pletely on the qui vive, and already oriented toward 
impressions of all sorts. The idea that the newborn
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G li:o;2 gave forth several lusty laUing'* sounds and' lis
tened to them with all signs of attention. She turned her head, 
as though trying to hear, in all directions after the sound had 
faded away. This she repeated several times till she finally no 
longer sought the self-produced sounds with turning of the head, 
but instead, with all the signs of attention, listening motion
lessly, she produced them again. -

B i6:o;3 turned his head with searching movements of the 
eyes in the direction from which came sounds of an opening and 
closing door.

G 21: o; 4 with her eyes followed the rattle which through 
accidental movements of her hands was shaken to and fro. The 
eyes stared always for several seconds in the direction where the 
rattle had been, if the rattle had already been shaken on the 
other side. >

The coordination of the child’s own movements with 
optical perception comes earlier than the coordination 
of the child’s own movements with the noise thus pro
duced. This coordination can first be established at six 
months. ' . .

(c) Grasping. The separate developmental steps 
can be observed better in( thfe grasping behavior than 
in any other.” The starting point is, to a certain extent, 
the grasping reflex brought about through thb contact 
of the stimulus. Only the direct contact of the object 
on the surface of the hand brings about an act of 
grasping—and somewhat later, feeling or touching. 
The next step brings about the training of important 
coordinations of eye and hand.

^ ‘‘Lalls’’ is a German word which we shall take over into this text.
It is the best word the translator could iind to express the wordless 
precursor of speech. Babbling is the nearest English word, but it is not 
so expressive.

^ Compare with these observations made on different children the 
complete observation made on the same child during a longer period 
by Shinn. Notes on the Development of a Child, 1907, p. 83.

The First Year of Life

makes any active forward turning reaction without the 
force of a strong stimulus does not even enter the ques-' 

i tion—so far as we see it. Our exact observations show
that the newborn child’s state of waking, as indicated 
by the failure of all inner and outer stimuli, is a kind 
of semi-consciousness as the “ground” out of which the 
sensory impression projects itself. Then there is theo
retically nothing to be said against it. Only, tbe struc
tural postulations of Koffka contain much more. They 
maintain, for example, that each impression of light 
must, arise from a previously undifferentiated optical 
background, and this is an opinion without support in 
practice. In this condition of semi-consciousness the 
child lacks every consciousness of the surrounding 
world, and only through strong stimuli is he snatched 
out of slumbering and jostled into an activity of sen
sory organs.

How slowly and by what progressive connecting 
steps the transition from one reaction to another sort 
is accomplished can be further observed. We will give 
several examples which show an already advanced 
stage of development—-that is, which show threads 
ccjnnecting the reactional transition. The child is two 
months old before he first begins to listen to his own 
vocalizations and to repeat single sounds which he has 
uttered and heard. The child is three months old be
fore he first seeks the source of the sound with his 
eyes, and now adds eye movements to the restless head 
movements which occur during the continuance of the 
noise. Only when the child is four months old does he 
gaze, toward his hands when they touch an object. 
Then the organs of speech, and the sense of hearing, 
the sense of sight, and that of touch begin in these 
cases to coordinate—to work together.

K
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single finger, putting the thumb opposite to the other 
finger. Grasping with one hand is after all possible only 
through this opposite placement. As an intermediate 
step there is to be noted the time when the chUd, using 
one hand, does not use the fist, but instead/the palm 
of the hand in grasping. The fingers and also the fists 
are then still spasmodically outstretched.

At the beginning of the second half year the child 
is no longer satisfied to reach only toward those ob
jects which are in his immediate neighborhood. It is 
characteristic of this age that children actually grasp 
toward all objects which they see. Now bodily posture 
is also put into the service of the grasping; the child • 
turns himself toward things, and the body enters the 
grasping situation as a third component. In the second 
half year we rarely find any further attempt of the 
child to assist the grasping movements of the hand by 
accompanying movements of the mouth, or of the head. 
Between the sixth and ninth months the legs are used 
to assist in grasping. In much the same way as the first 
primitive grasping of the hands, the object is now 
taken between the soles of .the feet. Legs and hands 
alternate with each other in this newly developing 
grasping play till in the last quarter of the year the legs 
come to have their own occupation and become useful 
in the change of posture, in moving forward, and take 
no further part in the grasping play.

While B 23: o: 3 is being undressed he lays hold of his shirt 
on which his hands had traveled to and fro, and then he lifts 
and lowers it.

G.ai:o;4 is shown the rattle. She lifts both hands toward 
it and, as she moves her balled fists toward each other, succeeds 
in' really reaching the rattle.

The rattle is shown to her again. Her aimless movements with

The hand of the three months old child aflects him 
as a moving object, as a stimulus to the eye; and he 
follows the movements of the hand with his glance 
through such action, but because of his inability at this 
period to use two organs at the same time, the hand 
frequently comes to a standstill. As is thp case of all 
reactions in the first quarter year of life, grasping, too, 

only through direct, sufficiently strong effect 
the organ. The newborn child closes his hand 

\ matically when an object comes in contact with his 
hand. With the two months old child the grasping re
flex is already restrained in certain circumstances. The 
hands which accidentally touch the rods of the bed still 
close up as frequently as those of the newborn. It often 
happens, however, that the child moves his hands ex- 
ploringly over the rods, and touches them instead of 
shutting them. The expression of his face then reveals 
attention, and we are entitled to speak of active touch
ing. At the same time it can be observed that the child 
reaches toward objects which he touches without the 
participation of the eyes. This can be described as ac
tive grasping. Only at the age of four months is the 
child’s own hand no longer only a moving object. With 
the help of the eyes the hand is moved toward objects. 
The first grasping is in the direction of objects which 
are brought into the immediate neighborhood of the 
child and is accompanied by uncertain movements of 
both arms. The hands are at the same time clenched 
into a fist, and then reach toward the object without 
the fingers taking part in grasping. The hands, between 
which the object should be laid, usually do not meet 
each other at all, but travel past the object. At five 
months the child reaches out and grasps with one hand 
alone, and now uses both hands in gripping, then the

/

occurs on
auto-
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which, from right to left, she approaches one hand to the rattle 
made it possible to push the rattle out of the hand of the nurse 
so that it fell down.

G 21 is stimulated to grasping movements by the presentation 
of a rattle. She moves it about first aimlessly and restlessly with 
both arms in the air. Then she stretches the arms sidewards, lifts 
them up, moves the fists near to each other, but also reaches 
toward the rattle. This grasping is repeated innumerable times. 
She lifts the fists up, moves them near to each other, but also 
reaches toward the rattle. This grasping is repeated innumerable 
times. She lifts her head out of the dorsal position and seeks to 

■ reach the rattle with her mouth.
B 20;o;4 observes attentively the rattle which his mother 

holds towards him, sticks out his tongue, and stretches out his 
fists towards her.

B 26: o; 5 grasps toward bed railings with both hands. The 
fingers are spread apart, the thumb is already placed opposite 
the other fingers.

Only at the fourth and fifth months is independence 
from the direct effect of the stimulus reached in grasp
ing, and, at the same time, the coordination of seeing 
and grasping is established. Now the child reaches 
toward an object which is not in his immediate neigh
borhood, but is merely seen by him. We can follow all 
the steps of the child’s progress, from the first grasp
ing of that which is nearest to him, to constant active 
cohquering behavior wherein he always grasps.

If one observes the behavior of a child who is first 
sitting straight up and then, spying an object near by, 
stretches his arms in jerl^y fashion, one will,see (in 
spite of the fashionable condemnation of automatism 
and mechanism) that it resembles the performances of 
a doll to which life had been given, so to sp,eak, limb 
after limb. This painstaking coordination of the re
active complexes of movement is, however, to be com-

iThe Positive Reactions

pletely differentiated from the active “life unfolding" 
of the impulsively , self-moving child. The spontaneous 
activity of the “unfolding” limbs is completely other 
than the reactive behavior. More of that la^fer I

(d) Social approach. This research confirms the con
clusions set forth in a previous publication—namely, 
that the child is positively directed toward other human 
beings. The first social approach occurs in the second 
month. While the one month old child observes other 
people just as little as other objects, and reacts to the 
auditory stimulus of the human, voice by sucking, as 
though it were a stimulus accompanying the occurrence 
of food, in the second month the glance of the child 
allows itself to be enticed by the glance of the grownup.
At this time one can observe a, slight quiver of genuine 
smiling in response to the voice and glance of the 
human being. In this there is conceived, somehow, at . 
least the foregoing stage of a specific reaction to the 
human being, as such. The smiling reactions, as well as 
all other reactions toward the human being in the first 
year of life, are a positive turning toward him—the 
returning of the glance, the seeking of the glance, turn
ing of the head and body toward the person, stretch
ing out of the hands, babbling, catching a /glance and 
therefore neglecting the toy, attempting to rouse at
tention through movements, offering him an object— 
turning toward him when frightened or surprised.

An anti-social behavior, that is, a behavior nega
tively directed toward presence of people, does not 
occur in the first year of life, but does very clearly in 
the second.
, Social reaction to playmates of the same age takes 
place later than to adults. Only at the age of five 
months is another child perceived, observed with at-
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ment of a social contact even more difficult. At nine 
months the child lalls to the other child, offers him 
playthings, and cries bitterly if the grownup gives his 
attention to another child. The nine months old child 
still permits toys to be taken quietly out 6f his hand 
when a playmate grasps them. The ten months old

The First Year of Life

tention, and, when the glance of both perchance meet, 
smiled at. These reactions remain the only reactions 
observed by us until the child is nine months old. It

Table III *
The Observed Reactions of Children Toward Grownups

I 13456789 10 II la
I,
f Age in months Table IVI

Returns the glance of the adult with smiling ..
Is quieted by touching......................................
Becomes restless by being spoken to.»
Cries when the grownup who was attending him,

leaves............................................................. L-i
Smiles back at grownup....................................
Disturbed when approached.............................
Returns approaching glance with tailing.......... L_
Displeasure when the child loses the glance of

the grownup..................................................
Quieted by caressing......................................... ‘—1
Disturbed by the sight of people......................
Neglect of play through meeting the glance of

the grownup................................................... *-------- 1 .
Striving for attention by lolling........ ...............
Stretches out hands towards the grownups....
Cries when the grownup stops talking............. *—1
Strives for attention by movements.................
Pulls on the clothes of the grownup................. L—.
Offers the grownup an object.................... .
Imitates the movements of the grownup with a

plaything. ......................................................
Organized plaj^'activity.................................... ^
Looks at grownup amazed because of an inci

dent................................................................ L—J
•This and the following tables contain only those reactions which could be 

established in at least 60 per cent of the observed children.

must be especially noted, however, that the children in 
not deliberately brought into situations 

which forced a social contact and were separated one 
from the other by a considerable distance. Every child 
was confined to his bed, which rendered the achieve-

The Observed Reactions of One Child Toward Another •»
1134 5678 9 ion II•'Age in months.

Observes other child...................................
Smiles at other child...................................
Cries if the other child receives attention..
Offers toy to other child.............................
Lalls to other child...............................
Imitates the movements of another child..
Opposes toy being taken away...................
Organized play activity................... ..........
Strives for attention by means of lalling... 
lll-humor, if another child moves away.... 
Setting aside toy and turning toward a 

child.......... .............................................

child already opposes tKe.,toy being taken away. The 
eleven months old child concerns himself with gaining 
the attention of another child by lalling. shows dis
pleasure when the child moves away. With the eleven 
months old child we find organized play activities. 
The eleven months old child throws a plaything away 
in order to grasp toward the comrade who is in this 
way brought nearer, a behavior which is similar to the 
five months old child who plays only so long as the 
adult is not present, or else he forgets his play in order 
to "observe him.

Our individual observations in. this field bring both 
Tables III and V together.

our case were
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rattle, in the meanwhile looking carefully and continually at the 
observer.

At the age of nine months the child show? objects to 
the grownup. The grownup’s movements with a play
thing are imitated, and the child at the age of one year 
who is either surprised or frightened seeks to meet the 
glance of the grownup. The child appears to ask the 
adult, “Do you see it also?” In the grasping and offer
ing of objects there lies the beginning of an organized, 
social play activity with the grownups.

B 50: o; lo holds his doll out toward the observer, allows her 
to take the doll from him, and laughs as it is returned to him. 
Holds it out again.

G 51:0; 10. The nurse picks up the doll which had fallen 
down. The nurse presses the doll, which squeaks, and gives it 
to the child again. She holds it, then gives it back again. Finally 
she keeps the doll and seeks to produce a tone by pressing as the 
nurse had done. As it is accomplished she is very pleased.

CHILD AND CHILD
G 28: o; 5 glances alwajjs^oward the other child who lies in 

her crib about one yard away.
G 26:0; S looks at a child who sits on the swaddling table 

which stands at the foot of her bed. Accidentally the eyes of both 
children meet in a glance, and they both laugh.

B 50:0; 10 looks attentively at G offers her again the 
rattle. G 44 takes it back again, holds it out again—and so on.

Here is described in detail a scene which took place 
between B 53 : o; 10 and B 73 : o; rt while they were 
being observed.

■ B 53 drums lustily on _ 
stands up opposite him in his crib and beats on the railing of his 
crib with “da da,” which B 53 always immediately imitates.

The ^irst Year of Life
I

Table V shows 'the increase of the frequency of 
social relations in general, and the percentage part of 
the single age-levels in the sum of all observed social 
reactions.

Table V
Percentual Relation of the Individual Age-levels to the Whole 

Sum of Social Rractions

°i3 —
OJ4

o;7 — 
o; 8

OJ9 —
o; 10

o ; II 
1:0Age............ Totalo; I o;!

Relation of the 
individual 
age-levels to 
the whole sum 
of social reac
tions in %... 26o S 12 13 19 25 100

CHILD AND GROWNUP (an example)

G 21: o;4 returns the glance of the nurse who looks at her, 
with laughing and cooing.

G 30: o; 6 turns herself around from back to stomach and 
seeks to draw the attention of her grandmother toward herself 
by falling.

G 31:0; 6 clasps the bottle with hands while drinking.- 
Through a clumsy movement the bottle falls. She lalk loudly 
to the nurse.

B 50:0; 10 seizes the coat of the doctor, pulls on it, coos, 
beats on the doctor’s shoulder after raising himself in his bed, 
amuses himself by shaking to and fro, holding on to the bed
stead. When the doctor still continues to turn her back, he walks 
up and down in his little bed, laughing and falling, clicks his 
tongue, tugs again at the coat hanging down behind the bed
stead.

G 51: o; 10 looks at the observer who is deep at work writ
ing, scratches with her nail on the cover, makes a noise with a

the night table. His neighbor B 73!'
i
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longer so completely absorbed in negative reactions as 
in the foregoing months. He discovers for himself an 
object which he draws near in grasping play or he 
busies himself with a sensory stimulus which is not too 
strong. This fact gives evidence cjf the development of 
active interest and of the retreat of the negative reac
tion as the “dominant” in behavior. From this time on 

negative reactions occurring more and more 
often, only as accessory reactions.

We present the following observations:

The First Year of Life

B 53 turns himself about for a moment. As he again spies B 73, 
who again makes a movement before him, B 53 ceases to play 
with the coverlet, sits and rocks with his entire body as B 73 did 
before. Both children look at each other, laugh and gurgle. Then 
B 53 stands up and wanders around in his bed. Finally he grabs 
a pillow, lifts it up, lets it fall, sits down, pulls on the bands 
with which he is fastened, lalb in a lively manner and winks at 
B 73 who looks at him from the neighboring bed. B 73 
seeks the attention of B 53, who is deep in his play with the pil
low, and makes movements in his hed—to no purpose. Finally 
he walks up and down in his bed, whimpers on and oif uneasily, 
sits down again, pulls the coverlet off and on, crawls here and 
there, kneels in front of the bed slats, stands up again, rocks 
to and fro and keeps on doing so until B 53 looks at him. Then 
they both laugh. B 73 stretches his arms through the slats in the 
railing, sits down, stands up, seizes the cover, lalls to B 53, until 
finally B 53 turns away and walks up and down in his own bed.

(e) Overcoming negative reactions. So long as the 
child still reacts to all strong sensory stimuli it is pos
sible to distract the child who is ill-humored. For those 
same sense stimuli which in the first quarter year of 
life call forth the negative reactions can also cause 
them to stop. Rapid change of position, touching, and 
sight and sound stimuli are very effective for this pur
pose. Distraction through means of acoustical stimuli 
seldom takes place after the passing of the first quarter 
year. Froiq^ then on new influences, those which are 
brought about through people, enter the situation as 
the means of pacifying. The fixed glance of the adult, 
his attention to the child, can bring about quietude. 
From the fifth month on, an object which is given into 
the hand of the child to play with can also pacify him. 
In all cases the diverting comes about through stimuli 
which thrust themselves in from the outside. We have 
observed that from the sixth month on the child is no

I

I

now we see

B 4: o; o (-h 10) cries. He is lifted up, quieted, is laid again 
in his crib, begins in a short while to cry again.

B 4 begins to cry. He is taken out, quieted; lies quietly with 
his eyes open, begins to cry, however, as soon as he is laid in his 
crib. . .

B7i:o;o(-|-5) lies in his crib on a large sheet. He begins 
to cry. The observer lifted high the sheet on which he lay and , 
B 71 stopped.

B 5: o; I cries and moves himself restlessly. The observer 
speaks to the child very loudly from her place by the window. 
Immediately he ceases as long as the sounds continue. Cries when 
he is undressed, but being ptft^^in the bath quiets him.

B 13:052 cries vigorously. The shower is turned on. The 
sound of the flowing water causes him to stop.

B 12:05 2 is displeased, moves himself restlessly and cries. A 
child in the room begins to cry. He stops.

B 23:054 stops crying suddenly in order to follow with his 
eyes a nurse who is going by.

G 23: O 5 4 begins to cry and to move herself restlessly. Sud
denly her glance rests on her own hands. She interrupts her cry
ing and follows the hands with her eyes.

B 38:057 begins to whimper. Then he busies himself again, 
takes a rubber doll, presses it when it squeaks. He sticks it in 
his mouth, and pulls it out again.

G 45:0 5 9 walks along the railing of the bed crying.

i

I

ii
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the eyes gleam, the corners of the mouth are turned up 
just a little. He stretches his arm out once again. Falls 
asleep.

B 50; o; I is laid in his bed after a warm bath. He lies quietly 
there with open mouth; the comers of his mouth are turned up, 
the eyes slightly shining.

In the second month this type of expression develops 
into laughing. At the beginning it is perhaps reflective'; 
at any rate, it occurs then only as a specific expressional 
movement of social meaning. The glance and voice of 
human beings are what first cause the child to smile. 
The situations in which smiling occur are shown in the 
following table.

The First Year of Life

B: 1; o begins cryingly to play with his doll. He is, in fact, 
because of it, quiet for a moment.

B: o: 9 sits in his go-cart. He cries; if one speaks to him he 
is sdli.

B: I; o stands in his bed, looks about attentively in the other 
room and cries loudly all the while. Suddenly he sits down and 
plays with his litde dress.

2. Positive Expressional Movements.
(a) We have already stated that the positive ex- 

pressiona} movements are more scarce and occur later 
than the negative. During the first month of life ex
pressional movements of a positive sort are to be ob
served, but only in a very limited field—that of taking 
nourishment. Thirsty, hasty drinking, hardly inter
rupted for breathing, appears to give positive enjoy
ment. This may be a kind of function pleasure. More 
of this later.

(b) Bodily comfort. At the end of the first month 
the child displays a well-defined expression of comfort 
when he has had enough to eat, when being bathed, 
if he has slept thoroughly, and if he is dry and warm 
and in a comfortable position. This positive expression 
of comfort has somewhat the following characteristics: 
glowing eyes, mouth lifted at the corners, and a slow 
closing of the mouth. The muscles of the face are 
firmer than in the state of passive dozing. There is • 
lacking, however, the straining which goes with other 
forms of quiet waking as, for example, when the child 
gives attention to something.

9.20 As B 12: o; 2 is laid in his bed after being fed, he yawns 
and stretches himself.

9.23 Rubs his eyes with his fists. He lies quietly there gazing. 
9.26 He appears satisfied and as having had enough to eat;

ij
i(

I
1

i
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Table VI

Causes of Childish Laughter

5 6 7 8 9 10II laAge in months, 15 3 4

Social Laughter •.....................
Laughter accompanying play

movement and lading............
Laughter when receiving bodily

stimuli..................................y
Laughter when offered toys.. /. j 
Laughter at hearing words...!.
Laughter at change of posture .
Laughter at playing hide and

seek........................................
Laughter upon awakening........

• By social laughter is here indicated that which occurs when the child 
sees or hears another person.

From this it can be. seen that smiling at the begin
ning is specifically and exclusively a social function, 
and that only later it happens in connection with ex
periences other than just the hearing and seeing of 
people.

I

(
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series of perceptions which are constantly repeated and 
attended by positive expressional movement are to be 
already considered as the beginning of play. These 

specific movements and later the, manipula
tion of objects, of which there is still mucWto be said, ^
take place generally with a positive attitude of the^^-.^; 
practicing, playing child, and with expressional move- X 
ment of pleasure. Expressional mimicry movements of 

sort hardly enter\the situation.
(d) Interest. While iri\the first two months, only a 

strong direct influence on the child brings about a re
action of interest, from then on the child, to a certain 
extent, is in a state of passive receptivity, of readiness, 
conditioned to receive impressions to ■Which hejs dis
posed. One. can see the expressional movements of 
interest—the opening wide of the mouth, tensing of 
the muscles of the face, slight wrinkling of the fore
head, pursing of the mouth, and stretching,out the 
tongue. In the second half year there can be seen, in 
addition to- these, prolonged stretching of the body, 
stiffening ofctfie muscles, and a slight leaning toward 
an object of interest. In the'second month' there is also 
a condition of being awake which is quiet and recep
tive, a condition in which the child does not |move him
self, but which does not appear to be the same or as 
complicated as dozing. Of semi-consciousness or doz
ing we will speak at length later. This state of quiet 
waking does not appear to be one of only quiet com
fort, but seems rather to be a state in -which the child 
receives impressions of the surrounding; world._

In the readiness to reception lie those beginnings 
which one can later designate as interest, and which 
one can find in active accomplishment. It is difficult to 
assert exactly when interest occurs as an active mental

Table VII

The Relation Between Smiling in the Social Situation and 
Smiling as a General Reaction (in per cent) ever more

Social laughter in 
response to Laughing 

as a general 
reaction

Total TotalAge
The Grownup The Child

o;i
o;2

054
o;5 o ; 6 
o;7 
o; 8 
o;9 
o; lo
o; II 
I ;o

a new
100loo 100

8989 II loo
892 92 100

60 15 75 25 ICO

50 50 SO 100
62 3813 10049

20 SO 50 10030
SO 50 10010 40
70 30 10040 30

/ -.^5 50 75 25 100

50 50 10010 40

(c) Function pleasure. As function pleasure Karl 
Buhler has designated those pleasures which can ac
company the organized course of a certain succession 
of movements, as well while they are being practiced 
as when they have been mastered. There is a stage of 
function pleasure which seems to precede that of the 
organized movements. In a certain stage, before the 
child practices and enjoys specific successions of move
ments, he seems to enjoy and to give\himself over to 
bodily movements and vocalizations which become al
ways more organized and rhythmic. In the case also 
of certain stimuli of perception one has the impression 
that the child is positively attuned—staring at them 
and listening t9 .them. The first signs of such function 
pleasure are lifting of the corners of the mouth, and 
gleaming of the eyes. All these bodily movements and

64 ■
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S. State of contemplative waking—tensing the features of the 
face, faint wrinkling of the forehead, eyelids lightly pressed to
gether, pushing forward of the lips, pursing of the mouth.

In the. second half year, as we have already seen, 
the child directs his grasping movements toward ob
jects which are not in his immediate neighborhood but 
which capture his attention. His eyes dwell attentively 
and for a long time on objects which do not seem un- 

lly worthy of attention, which neither through 
gleam or color or movements separate themselves from 
the surroundings. The eyes, which until then wander 
about from one object to another, light upon one ob
ject accidentally and remain there. They appear to 
want to receive new perceptions through the searching 
activity with objects. These facts—the condition of 
contemplative wakefulness, the new expressional move
ments of interest, the awakened active attention to Hs 
inner world—permit us here to assume the beginning 
of active interest. To a certain extent the child himself 
now seeks stimuli.

(e) Positive surprise./Pqsitive surprise'enters later 
than negative surprise 'and then in three different 
forms. From the third month on come the well-known 
expressions of surprise—opening wide of thfe eyes and 
of the mouth, stiffening of the muscles of the forehead, 
sideward stretching of the arms, often broyght about 
through a pressing interest. We can speak, then, of an 
interested surprise. This can be observed when the 
child, experiencing strange sensations, is impressed by 
new sensory stimuli which are neither too strong nor 
too'unpleasant. Joyful expressional movements of 
prise followed by signs of pleasure were already ^ob
served in a five months old child when a plaything.

The First Year of Life

approach. Aside from the already mentioned expres
sional movements of mimicry there occur in the second 
year of life approach movements Of the whole body,, 
which perhaps only now permit one to speak of an 
active interest.

From the seventh month on we find several expres
sional movements of the receptive condition in cases 
in which the gathered data speak against a mere re
ciprocal reception of perceptions. A tightening of the 
features of the face, a pursing of the lips, a tension 
of the body—rthese, it is true, reveal attention. The 
eyelids, however, are lightly pressed together and the 
influence of the expression of the face is eliminated. 
The child, as it were, appears to be inwardly listening 
and to be busy with his inner self. Since we cannot dif
ferentiate what the child perceives in himself, then we 
dare not presume the beginning of a sort of mental 
activity in this contemplative condition of wakefulness.

We repeat again the characteristics of the different 
waking states:

III

usua

1. Quiet dozing®—sleepy facial expression, absence of any 
gleam in the eyes.

2. State of comfort—uplifting of the corners of the mouthi 
faint wrinkling of forehead, shining eyes, slow opening of the 
eyes.

3. State of receptive waking—tightening of the features of
the face, faint wrinkling of forehead, eyes wide open, pushing 
forward of the lips, pursing of the mouth. ,/

4. State of passive displeasure—dull eyes, sinking of the cor
ners of the mouth, rumpling of the nose.

sur-® Dozing is used throughout as a translation of the German “D 
merzuatand’* which means literally, “condition or state of twilit 
An adequate idea of the condition intended by the word “dozing** can 
be obtained from the text

Dam—
ght.”
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that these positive expressional moverhents are out
wardly and objectiyMy directed. ! ^

At the end of the fifth month we find, in addition 
to that comfort due to bodily well-beingy a definite 
positive condition of comfort and, in' addition to those 
expressional movements brought about by sensory 
stimuli, we find a whole series of newerj more positive 
expressional movements of which we pan speak col
lectively as expressional movements of joy. The fol
lowing movements can be observed: aimless movements 
of the arms and legs, vigorous turning of the head and 
hitting of the child’s own shoulder, lifting Up the cor
ners of the. mouth, blinking of the eyes, lively opening
and closing of the mouth. In the sixth month joyful 
clapping of the hands and laughing take place as gen
eral reactions. The sounds of happiness, still to be de
scribed, are just as numerous. In addition to the glance 
of the human being, funny movements or the repetition 
of the funny sound first cause outbursts of joy. Already 
at the age of five months, a child rejoices and shakes 
himself in a satisfied manner if he raises; himself, alone, . 
out of the prone position and supports himself on his 
hands; or if a group of sounds seems especially comical 
to him. All newly achieved positions of the/body, such 
as sitting, standing, going forward, sideward turning, 
crawling, walking, as well as the assistance of grownups- 
in cases of impossible achievement, bring forth such 
sounds of joy. Somewhat later the child makes aimless 
movements in a happy manner if he succeeds in reach
ing an object for which he was striving with his hands. 
Following moving objects with his eyes and joyful 
surprise cause a five months old child to give forth 
sounds of pleasure. At seven months of age the_ child 
first displays pleasure when a plaything is put in his

The First Year of ifjife
which had been hanging over his crib and was removed 
from his view, was again placed within his glance, or 
if the adult who passed by the child again approached 
him. We found that the eight months old child ex
hibited joyful surprise at the return of an adult to 
whom he was accustomed if the adult had been absent 
for some time—say over night. It seems that a strange 
or new impression brings about an interested surprise, 
and a recognition brings about a joyful surprise. In 
addition to these two forms of surprise we found the 
expressional movements of surprise occurring without 
their being followed by either interest or joy. This 
movement consists of a short turning toward anything, 
and it is usually caused by the disappearance of a play
thing.

Expressional movements of positive surprise which 
give evidence that the child anticipates a state of sat
isfaction. can be observed at tight months of age. 
When the child has reached this development, prej)ara- 
tions for feeding do not produce negative reactions. 
On the other hand, however, neither do they release 
any vigorous reactions of desire. The child merely ap
pears confident that he awaits fulfillment. The signs of 
this expectation are a certain tension of the features 
of the face, and the kind of posture the body assumes. 
Otherwise there is complete quiet. From the ninth 
month on preparations for bed or dressing for the 
daily walk also invoke expressional movements of the 
kind just described.

(f) Joy. It is the stimulation received through the 
senses and the comfort derived from a good organic 
condition that bring about the first positive expressional 
movements. Not until the second half year can'T^ne say 
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hand. He also manifests his pleasure very vigorously 
during the pauses when he is eating something he likes 
very much—such as sweet apple compote. The eight 
months old child greets the food which is offered him 
with joy, and makes certain sounds which the grownup 
repeats. Certain games, such as hide and seek and 
similar games, at thif time already give the child 
pleasure. In the second half year the joyful outbreaks 
become more frequent and of longer duration, and tne 
condition of quiet comfort is continuoudy lessened.

(g) Desire. We have already dealt with desire in 
connection with those negative reactions which, we 
thought, contained a moment of desire. We can defi
nitely state that at five months of age there occur posi
tive expressional movements of desire which are, in 
part, accompanied by other expressional movements. 
Such movements are a demanding outstretching of the 
hands, and an anxious look toward the desired object. 
Such a look is often accompanied by demanding sounds.

3. Positive Vocalizations.
Karl Buhler has differentiated three/functions in 

human speech: the expression, the call for help, and 
representation. While the expressions of feeling and 
call for aid can be observed in the vocalization of 
animals, the use of speech as representation appears 
to be primarily specifically human. Even the human 
child of the first year of life does not use vocalization 
as a means of representing things. His first vocaliza
tions are extended expressional movements—therefore 
sounds of expression. The first crying is not an intended 
call for help, but rather in a biological sense is pre
sumably to be considered just as,objective as the cry 
of animals. The first child sounds are also positive

expressional movements—that means that the positive 
expressional movements indicate a state of comfort. 
They issue directly from a waking condition of quiet 
comfort. Individual sounds and whole seriesj of sounds 
are to be noted throughout the first yeari'as expres
sions of comfort, and then later as expressions of 
pleasure and joy.

The one month old child utters single sounds when 
he is in a quiet condition of comfort, the two months 
old child utters sounds of pleasure to accompany his 
movements. The three months old child utters sounds 
of a positive nature when perceiving sensory sensations. 
The six months old child already crows happily; the 
seven months old child makes shoi|ts of joy, clicks his 
tongue and squeaks, and, in addition to these three 
vocalizations, he lets loose a prolonged cry of satisfac
tion.

I
1;

1

As the child comes into further contact with his sur
roundings he adds to these pure f\inctional utterances 
expressions of emotion. These are the first vocaliza
tions which release an intentional sound. The child 
looks at the grownup ^nd* seems to say, “See how 
happy I am.”

Something new now occurs—something wnich points 
the way to the later use of speech as an implement of 
imparting facts (representation). The new use of vo
calization has its roots in one of the individual sounds 
of different phonetic sounds which occur through the 
falling of the two months old child. We can establish 
the difference between this kind of utterance and ex
pressional movements by exact criteria. It is this: that 
whereas the sounds of expressions are uttered unno
ticed and without an effort of will, the sounds of falling j

I
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The Positive Reactions

the positive reactions are likewise the expression of 
pleasure and positive emotions. In the newborn the 
positive expressions are far less important than the 
negative. Since, however, they finally supersede the 
negative reactions in importance even during the first 
year of life, they will be treated again later.

The First Year of Life

are produced with directed attention—indeed, later 
they are deliberate and are continued as an activity. 
Function pleasure seems to accompany this lading in 
much the same way as it accompanied the already 
mentioned practice of many series of movements. With 
a sort of effort the child is so completely given over to 
the lading, that he discontinues ad other activities as 
soon as he begins this one. He seems deliberately to 
practice funny sounds. So the lading of the two months 
old child is accompanied only by impulsive movements, 
and only when the child is three months old is lading 
accompanied by playful movements^—^movements which 
make, necessary the attention of the child. At even an 

■ earlier stage, the child appears intentionally to repeat 
groups of sounds, listening the while to his self-pro
duced vocalizations.

Next there is established a definite constancy of the 
, coordination of certain sounds in certain conditions. 

This arises probably through the repetition of “giving 
expression.” By the end of the first year this coordi
nation of certain sounds is further developed and 
established by the child through his imitations of the 
more coordinated sounds of the grownup. In this way 
G 51 :o; 10 uses “da da” when she becomes aware of 
an adult or a milk bottle, and B 50: o; 10 says “da da” 
when he stretches out his hands toward persons going 
by, or toward a piece of paper on the night table. 
G 54: o; 11 uses a demanding “wawawa.” The pre
ferred words of our twelve months old children are 
baba, dada, wawa, nana, mamam;‘they are developed 
through repetition.

In the same way as the negative reactions are the 
expressions of displeasure and of negative emotion, so 
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The Spontaneous Reactions

tive activity with the child’s own body or playthings 
begins, but they keep their existence in a form of 
floundering and careless playful movements which are 
to be found even in grownups.

The activities and the performances Vhich are 
brought about through these impulsive movements are. 
in a certain sense opposite to the simple positive or 
negative reactions. The positive and negative reactions 
we have characterized throughout as either a titrning 
toward or a turning away from a certain stimulus-—an 
acceptance of the approaching stimulus or else a rejec
tion through flight and defense. For the activities and 
performances which have the character of impulsive 
movements the positive approach, through which there 
are differences to be distinguished from the impulsive 
movements, is not the goal; but the activity proceeds 
freely out of this approach. In the case of simple posi
tive or negative reactions we note the following. For 
example: a strong optical stimulus meets the eyes of 
the child. He turns his head away and the performance 
is ended. Another opticaLstimulus meets the eyes and 
he turns toward it anc^^tHat performance is ended. 
Should, however, the impulsive movements of activities ; 
begin without a stimulus just then having ejicountered 
his eyes, then the child’s glance travels here and there 
and seeks the stimulus. The movement is positively 
directed in the sense previously characterized—that 
the child turns himself toward the stimulus. The ac
tivity has, perhaps, also an accent of pleasure. But 
from here on a lively activity .unfolds itself in these 
per/ormances, different from those reactions which re
sult only from a stimulus—a lively activity which ap
pears to seek a field of practice. As in the case of the 
impulsive movements, these activities of the living or-

ICHAPTER VI 
The Spontaneous Reactions

/CHARACTERISTIC, uncoordinated, and 
poseless movements have been observed i 

infant as early as Preyer. By purposeless and uncoordi
nated we mean those movements which, from the first 
day of life on, are brought about by the individual 
separate movements of all the limbs of the body oc
curring, as they do, in motley confusion, in inimitable 
array, and in an unrepeatable succession. These move
ments are not at all purposeful, they do not strive to
ward a goal, nor do they receive attention on the part 
of the child. We can speak of the newborn child in the 
same way as we do of the protozoa—that he is in 
constant movement unless he is sleepjpg or in the state 
of dozing yet to be described. And truly all his 
ments in the first and second months of life, except the 
direct purposeful ones (such as the taking of nourish
ment, crying when hurt bodily, flight and turning away 
movements when receiving sensory stimulation), are 
such impulsive movements. They appear to be the di
rect outlet of an unfolding, pressing activity with which 
the living being is born. They are a condition of the 
system itself and are in no way happenings in response 
to an outer stimulus. They are neither positive nor } 
negative, nor are there any sort of symbols which 
could describe as.expressional movements. Neither does 
functional pleasure seem to accompany thtm. They dis
appear proportionately in that degree h which atten-

pur- 
in the

move-
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The First Year of Life The Spontaneous Reactions

TIVE OR NEGATIVE REACTIONS. WE DESIGNATE AS AC
TIONS, HOWEVER, THOSE ACTIVITIES AND PERFORM
ANCES WHICH DO NOT END IN THEMSELVES BUT GO 
BEYOND THE “FORWARD TURNING” OUT TOWARD THE 
OBJECT. With that we have, in general, in objective 
criterion for the "moment of action” in the living 
organism.

A survey of the development of the actions of a . 
child yields the following results:

I. The Impulsive Movements. The spontaneous 
activity of the newborn shows itself first in the impul
sive movements which are distinguishable by their lack 
of coordination and of regularity. They 
peated in exactly the same way and order, but instead 
are performed each time with variations! and with very 
many deviations. They are involuntary, not purpose
fully directed, and do not receive attention or consid
eration. A criterion for their lack of coordination may' 
be the fact that it was often quite impossible, in spite 
of the greatest effort on the part of the observer, to 
follow a quite short sequMce of movements in all their 
complexity. To follow jth^m merely by observations 
with one’s eyes and then by means of speech to de
scribe them is well nigh impossible. Slow/movement 
cinema would here be necessary. We give you here sev
eral attempted protocols of the impulsive movements 
of a thirteen-day-old boy:

ganism exhibit themselves as completely aimless, and 
as though merely meeting the outer world. They effer
vesce later, again and again, but, however, make them- 
se ves more and more master of the thing. First, these 
self-workings out and, as we now already dfre to say, 
gestaltet” activities are directed toward the child’s 

own body. With them the child busies himself and tries 
to accomplish as many as possible. He .practices move
ments of the hands and of the arms; he lifts the head; 
he arches his body upwards till at length he stands and 
walks. All these are activities with which stimulation 
and guidance have little success so long as the child’s 
own needs do not turn towards them. We name all 
these observed ways of behavior (already partly dis- 
cussed in an earlier section from the viewpoint of posi
tive or negative direction) in which not the success of 
the^ approach” is intended but instead the success of 
activity is intended—^we name these experimentative 
activities. That is, experimentally' the child organizes 
his bodily movements, his stock of perception and 
sounds. He busies himself experimentally with count
less manipulations of things and of each material 
which comes into his hands. Experimentally he be
comes master of this material, makes it a tool for him
self, and one day he constructs a new creation. It is a 
progress in the course of the development from the 
free activity of the uncoordinated purposeless move- 
ments of the first day to the organized purposeful 
building activity of the one year old child, a progress 
from a mere turning away or turningj toward which 
effects the creative energy of the living/

Therefore we

are never re-

r,'

B 70. The little hands are slightly balled; the little arms 
which are likewise just a little bent travel about in the air; one 
goes away from the chin, the other at the very same time hits 
the chin; dl fingers are in movement. The first three fingers of 
the right hand are curled in, the other two at the same time 
are stretched toward the back of the hand. The fingers of the

DESIGNATE MOVEMENTS WHICH
TERMINATE A STIMULUS BY A TURN] 
TURNING TOWARD, BY FLIGHT OR DE
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takes the place of aimlessness and incoordination. 
These movements are often accompanied by mimicking 
expressional movements of function pleasure. They 

• appear to be a transition from the entirely uninten
tional and aimless impulsive movements to fhe experi- 

I mentative movements, which are characterized by in
tention and function pleasure.

3. The Experimentative Movements. From the 
second month on, that child who by this time begins 
to give attention to his perceptions and vocalizations 
produces, in addition to those aimless movements and 
to those single movements accompanied by function 
pleasure which revealed an overflowing activity, 
whole series of intentional movements which are coor
dinated and regular in progress. They were often re
peated for a long time in exactly the same way and 
without any weakening. This regular repetition, the 
foresight and the care with which they are carried out 
(in contradiction to the impulsive and purposeless sin
gle movements), and the accompanying expressional 
movements of interest, all reveal the intention in which 
the child takes part. As |rliey almost always appear to 
be accompanied by function pleasure, one can speak of 
these movements, according to the concepticm of Karl 
Biihler, as play. They lay claim to the intention of the 
child either because of the activity itself, or through 
the establishment of an aim as a midpoint of interest. 
In the first case we are concerned with a continuous 
experimentative activity; in the second case we have to 
do with an experimenting performance. The continuous 
experimenting activity is characterized by a repetition 
of a series of movements during a definite period; ex
perimentative performance is characterized by new

left hand flutter aimlessly without any sort of plan, each 
for itself, to and fro, in its moves

own tempo.
Or: B 70 makes a fist, opens his right hand, flaps the index 

finger open and shut while the fifth and fourth fingers are 
stretched apart from each other and come together again. Dur- 
ing this, the left hand is slightly curved, it travels restlessly and 
irregularly—slowly, then more quickly—a short way, a longer 
way—over the sheet.

A new situation: (It should be here noted that it was only 
after a whole system of signs for each observed portion of the 
body had been developed that we could observe and represent 
each possible successful movement.) The right hand passes over 
the mouth, the left, slighdy curved, goes toward the left ear and 
the throat near by. The right hand travels for the first time over 
the length of the mouth on the underlip, then repeats over the 
nose, then over the chin. The fingers are stretched apart, then 
curved, the arms thrown now toward the front in the air (since 
the child lies on his back), the fingers move flutteringly—each 
for Itself. Of the fingers of the right hand now two, four, and 
five are at the same time bent, and five and two stretched out 
again. With these movements of the hands, at the same time go, 
naturally, just as complicated movements of the head, the legs 
and the toes.

‘J
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We could at no time observe evidences of function 
pleasure accompanying these impulsive movements.

2. Single Movements Accompanied by Func
tion Pleasure. At the end of the second month of 
life R whole series of movements of a new kind begin, 
which, like the impulsive movements, do n6t serve 
either the negative of the positive reactions. During 
longer or shorter periods, the child makes a whole 
series of single, unconnected movements. He turns his 
head, then lifts up a leg, purses his lips, moves a hand. 
These separate movements are different from the im
pulsive movements in that now a kind of certainty

i
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The First Year of Life The Spontaneous Reactions \

on the other hand are limited in number. We find again 
in the experimenting movements those same kinds of I 
movements which have already occurred as impulsive j' 
movements. We differentiate principally the following: 
stretching and curving of the limbs, the fingers, the 
whole body, the tongue and lips; raising and lowering 
of the limbs, the head, the shoulders, the back; turning 
the head, the arms, the legs, the hands; twisting of 
the fingers at the joints, and opening and closing of 
the eyes and of the mouth; a regular movement in a^ 
direction and back again, such as rocking, turning, etc. 
Besides those, there is the, possibility for the single 
parts of the body to come together as in mere contact 
—pressing together, rubbing together, hitting one an
other, sticking into one another. We shall return later 
to these forms of movements which we find in the long 
succession of experimenting activities, and in playful 
practice of all movements which are connected with 
grasping. Since this experimenting is very soon directed 
toward objects and very seldom satisfied with the 
child’s own body, we come soon to a manipulation -of , 
and with objects, a topic which requires separate treat
ment. ' '

5. Experimentative Performances with the 
Child’s Own Body. Whereas all those forms of sin
gle movements or groups of movements which have ' 
been discussed up to now classify themselves as aim
less, the experimenting performances are directed to
ward a goal. From the negative reactions which were 
produced from the fifth month on, by the failure of 
an intended movement, we can see that the child very 
early appears to connect an intention with experi
menting movements. We observed these for the first 
time in the newborn child in connection with posture

movements which occur in the service of the attain- 
ment of the aim.

Experimenting activity occurs earlier than experi- 
mentative performance. The first experimenting ac- 
Hvities confine themselves to the child’s own body. 
Only at a somewhat later stage does there occur an 
activity m connection with objects in addition to the 
expenmentings with his own body. The path ojf devel
opment IS this: the child’s experimentative movements 

originally confined to his own body; then a quiet 
object IS included in his play. Later he moves one or 
more objects in his play; and finally he brings about 
changes m the objects, and with them organizes 
things.

4. Continuous Experimentative Activities 
tviTH THE Child’s Own Body. We find that the two 
months old child performs continuous experimenting 
activities with his own body. At this time, we can ob
serve the onset of a playing by means of the sense 
organs, the first playful practice with his own voice, 
the production of a succession of sounds, a repeated 
touching of the same object, a playful listening to his 
own vocalization, a playful looking back at objects. 
We call this behavior playful, because touching, look
ing and listening are accompanied by function pleasure, 
and also because one and the same perception can be 
repeated, during a certain period, countless times. The 
continuous experimenting activities which are composed 
of a succession of regularly repeated movements, how
ever, push the experimenting with senses far into the 
background.

There are a great number of possible variations of 
those movements which can.occur as continuous experi
menting movements. The distinguishable basic qualities 
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The Spontaneous Reactions

diaper on the night table. While his eyes are directed at it 
thoughtfully, he lifts one hand toward it and falls over.

For standing, we find a very enlightening example with 
G 45 J o; 9. She stands in her bed and holds herself firmly with 
one hand on the bedposts. With the other she reache? toward a 
ball which is being offered to her, and flops down iff her bed.

The First Year of Life

reactions. The newborn child, knows only one negative 
reaction to posture. He answers every uncomfortable 
position with screaming and restless movements. We 
find the first active reaction to posture in the second 
month, when the head of a child who is lying on his 
stomach is lifted up, or if the child is lifted to a sit
ting position. The three months old child lifts his head 
and shoulders high out of the prone position. The five 
months old child when in prone position supports him
self on his little hands only and lifts the.lower arm 
up. The six months old child has the power to support 
himself on one hand in the prone position; he has 
achieved so much certainty that he can grasp with the 
other hand toward objects. Besides the reactions in the 
prone position there are still other posture reactions to 
be considered: sitting with and without support—this 
will not be mastered until the tenth month; standing 
with and without support, which the child begins to 
accomplish in the last months of the first year.

The child always reacts positively to a given posture 
much earlier than it is possible for him to seek this 
position himself. This means that the child can keep 
himself upright in a sitting position before he can sit 
up by himself. At the beginning, the positive reactions 
to posture claim all the strength of the child so com
pletely that he cannot do anything beyond this.

Thus we find B 12; o; 2 so busy with the lifting of his head 
out of the prone position that it is not possible for him to return 
the glance of his mother smilingly, as he usually does return it, 
if she hends over him and looks at him while he is lying on his 
back. At o: 3 he can already move his head in a livdy fashion, 
attain the same posture, turn toward sound and sight stimuli, 
and laugh as soon as the glance of a grownuj) falls upon him.

B 35:0:7. completely busy with sitting in his bed, spies a

IThe reaction to posture in a given position is, as we 
have already said, the preparation for a change in po- , 
sition. Here and there a “walzing,” * an extending.and 
a stretching, a lifting up, are certain steps which pre
cede a change in position. At four months we find the 
first attempts to shove forward and sideward in the 
prone position. These are seldom, as yet, successful. 
We now first observe a turning from the back to the 
side at the age of five months. At five months the 
child begins to raise himself out of the dorsal position. 
While lying on his back he lifts his head, he grasps 
toward objects, perhaps the railing of the bed, and 
attempts to pull himself up on it. At six months the 
child is able not only to turn from the back on to the 
stomach, but also to go back again from the prone po
sition into the dorsal positjont At the age of six months 
we find the successful forward movement, a kind of 
turning of the body from side to side fory^ards. At 
eight months the child, with assistance, raises himself ’ 
to the sitting position and lies down again. At nine 
months the child sits without any help at all, and at 
the same time supports himself alone on the mattress. 
At eight months we find the first attempt to raise him
self to a standing position, with assistance, and also at 
the ^ame time the first successful creeping takes place. 
The attempt to creep, which was already begun bv

1 By “walzing” we mean a repeated roundabout movement.
8382
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The Spontaneous Reactions

ing, becomes a movement of despair when the achieved 
goal is lost again. Only when the difficulties are no 
longer so great does the child experience pleasure in 
the movement of the posture reaction, and lin change

The First Year of Life

four months old children, led to no success at the 
earlier time. At nine months many children walk with 
assistance. At one year many but not all children walk 
without assistance. Raising to a standing position, 
without help, was observed in 6o per cent of one year 
old children.

The following tables bring together oiir observations 
concerning reactions to posture, and reactions, of the 
change of posture and position. [Tables VIII and IX.]

Table VIII

(
Table IX

Reactions to Changes in Posture 5
5

0123 4 5 67 8 910IIIIAge in months......................................
In prone position attempts to push for-

ward with side movements...............
Raises head and shoulders out of dorsal

position.............. ................. ......
Attempts to raise himself by aid of ms

hands................... ............................
Turns from back to side.....................
Turns from prone to dorsal position...
Turns from side to side......................
Raises himself to sitting position with

out help..........................................
Successful crawling........................... .
Raises himself to sitting position with

Raises himself to standing position with
help...................................................

Walks with help...................................
of posture itself. And tl^se movements become 
incorporated as repeated movements, as groups of an 
experimenting activity. The examples here cjited point 
this out.

c

The Posture Reactions of the First Year

01 2345678 9101112Age in months,
Holds head up........................................
Holds up head in prone posidon............
Holds up head and shoulders in prone

posidon...............................................
Rests on palms of hand! in prone posidon
Sits with assistance................................
In prone posidon rests on only one hand
Sits without assistance............................
Stands with assistance............................
Kneels....................................................
Stands alone........................................... now

The child’s experimenting performances with his 
own body can become continuous experimenting activi
ties. Thej^will often become so when the child is no 
longer completely occupied by them and when pleasure 
in the movement is experienced during the accomplish
ing of the moyement. The first posture reactions are 
often accompanied by sounds of effort, by sighing and 
groaning. Alleviation of the tension, signs of comfort 
or pleasure occur only later, somewhat like the shouts 
of joy after the child sits upright. Since all the force of 
the child is given over to the reaction to posture, the 
movement of happy looking all about, often of rejoic-

B 320:0: 7 contentedly rolls himself from one side to the
other. . , ■ .

7.50 B 350:0:7 turns himself from his back to his stomach: 
grasps often on the railings of the bed while lying in prone 
position, lifting the head: tries to move himself completely 

7.55 sidewards, but moves himself backwards: looks at himself, 
babbles: supporting himself on hands and knees he tries to 
go further: he is always in movement and sounds of effort 
accompany his activity.

k8584- !i
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The Spontaneous Reactions
the arms and bends tliem again, follows a moving nurse 
with her eyes, yawns, rubs the index fingers together, 
sticks her right hand in her mouth, pulls it out again, 
and meanwhile gives forth soft cries of effort.
B i6:0;3 presses his hands on his mouth^ lifts'them 
again, then lifts the arms, curves his fingers, bends them, 
spreads them, stretches them. ^
B 12:0; 2 sticks his fingers in his mouth, pulls them out 
again, looks then on all sides, goes on with his play.
G 22:0 ;'4 moves her head to and fro, blinks her eyes, 
lifts her arm, turns her hands at the wrists, looks at them 
attentively. j

7.18 G 21:0;4 follows her hands with an attentive glance, : 
7.26 lifts her arms, lets them fall on the covers again. As a 

goes by she lifts her head and shoulders out of a 
dorsal position, lies there quietly looking till she becomes 

7.40 restless, passes her hands over her face, turns her head 
7.51 about, and cries. She quiets herself, sticks a finger in her 

mouth, pulls it out again, then lays one hand in the other 
alternately.
G 21 lifts the arms and lowers them again on the covers, 
follows them with her eyes, then lifts her head and lowers 
it, then touches the fingers of the right hand with the 
fingers of the left, stretdhss and bends the arms, lays 
hand on the other.
G 24:0; 4 presses one hand on the other, lets them go 
again. Lays her balled hands on her lips and lifts them 
off again.
B 29: o; 5 lifts her hands to her eyes, observes them at
tentively. Stretches out her arms, bends them, follows 
them with her eyes.

15.02 G 22: o; 5 shoves her hands into her wide open mouth, 
pulls them away again, lifts the right arm, follows it with 
her eyes, pulls the right hand back with the left and 

15.15 pulls it out again. Lifts both hands to her face,
again, moves first one finger, then the whole hand at the 
joints. Meanwhile, she kicks her legs in a lively

The First Year of Life
8.05 Tries now to lay himself on his back; he is successful after 

several attempts; turns his head to and fro; lifts his arms
8.10 and lowers them again.
4.55 B 40: o; 8 turns himself around to and fro in his bed with 

wide open eyes. He crows twice loudly, stands in his bed 
protected by his hands which clasp the rods, takes a step 
to and fro, rocks from one leg to the other, sits down, 
takes a rattle, shakes it holding it in the right hand, bab
bles and stops, screams with delight.

5.04 He is again quite quiet and busy with his play. Stands up 
again, seizes the bed raih'ng with his hands, shakes here 
and there, sits down again; stands up again.
G 45: o; 9 walks about in her bed with assistance, grasps 
toward the hand on which her rattle is hanging, sits down, 
stands up again, walks around again, seizes the bath towel 
which hangs near her bed.

These and the following observations show how, in 
a playing child, experimentative activities and perform
ances—^playing activities of the sense organs—:playful 
practice of the already mentioiled coordination of in
dividual organs—are in many ways bound together and 
interrelated.

13.05 G 11:0;2 lifts her arm in the air and lowers it again.
The fingers are at the same time stretched apart and 

13.07 then curve'd. The arms are now stretbhed into the air 
and moved sidewards, and again bent. She lays her arms 
on the cover and puts her hands on her face. While the 
arms are now at rest, the head is moved. This all occurs 
with care, only the eyes wander about unsteadily.

13.10 The lips are moved, one laid over the other, then opened 
again. The tongue touches the lips and is again with
drawn. A door slams; she gives a soft cry, there is trem
bling of the eyes, of the entire body.
G 18:0;3 turns the head in a lively manner from one 
side to the other, lifts alternately arms and legs, stretches
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differentiate three principal, three fundamental, groups 
of activity practice. They are:

(aj) The moving of objects which the child accidentally 
grasps or which have been put into his hand by the grownup— 
which need not necessarily be brought near the child. We can 
enumerate: shaking lifting, lowering, moving to and fro.

(b) The bringing of objects near: grasping and seizing.
(c) The pushing away of objects: pushing away, kicking 

away, permitting to fall, throwing away.

The First Year of Life

We often find that a movement of the legs, an aim
less kicking, accompanies a play or grasping of the 
hands. From' six months on the legs also are included 
in the grasping play, and thereby in the experimenting.

G 30:0; 6 stretches her arms contentedly in the air, grasps 
her shoes with her hands, turns herself then on hpr stomach 
and back again, grasps vvith both hands toward a leg.

G 31: o; 6 turns her head again, pulls on the covers, lifts the 
hands high, lowers them again, grips the right foot with the left 
foot, lifts and lowers the two hands, holds the covers high. After 
she has lifted the covers several times she hits one foot with her 
hands, then beats with her fists on the mattress.

6. Manipulation of and with Objects. The 
manipulation of and with objects, out of which later 
the conception of material form is developed, begins 
in that moment in which the touching, exploring hand 
of the two months old child glides over an object, at
tended by signs of attention. For yet a while longer 
the object remains unessential to the child. Occupation 
with his own body remains in the foreground, and the 
four months old child permits the rattlex-^Pi^ he 
grasps with such care to fall, in order to continue ex
perimenting with his own body, and he is satisfied with 
his own hands as play things. The most primitive sort 
of manipulation with which the child occupies himself 
is, we find, the manipulation of quiet objects—touch
ing, holding, knocking, scratching, rubbing with the 
tongue, lips, hands, and little legs. With the exception 
of scratching, which appears to be specially difficult, 
we find all these activities before the fifth month. The 
development of manipulation of the moving objects 
goes hand in hand with the development of grasping.

' Through careful analysis of the observed cases we can

li
(

We see at once that the activities of the first group 
especially well adapted to be repeated as experi

menting activities; those of the second and third groups 
occur as experimenting performances only if the child 
could already have accomplished these as experiment
ing activities.

The six .months old child is no longer satisfied with 
playing with the object flone. He busies himself with 
one object, holding on to jt and using it as though it 
were an elongation of his own hand, and h^moves^ the 
object on a stationary object, knocks and rubs on it in 
the same way a four months old child had done with 
his hand alone. This onset—this doing something with 

bject—is the step preceding that of the use of 
tools. The seven months old child is able to play with 
two objects at the same time, either moving each sepa-

on the other. Push-

are

'Ian o
,

rately, or knocking or rubbing one 
ing away and bringing close take place separately at 

, this stage. When the child is seven months old, we find 
the beginning of a kind of activity with objects which 
is new in principle—an activity which through crush
ing together, pressing together, stretching, tearing, 
brings about a change in the form of the object. In 
these still destructive activities lie the first beginnings

I

'IP
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The First Year .0/ Life
of form and shape. Definite “gestalten” reveal them- 
selves in the attempt of the eight months old child to 
stick objects into each other, and in the first construe- 
tive trials of the eleven months old child to lay objects

° strive
stand them up. Up till this time the objects were 

carelessly thrown and permitted to lie where they fell, 
in the following somewhat short summary, we give 
you those observed t^es of activities with objects it 
will be recalled which occur in a definite order 
after the other.

The Spontaneous Reactions

7. Organized Play Activities. From the seventh 
month, we can differentiate the play activities accord
ing to the particular parts of the body used in the play.
The parts become active, one after anotheW according 
to a definite order. From the very beginning each sepa
rate part is regulated to the activity in somewhat the 
way the very first grasping occurs with both hands, and 
is not determined accidentally, nor through the kind 
of movement. Thus G 34:o;7 puts a little bandage 
from one hand into the other. B 36 : 0:7 sticks a bed 
cover into the mouth once, with the right hand and then 
with the left. B 38:057 grasps his legs alternately 
with one and then with the other hand. The play of 
B 44:0; 7 especially exemplifies this type of organized 
play activities. We emphasize also, however, that B 44 
is exceptional in that his grasping play is especially well 
developed. In him we can confirm almost all possible 
variations of this kind of activity—shaking, hitting of 
an object first with one and then with the other hand, 
looking through an opening first with one and then 
with the other eye. Indeed, B 44 brought to a finish 
the business of changing ^a hand or foot alternately 
during an activity, by soon pushing toward a suspended 
object with his head, then with his foot. Th^ organized 
activity of the child’s own body appears to be a step 
preceding the. organized play activities.

8. Thinking as Evidenced in the Use of 
Tools.-We found the introduction to the use of tools, 
the beginning of making something with an object, 
demonstrated in the six months old child. With the 
nine months old child we could make several very 
■valuable'observations. An attempt was made to reach
a fallen object with the hand—in vain. After several ' 
unsuccessful attempts to obtain it, a second play toy

i
J

one

Jd’v "St"”
(b) Manipulation consisting in moving one object:

1. moving
2. bringing the object

, 3- moving the object away
(c) Manipulation of one quiet objec't with another moving

with the

near

one.
(d) Manipulation of two moving objects:

1. to touch the one with the other 
, 2. to move both

(e) Change in form of the objects.
, (f) Beginning of positive form—“Gestalt.”

outlined, it is instruc
tive to follow the way m which the lifting up and 
throwing away of an object gradually develops. We 
give here our observations: ^

054 An object is lifted and lowered, 
o; 6 An object is permitted to fall.
05 9 An object is lifted up and permitted to fall, 
o; 10 An object is lifted with one hand, grasped with the 

otlier hand and permitted to fall 
OMi An object is lifted up and thrown forward.

90'
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With the entrance of tlws use of tools there begins 
an entirely new period for the child.

Very thorough and complete description of the 
childish play activities bring the following observa
tions: (

was thrown at it. Considered alone, observations of 
this kind have no meaning. We can, however, study a 
whole series of other observations in this connection. 
Ihe following observations will make this thought 
clear. We fastened a rattle to a long string on the bed
V I n-u, T accordance to an investigation which ' 
Karl Buhler has carried out with his own child and has 
written about. The ten months old children often 
fetched the faUen rattle with certainty by means of the 
string. They obviously established certain mechanical 
connections and brought about therewith a perform
ance of tool thinking” which probably is consummated 
entirely independent of speech. Similar performances 
have been observed in chimpanzees, and Karl Buhler 
has designated that period in the first year of life in 
which the child brings such performances, and prac
tices^ to a successful conclusion, as the “chimpanzee 
age. In similar situations, performances such as the 
following were observed: at the age of ten months, 
seizing of the grownup by means of flowing apron 
bands; and at one year of age, the moving of an'o^

be reached with
hi^s hand, by another object. If we take further notice 
of our observations of the nine months old child, then 
we can perceive as the first effort the attempt to 
to a mechanical connection.

G 22:0;4 pulls to and fro the rattle which her mother 
puts in her hand. Slowly and with regularity she raises 
and lowers the hand which holds the rattle. She shakes 
the rattle vigorously.

3.16 B 26: o; 5 kicks the coverlet with both feet. He drags it 
about, then pulls it toward him. Then he lies quietly, ob
serves his hands with which he alternately touches him
self; then his left hand travels apparently purposelessly .

3.24 over the cover; then tvith his right hand on the bed rail
ing after he had turned himself on the side, he remains 
lying quietly while his hand clasps the railing.

13.00 B 26: o; 5. A rattle is tied to a cord and fastened to the 
railing of his bed. He reaches toward the cord, first with 
his left hand, then also uses the right hand for this play, 
pulls at it with both hands, observes the band, which is 
twisted around his finger very closely. He shakes his 
rattle, views it attentively, allows it to fall sideways care
lessly. As it is laid ^iiis chest, he pulls again on the 
cord and plucks at it'very carefully. By renewed pulling, 

13.14 the rattle rolls over his face. He now pulls ihe cord with 
both hands, clutches the rattle accidentally ind begins to 
shake it. Now he grasps the coverlet, which also serves 
as a sheet, and crushes it in his mouth. Lifts his head 
again, after turning himself into the prone position.
G 32:0:6 plays with her cover. She pulls it over her 
face and pushes it off again. Then she lifts her covers 
with her hands and drops them; for a change she lifts 

, them once in a while with her legs.
G 30: o; 6 with her hand grasps the celluloid.ball which 
is suspended over her bed, catches the ring with the left 
hand, pulls backward and forward, catches it again with

i
1
i.

I

• 1

icome

G 63:0; II loses her handkerchief with which she is playing, 
not ir-l" r'" ‘ of all efforts she can-
kLu f ' b after the hand-I

I
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He follows then with the playing of his fingers, stretches 
them out, closing them again into a fist. He pushes the 
sheet into his mouth, grasps wnth the one hand over the 
other and his mouth toward the sheet, seizes his rattle 
and shakes it, attempting to get it into his mouth. Sticks 
his hand through the ring of the rattle, grasps the ball 
with the same hand and moves with confidence. Sounds 
of comfort. The playing with the rattle is sometimes mo
mentarily interrupted. Observer steps forward, observes 
the child and he smiles. On and off he breathes deeply, 
lifts his hand with the rattle quite high, eventually pulls 
the ring of the rattle from his arm, succeeding after sev
eral attempts. Now he takes the ring alternately from one 

13.50 hand into the other. The ring is put into his mouth and 
he bites it. Both hands hold the rattle. He moves slightly 
and it falls from the child’s grip. Now; he reaches with 
both hands in the air, rubbing his eyes, kicking with his 
legs, one little hand in his mouth, the second closed on 

13.52 his eye and again removed. Again the child follows yvith 
his eyes the play with his fingers—watching which one is 
being bent and stretched. He lies quietly, suckling, and 
he follows a passing nurse with his glance. The child 
notices an incoming nurse and with a surprised cry of 
amazement, joyful in its en^re facial expression, accepts 
the rattle offered him. He grasps with one hand the ring, 
with the other the balCrmd^tries to separate one from the 
other. He pushes the'ball and the ring into his mouth. As 
the cover is being removed he begins to reach with both 
hands toward his feet. He grasps the ball again, with 
which he beats on his face and smiles. He struggles joy
fully with his little legs, trying with one hand, then with 
both, to put the rattle into his mouth, shaking it joy- 

ly. He continues playing with his little toes, stretch- 
as he succeeds in getting the ball

The First Year of Life

the right hand and turns it over to the left. A rubber toy 
is shown to the child. She looks at it surprised, with large 
eyes and open mouth, takes it and tries to put it in her 
mouth, hesitates, turns on her stomach, lifts her head and 
shoulders upright, and tries to attract the attention of 
grandmother by her sounds.
G 31: o; 6 lifts her head from dorsal position. The rattle 
is handed to her. She grasps it with both hands simulta
neously, holds on to the ring with her hand, reaches from 
a distance toward the ball, takes the rattle from one hand 
into the other. She brings the rattle, which she now holds 
by the ring along with the ball, near to her eyes, takes 
it away again. Again she holds the rattle in her hand 
quietly, in order to fetch the ball again and to try to pull 
it through the ring, which could not be done. She starts 
the other way around by trying to push the ring over the 
ball. She occupies herself only with the rattle, turns both 
rattle and ball in a lively fashion, throws the rattle from 
the bed, and looks bewildered toward her feet.

We will now give you in complete detail the play of 
B 45; o; 9 and a few other children throughout sev
eral hours. It should be here particularly noted, how
ever, that B 45:0:9 falls below the average in regard 
to posture reactions, and that therefore the grasping 
play, in his case, seems especially developed.

!

13.00 B 45 lies satiated in his crib, playing with his hands. 
Reaches for his cover and sheet, pulls it over his face 
and again removes it. With his little arms he hits his 
mouth quite severely, pushes his cover forward, reaches 
toward the sheet, drops it again. Moves his little hands 
over his face, observing them closely. Grasps the cover 
with both hands, loosens his grip with one hand and pulls 
it back with the other. He is now holding it with both 
hands, stretching it; crumples it again with one hand, 
trying with the other hand to get the end into his mouth.

ous
ing ^nd bending. As soon

his mouth he bites at it. He now tries to put hisnear -------
hand and ring into his mouth simultaneously, pulls the 
rattle impetuously from one hand into the other, smiles

9S94 -
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The Spontaneous Reactions
makes violent movements with his little hands, and sat
isfied sounds as the nurse enters the room. With an atten
tive eye he watches her actions, the inquisitive head lifted' 
high and moved from the dorsal position.

14.34 He is overjoyed as the nurse comes near jhim. At her 
departure he lies quietly in his crib, shaking his head, a
__  play which gives him so much pleasure that he smiles.
Now he sucks his fingers, kicks again for a moment with 
his hands and feet, sucks further, occasionally lifting quite 
high the hand on which he is not sucking. He draws his 
hand horn his mouth, turns sideways, turns back again, 
and again he begins to suck. One leg touches the bedstead. 

14.53 He turns on his side, then he turns himself on to his 
stomach, lifts his head upright, places it down on the 
underclothes, stretches his legs and arms high, and ven
tures to move from his place because a black spot on the 
wall attracts his attention. He attempts to move side
ways, uttering therewith sounds of joy. He lies again on 
his back, his hands on his eyes, and begins to kick. He 
lifts his little legs high but not in as lively a fashion as 
heretofore. He discovers another sheet, places it on his 
face and lalls while lying under it, turns sideways, pulls 
the sheet from his face, lies on his back, covers his. face 
with his arms and lies motionless. The eyes are wide 
open. A new play noiv^/begins. The child puts his closed 

15.20 fist on his lips and a^ain removes it. From various heights 
he allows it to come down again. He is now through with 

15.24 his play and views attentively the happenings in his room 
and the screaming of a little neighbor. He seizes the sheet, 
pushes it toward his mouth and awajr again, occupying, 
thereby, only one hand, and controls matters with his 

15.36 eyes. He is lying again quietly, sucks his little hand, ready 
to fall asleep. He rubs his eyes and nose with his hands, 

15.38 removes his finger from his mouth, puts h’back again re
peatedly. His eyes close; he sleeps, making some restless 
movements with his head and hands. I^e makes several 
movements in his sleep, breathes deeply and sleeps

The First Year of Life

pleasantly and kicks off again the covers which were laid 
14.05 on his legs. He allows the rattle to fall from his hand 

on his face, picking it up again with the other hand. The 
rattle is hidden under the cover. He can’t find it, and 
after some searching looks around quietly. Observer comes 
near him, he smiles, expresses sounds of pleasure, betrays 
signs of joyous surprise in his countenance, as he again 
receives the rattle.

14.10 He moves his little arm through the ring, holds the ball 
tight, and rattles. A child weeps. He begins to “lall.” 
One little hand lies quietly, the other he moves toward 
the ball. He smiles to an approaching nurse, babbles some 
sounds, interrupts his playing and follows her actions 

14.15 with his eyes. Looks around, moving his head and his eyes. 
Again he begins to search for the ball. It starts to rattle 
suddenly, having been suspended quite high from the ring 
near the shoulder. Pulls at the covers, but does not find 
the ball. Rubs his eyes. The ball rattles, again he looks 
for it. With one hand he gets hold of the cover and pulls 
at it. He takes the ball, clutches it with his feet and holds 
it, seizes it with his^ittle hands, only to drop it again. He 
begins playing with tlie cover, hands and feet participat- 

14.23 ing. His feet are now resting on the cover. He mumbles 
delightedly without any emotional excitement.-Turns 
sideways, seizes the sheet, accompanies his actio® with 

14.27 lalling sounds, grips the railings of his crib, pulling him
self towards it, lifting thereby the upper part of his body 
high, thus laying the weight on both his head and feet, 
and in this way moves from this position. Sounds of 
fort alternate with sounds of effort. Breathing satisfac
tion, he lies quiet. Now he begins a grasping play with 
his feet. He seizes them alternately with his hands, 
bles delight, sucks his thumb and starts again with 

14.31 hand the grasping play with his feet. He utters sounds as 
14.34 his lips press firmly one on the other. The playing with 

feet being over, he seizes the sheet; the body turns side
ways, the sheet being lifted high and dropped again. He

96 •
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around, places himself on his stomach, supports himself 
with the railings and begins lalling joyously. Then he 
lies on his back fussing with the railings. B 44 gives out 
three shrill cries, sticks his finger into his mouth and 
begins to yell as the nurse comes near his crib. Tears run 
down his face; he moves his hands restless!^around him
self trying to put his finger into his mouth, continues to 
yell, interrupts it momentarily, and begins again to yell. 
He turns sideways, sucks his fingers for twenty seconds, 
renews the yelling. He places himself on his back and 
moves his hands restlessly; despairingly he tries to turn 
his hands into a fist. The shrieking becomes more violent, 
his little legs moving impulsively. He calms himself for 
a few moments, moving his hand over his face and eyes, 
and turns sideways. For a moment he discontinues to 
yell, only to start again with renewed vigor. Then the 

17.24 crying goes over into slight hiccoughs and he yells loudly. 
Falls asleep, sucks his finger. He gives a slight shrieking, 
and lies there with his eyes closed. 

ly.ao^JKHskbeing prepared for his drinking, yells, quiets down 
/'at onc^ he notices the bottle, starts to drink. He lies 

17^35 quietly sSking one finger after the empty bottle has been 
removed, pulls his hand from his mouth, stretches both 

upright in the air for a moment, places them again 
with both hands. Sud-

The door being opened, he moves restlessly, stretches his 
little legs high, places his hands at his side and again 

•5'44-bis face without opening his eyes. He utters a violent 
sound, puts, a finger into his mouth, his eyes still closed.

15.49 He turns sideways and opens his eyes, lies on his back 
and looks around quietly. He sticks his finger into his 
mouth. The nurse comes near his bed, and he greets her 
with expressions of joy and with kicking. While being 
undressed, he utters sounds of pleasure and, as he again 
lies by himself, seizes the finger of his right hand with

15.50 his left hand and pushes it into his mouth. He observes 
closely the nurse arranging the room, barely moves; only

15.52 his eyes wander as, through the glass wall, he notices 
some people passing. He rubs his eyes, lifts his hands, 
drops first one, then the other, on the sheet. He sticks his 
hands into his mouth, sucks them, removes them again, 
places them on the sheet and lifts them again. He lies 

15.60 quiet, staring and sucking. He pulls his finger from his 
16.30 mouth, seizes the railing of his crib with his hands, which 

calls his attention to the shadows of his hands. He fol- 
16.37 lo'vs these with his eyes. He seizes the rattle again, play

ing with it; he pulls it by the ring over his face, seizes 
the ring and the ball—each with one hand—and pushes 

16.40 the ring from one hand into the other. He places himself 
on his side, holds the rattle by its ring in one hand and 
beats at it with the other. Now he lifts the rattle high 
and lets it drop again, changing it again from one hand

16.50 into the other, seizes the ring, holds the rattle high, and 
with one hand pushes the ball around the ring. Knocks

16.57 with rattle on the wall and enjoys the noise, laughing and 
crowing. The shadow on the wall has now attracted his 
attention. He follows it, lifting his little hands and’drop-

(
on

/

17.07

17-45
arms

17.47 on covers, seizes/tbe « ,
denly he looses his grip with both hands. One foot lies 
the cover; the second, which is under the rover, lifts it, 
picking it with his hands. Now his hands pasp his leg, 
fussing with his toes; he pulls it toward his face. The 
child laughs, overjoyed -with pleasure, mumbles, seizes his 
little leg at the knee, pushes his legs under cover, lifts 
his cover svith his legs high, laughs at it, his hands not 

18.03 participating in this performance. The little legs are tired 
of play. An end of the sheet, which is fastened in the 
middle as a girdle, is seized and dropped again. Both le^ 
are now being pulled from under cover; the cover is 
being pushed into a corner. He seizes it with his legs

covers
on

17-53

ping them again.

A new play: B 44 puts one finger into his mouth and 
withdraws it promptly. Alternately he puts his little 
fists on his face and removes them again. He turns 
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ing at his jacket and little shirt, following his movements 
18.50 with attentive eyes. He puts one little hand into his 

mouth, with the other he scratches the cover. He opens 
and closes it again. He places his little arms over his face 
and babbles pleasantly. He sucks his finger, ventures to 
lie on his stomach in order to observe a blact object more 
closely, tries to grasp it with his hands after turning side- 

18.5s ways again. He turns around again, seizes the railing 
tightly with one hand, lies on his left side, bending his 
head backward, kicks to and fro with his legs, grasps the 
railing and reaches for the cover. He grips with his hands 
through the railings of his crib, changes his position; thus 
occupied, he observed the tailings closely. After puttiiig 

19.09 himself on his back, he seizes the tattle and shakes it vio
lently. He turns again sideways, pushing himself toward 
the grating, beating it impetuously with his hands. He 
grasps quickly toward a railing, letting it loose promptly. 

19.16 Now he lies quietly on his back, moves his head, first 
right, then left. Seizes occasionally the railings, on which 
he keeps his eyes, and beats with his right hand at the 
wall, putting it then into his mouth. Sucks quietly on his 
finger, keeping his eye on the cover. He turns again to 
his right, grabs the railing with both hands, and .pulls 
himself toward it in a highly convulsive manner. With 

19.28 his little hands he bfate on his mouth, turns sideways, 
seizes the railing with both hands and pulls himself to
ward it. The legs kick the cover off, assisting, thereby, 
the little hands. Puts a finger into his mouth, places him
self quietly on his back and looks around. Starts a grasp
ing play with his leg, grasps it with his hands, drops it 
again, babbling at the same time joyously. Ceases to 
babble, the grasping play continues with his feet. Inquisi- 

19,32 lively he pursues the movements of the toes. One little 
foot tries to seize the rattle. The child rolls himself fur- 

19.50 ther sideways, tries to sit up, lies down again and looks 
around. He makes several movements with his little arms 
and legs, and falls asleep.

lOI
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and pulls it forward. He places the soles of his feet 
against the other, rubbing them, the toes of one foot 
touching the other, the little arms making simultaneously 

18.10 some slow movements, being stretched and bent. Then he 
lies again quiet, outstretched sideways in his sheet. The 

18.16 little legs are now being lifted and dropped. He stretches 
his hands toward them. The child now turns sideways, 
places himself again on his back, puts his little hands into 
his mouth, withdraws them again, smiles at me, as I look 
at him. He grasps with his hands, over his head, toward 
the railing. He is making an attempt to pull himself up. 
He places his little hands one on top of the other, pressing 

18.19 them closely together, places them on his mouth, then on 
his ears, uttering sounds of joy, which turn into a slight 

18.21 lulling. Now he begins to pull his little shoulders around; 
the sounds which accompany his activity are quite lively. 
He succeeds'in grasping his shirt, he pulls at it, quite 

18.25 pleased, lalls joyfully, pulling at his shirt. The cover is 
again brought forward tvith his little legs, assisted by his 
little hands. He is babbling all the while. The right hand 
he sticks into his mouth, the left on his forehead. He 
sucks, babbles, stares. He kicks furiously; he moves his 
little hands accompanied by the clicking of his tongue. 
He seizes the rattle again; with one hand he grasps the 
ball, with the other the ring, changing it alternately from 
one hand into the other. He licks the ball with his tongue. 
Now he shakes his rattle first to the right then to the left, 

18.33 lifts it high and with a swift grasp places it in his mouth. 
He holds the ring, beating his own face with the ball. 
He seizes the ring with the other hand and throws the 

18.40 ball down on the sheet. He touches the ball with his lips, 
18.42 shaking it violently by the ring. The rattle travels from 

* 18.44 onfi hand to the other. He rattles with bodily strength, 
lifting the ring high, and moving the ball to and fro. He 
now places the ring, alternately, on his face, and his eyes, 

18.46 looking through it. He drops the ball. The child lies 
quietly on his side, moving his little hands slightly, pick- 
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G 45 :o; 9, in contrast to B 44, can change her-po
sition more easily. Her play has therefore a quite dif
ferent aspect.

G 45 receives a ball, takes it alternately with her right 
hand and with her left hand. It is still necessary that she 

9.00 support herself with one hand against the railing so as 
not to fall over. She puts the ball in her crib and reaches 

9.05 toward a doth which hangs suspended near the crib. She 
reaches for the end of the night table, stretches herself, 
standing again in her little crib. Finally she sits down. 
She seizes with both hands the ball which is still lying 

9.07 in her crib, holds it with one hand, beating it with the 
other. Rolls the ball through her little legs here and 
there; takes it again from one hand into the other. Leaves 
the hall lying, gets up again, crawls, sits down again, 
tries to remove the gold-red stripes from the hall. She 
stands up again and walks around in her crib, utters sev
eral forcible sounds. Reaching again for her cloth she

9.15 babbles in a lively manner, picks at her ears, stands in 
her crib with one finger in her mouth, seizes the ball 
which is offered to her, sits down, utters several pleasant 
sounds, observes the ball, lifts it high, throws it down,

9.4s places herself on her stomach, crawls airound in her crib, 
stands up again.

G 39:0; has now a plaything in her hand and lalls 
12.07 loudly. She is quiet, sucks on a band, and allows sound

ing air to stream from her lips.' She has the plaything in 
her hand, shakes it here and there, tries to sit up and, as 

12.12 she succeeds, jumps in her little bed to and fro. She 
stands up in her crib staring. A wimble falls down. She

12.15 bends in an effort to pick it up, crying, not being able to 
reach if. The sheet is being picked up. G 39 is very quiet. 
She stands .ohservingly. Sometimes she mumbles to her
self. She is being taken into the arms by her mother, 
smiles and is very happy, kicking and falling. Placed on

102

12.30 the floor she tries to walk by herself, holds on to the 
table, carefully loosens one hand, tries to do the same 
with the other hand, but quickly recaptures it, having 
lost her balance. She is now led around the room by her 
mother. Taken into the arms and broughUnear the win
dows, she knocks at the window, babbles continually, 
laughing and kicking. Set on the floor, she crawls around, 
seizes a plaything and plays. She enjoys herself thor
oughly. She lifts the doll, puts it down again and looks 
around. Now she crawls on all fours searching for play
things. Not finding any, she utters sounds of disple^ure. 
She finds the doll, calms herself, beats the floor with fte 
doll, places it from one hand into the other, thus keeping 

15.00 herself occupied. The mother calls her; she listens and 
answers, “da.” She continues playing, lifts the doU, puts 
it away quite surely and definitely, only to grasp it again 
just as surely. She is quiet and very happy, babbles con
siderably, sits upright in her crib, pulling down a sheet; 
sits down, gets up again, stands and looks about. Utters 
several sounds of displeasure, lies down, straightens her
self up again, sucks on the railings. She babbles' and 
moves to and fro in her crib. Tries to reach a picture 
which hangs on the wall and moves on. Now she Wuches 
the colored stripes on; the ball and continues babbling. 
She is being set onfthe floor and plays with a trumpet. 
She puts it into her mouth and then tries to put the 
trumpet into the ball net. Being thus occupied she is 
quite fresh and lively, and being observed or smiled at, 
she babbles in return. She shakes the trumpet up and 
down in her hand. Now she shrieks into the opening of 
the trumpet, lays the trumpet aside, and tnes to crawl 
around on her knees.

12.31

12.31

12.47
12.55

13-00

15-22

1
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Reactions to the Taking of Nourishment It

the child of two months to search the breast with rest- ■ 
less movements of the head and with pursing of the 
lios The same behavior can also occur when the bottle 
out of which the child was drinking shp^ 
months the child clasps the bottle with hi^hands while 
drinking, and cries as soon as he spies the bottle, tn 
the same way the child of this age, when being fed 
with a spoon, opens his mouth as soon as the spoon 
comes near. Until then the mouth would open only 
when the nipple actually touched the lips. Indeed, the 
child of six months sticks the bottle in.his mouth him
self. At eight months the child brings the thing which 
he is eating to his mouth, and, if at age of four months 
he had already begun to bite and at seven months to 
chew, he bites of it. At nine months the child waits
quietly when preparations for feeding are commenced.
Ltil then, the child exhibited great dis^pleasure if he 

the food which was slow in'being offered to

1
CHAPTER VII

Reactions to the Taking of Nourishment

OUCKLING is indeed one of the few instinctive 
O acts which the human child performs almost com
pletely from the beginning on. In the first weeks of life 
the child may be made, to produce suckling movements 
by the mere contact of an object with his lips or the 
neighborhood of his mouth. Suckling can be called 
forth even in a sleeping child if the lips are acci
dentally touched—^let us say by the child's own moving 
hand. For all that, we find that a child who is com
pletely asleep will accept food only in the first months 
of life. However, until the child is seven months of 
age, he will quite often fall asleep while taking food, 
and in this case often drinks his bottle empty, although 
he is asleep. The newborn child who is busy with the 
taking of food has fists slightly curved, arms bent, 
eyes usually closed, and he is entirely busy with swal
lowing and sucking.

The performance connected with the taking in of 
food becomes more and more complicated during the 
first year of life. The child of one month, when brought 
to the lap of his mother, turns his head toward the 
breast.

For this behavior Bechterew makes the gradual 
effect of the memory of the vertical position of the 
child on the mother’s lap responsible, whereas Preyer 
and Stern take into consideration the memory of the 
smell and sight perceptions. This same situation causes

!

could see
himExamples of the described ways of taking nourish
ment;

B 8:o: 1, who sleeps, C^ira his eyes, starts ^o movt, 
twist his head. Sleeps again. While ^“P'^S^^nnksfes bottle 
the top of which has been put to his lips,
wake and makes no other movements aside from the suckling. 
Again he falls asleep without further suckling, although there

bT: ^®P
turns his head toward the breast; drinks ^ soon as *= "‘PP“ 
is put into his mouth, with strong puUs. The arms are bent, the
fists hghdyra^ehn j immediately^

' beginf to make sucking movements. "‘PP'= " g
his mouth, he sucks on it strongly. He falls asleep, leaves ott

and to
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Reactions to the Taking of Nourishment

herself immediately as soon as the nurse enters the room again 
with the replenished plate. She sucks quietly on her finger, and 
watches the nurse who feeds a second child. But when the nurse 
is through feeding the other child and does not turn toward her 
but turns instead toward a third child, she starts to cry ^ usual 
until the nurse turns toward her. With a happy babbling she 
greets the nurse as she comes near her. ^

B 44: o; 9. At the sight of the bottle he starts to cry. As he 
is made ready for his drink and the napkin adjusted, he is at 
once quiet.

The First Year of Life —^

sucking. The mother moves his head to and fro several times; 
he opens his eyes again, and begins to suck. He closes his eyes 
gradually and, sucking, he falls asleep. Stops sucking.

B 10: o; I sleeps. The bottle is pushed into his mouth. He 
starts sucking it with closed eyes. He" drinks all his milk. The 
bottle is taken from him and the sucking movements cease. He 
opens his eyes and lies quietly with his eyes open. He falls asleep 
again.

B 12; O; 2 with restless movements of the head and stretch
ing of his lips seeks toward the nipple. The hands are, lightly 
clutched on his own chest. B 12, on being given tea, opens his 
mouth when the spoon touches his lips, clicks his tongue, licks 
his lips with the tongue.

B 26: o; S as he sees the bottle starts again to get uneasy, to 
scream, to make restless movements of the arms, of the head, 
of the legs. The bottle is given to him and he drinks with strong 
effort. The hands clutch the bottle. Licking of the tongue, de
noting comfort, fills little pauses which arise between the indi
vidual tugs at the bottle. He drinks it all. He kicks the railing 
as he moves sideward; the bottle, which he lets go, rolls toward 
the side.

G 28: o: 5. At the sight of the bottle she starts to struggle, 
to cry. She quiets as the bottle is pressed into her mouth. She 
falls asleep while taking her meal, stops sucking though there 
is still some left in the bottle.

G 30: o; 6. Puts the nipple of the bottle, which she misplaced 
in order to take a look at her approaching mother, again into 
her mouth.

G 45:0;9 sits crying in her bed, facing the soup which is 
placed on the table. She holds tight to the railing of the bed, 
raises herself, moves in her bed to and fro grumbling. She gets 
her soup to eatySits up quietly in her bed as the nurse gets near 
her with the/plate. She allows herself to be fed. Pushes tKe 
spoon asidcand spits out the offered soup. As soon as the nurse 
absents herself she adjusts herself in her bed and moves about 
to and fro. When the nurse leaves the room, in order to refill 
the plate with vegetables, she starts to cry out loud. She quiets 
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The newborn child is so busy with the taking of its 
nourishment that he pays no attention to any other 
attraction. Smacking of the tongue and sounds of joy 
accompany his taking of food. At the age of two 
months, the child keeps his eyes open a little longer 
while taking nourishment. At four months we find 
sounds of comfort uttered in the small interrupting 
pauses during suckling. At five months the child turris 
his head during his meal to the grownup. From this 
time on, slight sound and sight stimuli interrupt the 
child while feeding, and he will even smile at the. per- 

who gives him his food. These observations permit 
of the conclusion thatAhe child is no longer so exclu
sively occupied by his greediness for food.

The satisfied child stops suckling even if the suck
ling itself produces further stimuli. We h^ave examples 
in the recorded protocols to confirm this statement. 
But the one month old child already experiences a new 
negative reaction to the taking of food, which in itself 
does not interfere with the positive reaction to suck
ling. The child'is no longer satisfied with mere suck- 
ling movements, but draws his head back from the 

of nourishment and pushes out the breast or the

son

•source 
nipple with his tongue.
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The First Year of Life 
is handea the bottle. Without opening her eves

r ,n her eyes.B ll'-a ’l •' <i"nking: she turns her head sideways,
a j° *°"eer hungry. He spits out the nipple, then
a little; milk, and quietly he lies there observing.

12.52 G ai :o;4 wakes as the bottle is pushed into her mouth.
wj"

13.11 Pushes from her mouth the bottle, in which there is still
pffn r f her arm around the bottle in her
eltort to push it away. Then she stretches, lifts her 

stretches them out,

1

That the self-retreat from the source of stimulation 
the turning aside of the head when satisfied, occur 
earlier than the turning aside of the defense movements 
can be observed in still other fields. Charlotte Buhler 
was the first to call attention to the greater difficulty 
of defense movenient as compared to flight movement.

The satisfied child often stretches his body and his 
^ad at the same time as he turns his head aside (o-1) 
He pves an impression of satisfaction as shown by a 
quiet, comfortable condition of waking. The aspect of 
the hungry child is quite different. He displays great 
unrest, and is in continual movement. The child who is 
Ill-humored from one cause or another makes notice
ably strong suckling movements without any sucking 
object touching the lips, and he is further characterized 
by a trembling movement of all the soft parts of the 
face—of the mouth, the chin and the lips. The crying

Reactions to the Taking of Nourishment
is very lou3; but it is always interrupted by suckling 
movements. Hungry children attempt to change their

\
Table X

G 11:0; 2

Ways of Behavior in Taking Nourishment
23 4 5 6 7 8 91011 ISAge in months. o I

Sucking when lips are touched by ob
jects...................................................

Gulping.................................................
Licking........................................ .........
Occasional sounds.................................
Turning the head toward the breast... 
Searching for breast with movements of

the head and pursed lips..................
Biting on different objects...................
Unrest at sight of the bottle................
Opening of mouth as soon as the spoon

approaches........................................
Bottle clutched with the hands............
Bottle nipple pushed into mouth.........
Chewing................................................
Holding and biting of things to eat.... 
Quiet at sight of preparations for feed-

arms

X
ing

Table XI
Ways of Behavio^’in Qindition of Satisfac ion

0123 456789 10 IIIIAge in months
Discontinuance of suckling movements
Vomiting...............................................
Spitting.................................................
Drawing back of the head........ ;.........
Pushing out the nipple of the bottle...
Stretching of the body.........................
Irregular movements in the direction of

the bottle..........................................
Pushing aside of the bottle..................

/
I

.postures much less often than children who are out of 
sorts for any other reason.

We can often observe negative reactions when the108
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The First Year of Life
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• T ® feces—movements, screaming, and
expressional movements, and also sounds of effort 
which accompany the activity of the stomach pressure 
The screaming m the aforementioned situation is to be 
characterized as a cry of pain. The contact of “wet” 
after “rjnating as well as the touch of the soiled napkin 
causes the child to give forth negative reactions. Even 
this vanes with the individual.

CHAPTER VIII

Sleep and the State of Dozing

OjLEEP is the outstanding condition in the progress 
O of the day of the newborn child. The condition of 
being quietly awake is, indeed, in these first weeks only 
a sort of semi-consciousness. Despite the great amount 
of sleep, we could see, in exact observations, that the 
sleeping periods are very short. The longest uninter
rupted, unbroken periods of sleep which we could ob
serve are shown in Table XII.

Table XII

j
( I

Age o ; 6o ;o o ; 1 o ; 2 o ; 70;8o;3 o';4o;5 o;9 o;ioo;ii o;i2
Longest jjcriod 

of uninter
rupted sleep 
(in min.).... 361220 221 292 3.73 60031a 354 569550 520 570 524

(:
We can see that the uninterrupted sleep duration which 
is from nine to ten hours occurs first/in the child’s 
seventh month. Preyer, Aschaffenburg, and Cerny have 
already recorded the remarkably short continuous 
sleeping periods of the suckling. The sleep of small 
children, asserts Aschaffenburg, reaches its greatest 
depth very quickly, mostly in the first hour. The young 
suckling child wakes regularly after two to' three 

• hours, only to fall asleep again.’- Whereas we find that
^Denissova and Figurin have made precisely the same assertions, 

having observed two newborn children from birth on for nine days, by
III

.i
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The First Year of Life

in older children a lesser sleep depth turns to a deeper 
sleep depth, the suckling awakens each time. It is sur
prising how long it takes children to get accustomed to 
a long uninterrupted night of sleep. In spite of the 
ren^val of every distraction they still hold fast to 
their short sleeping periods.

As we have already described, we established pre
cautionary measures during our observations, so as not 
to disturb the child by a light while he was asleep. On 
the other hand, however, in keeping with the spirit of 
observation, normal sleep disturbances were not ex
cluded. Every increase of the length of the longest 
uninterrupted sleep duration is accompanied by a lim
itation of the number of sleeping periods, as can be 
seen by a comparison of both illustrations.

Sleep and the State of Dozing

The average number of the sleeping periods in the 
first quarter of the year amounts to twelve, in the 
second to eleven, in the third to seven, and in the last. 
quarter of the first year of life, to six. Quite surpris
ing are the very short sleeping periods of ijonly a few 
minutes, which we find in all children. They are to be 
recognized by their quiet re^lar breathing and com
plete relaxation of all muscles. These short periods, 
although lasting only two or three minutes, actually 
cause a sleeping condition. This is very evident’from 
the fact that the children who gave a tired and inac
tive Impression before the sleeping period appear fresh 
and lively afterwards.

By dividing the sleep into twenty-foqr hours, we 
establish the following time dates from the informa
tion obtained from a few of our protocols:

G 2i:o;4

/

i

>

600'

400' B 3:o;o (-|-6)

7.00- 7.22 ■ 22 
7.31- 8.30 59
8j5&- 9.20 30

B s6:i;o
200

7.00- 7.4s 45 • 13.45-15.11 86
10.16-10.2s 19 18.00-19.20 80

20.02t 5.10 538
S.55- 6.00 5

3 11.20-12.15 55

o
0,0 Oi2 Oi4 O16 OiS 0,10 Ifl 

Chart 2. Average longest sleep
ing period.

11.32-12.^ 33
12.07-1p.11 4
12.4s-12.48 
14.11-15.30 79
15.40- 15.54 14 Number'of sleeping
16.05-16.38 33
16.40- 17.03 23
18.3S_-18.57 22 Value of daily sleep
19.10- 19.19 9
21.10- 3.30 380
3.59- 4.45 46
4.58- 5.00

9&^io.4S
12.75-12.25

14
10ao 1612.29-12.45

12.52-14.49
15.os-15.12
15.15-15.2s
15.28-15.30 
15.33-15.40 
15.45-16.08 
16.10-17.49 
18.S1-19.00 
19.06-19.2s 
19.35-21.14

fA 5710
periods—S;7

10
OiO 0^ 0,4 0,6 0,8 0,10 1,0

Chart 3. The number of sleeping 
periods.

'day and night, ohservations recorded each ten seconds. Their conclu- 
■''sions are concerned principally with sleep, movement in feeding, skin 

reflexes, reactions to sight and sound stimuli. Their description, as yet, 
is less complete than ours, hut in general agrees in the essential ob
servations.

2
—764 minutes.7

23
39

29
19
99
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The First Year of Life 
G 2i:o!4

21.19-21.33 14 Number of sleeping
21.56- 1.20 204 periods—14.

1.3s- 2.00 25
2.15- 3.4s 90 Value of daily sleep
3.52- 7.00 188. —712 minutes.

Number of sleeping 
periods—^21.

Value* of daily 
sleep—944 min
utes.
•By “day value” we mean, as we have already explained in Chap

ter I, the sum of the time duration of all the separate ppriods devoted 
to any one group of behaviors that are alike in character taken during 
the twenty-four-hour observation period..

7.00 B l:o;0 (-[- i). Sleeps. Trembles as tbe cover is mo
mentarily ren^ved, makes several restless movements. 

8.15 Sleeps on. Cries out softly, then cries louder, opens his 
eyes only a slit wide, then slews'again. Takes the hottle 
as it is pushed into his mouthy 

8.41 Makes several suckling movements.
8.47 He sleeps again. The bottle is again pushed into his 

mouth. This time he makes three or four more suckling 
movements.

8.55 Fast asleep. Moves in his sleep without outside reason.
Opens his mouth while asleep.

10.20 Gulps quickly several times in succession.
10.51 Again opens his mouth wide.
10.55 Aimlessly he moves his arms up and down his face. 
11.15 Falls asleep quietly again. Impulsive movements of the 

arms interrupt the immovability of the child. He is then 
taken from his crib, dressed for the doctor’s visit, and put 
on the swaddling table. He cries loudly.

16.00 B 4; o; o (-|-6). Sleeps.

Sleep and the State of Dozing

17.40 Moves arms. Makes sounds of discomfort, moves his lips 
in sucking fashion without opening his eyes for a moment. 
Quietly he continues sleeping.

17.55 Begins to cry. Moves his arms and legs restlessly. Light 
is put on.

18.12 Wakes and lies, there with his eyes half opfen. The slits 
between the lids become smaller and smaller. Sleeps.

7.10 B 50 sleeps. Opens his eyes, twists his head to and fro, 
cries very gently. Lies down again with closed eyes.

7.15 Moves his head restlessly, begins to cry lightly, rieeps 
on.

7.19 Rubs his face with his hst, lifts his cavers with his hands 
restlessly.

7.22 Continues to sleep. Opens his eyes, yawns, tArns his head. 
Sleeps.

7.30 Makes a slight sound; the hands move restlessly; sleeps 
on.

7.35 Breathes deeply, turns his head, sleeps on.,
8.10 Sleeping, he is carried to the swaddling table. Opens his 

eyes, lies quietly looking on.

12.00 B 12: o; 2 sleeps with fists pressed on his chin; he makes 
a few restless movements in his sleep.

13.06 The hands are laid on the napkin with which the mother 
covers his head. He ufftrs a few sounds.'

14.00 The arras move restlessly. The fists move, rubbing his 
eyes and nose; remain again lying pressed against the 
chin. Restless head movements.

14.05 Sleeps, makes a few light sounds, raises his eyes, stretches 
his mouth open. Rubs his eyes with fists, makes groaning 
sounds, stretches his arms.

14.06 Screams.

The picture of a sleeping child becomes an ever 
mqre quiet one. Already at the age of three months we 
have periods of more than an hour in which nothing 
occurs which would disturb a quiet sleep.

115
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The First Tear of Life
18.42 G I9:o;3 falls asleep; sleeps deeply and quietly.
19-01 Opens her eyes and stares quietly around. Begins to 

scream.
"-“dessly to and fro, kicks with arms and

^ 19.23 TriK vainly to turn from her position. In midst of the
lively sounds of displeasure, she quiets herself-and lies 
down tired.

19-30 ^e falls asleep, breathes regularly, quietly.
20.10 The bottle is handed to Her while asleep.
20.22 sock, through the contact of the nipple on

20.22 The empty bottle is removed.
20.29

Sleep and the State of Dozing

lying quietly. He is huddled up, pressing <his face into 
the pillow. Sucb his fingers.

19.55 Falls asleep.
21.24 Screams, lifts his body, has his eyes open, puts head and . ■*

shoulders, which he lifted high, down again. Sleeps on.
23.14 Sleeping, he is wrapped up. . .
4.11 Stands up in his crib suddenly, wide awake. Sticks his 

thumb into his mouth, walks around his crib. He must 
support himself with his right hand, which he does 
suck.

4.16 He touches the rods of his crib and babbles at the 
time.

4.18 Lies down again, slowly closing his eyes.
4.23 Deep regular breathing betrays that he is fast asleep.
6:20 Wakes up, stands up in his crib and

not ,

same

Still makes slight sucking movements in her sleep. Nor
mal quiet sleep.

24.16 Breathes deeply. Wakes and starts to kick and to 
She is wrapped around, during which she does 
her sounds of displeasure.

24.19 Dried and covered, she 
She lies quietly.

24.21 Stares with open eyes towar,d the
24.41 Sleeps deeply and quietly.
24.45 Opens her eyes again, and again, stares at the cover.

1.20 Starts to scream, and to move her head and limbs 
lessly.

2.00 Lies inactive vrith eyes wide open. The eyes close gradu- 
ally; she sleeps.

3.54 Is awakened to take her meal. She is at first wrapped up 
opens her eyes, glances around, drinks with open eyes,

/ after the nipple is pushed into her mouth, until the bottle 
IS empty.

4-02 As the empty bottle is removed her eyes close.
7.00 Sleeps quietly and soundly.

19.06 B 53:o; 10. Sleeps.
'19-22 He is adjusted in his crib. He stands up ciying and 

marchra around the crib. The nurse lays him down again. 
He rebels, screaming and kicking. Finally he remains 

I16

.. a :screams.
scream, 

not cease B 53 shows us not only the progress toward long 
periods of perfectly qui^ sleep, but his behavior is 
typical of children who Ijfaye just learned to stand. As 
soon as he awakes we see hifn/standing in his crib. In
deed, in the evening the nurse'has trouble to/bring him 
to a state of rest. The ability to stand means so much 
at first, as we can also see in other children, that they 
always want to stand and they struggle against sitting 
down. It happened once that a child fell asleep while 
standing, was awakened by the. lying down and after 
displaying many signs of displeasure, straightened him
self up again.

We see

the sounds of displeasure.ceases

cover.

rest-

1
that the sleeping periods become always 

longer, and the sleep always quieter. When one disre- 
^ gards the outer sleep disturbances and recognizes only 

the ones in the child himself, one realizes,, as Chart 4 
shows, that those which at first played an important 
part have ip the fourth month of his life already be- 

meaningles^. Just how. far the occasional impul-come
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The First Year of ^ife

sive movements and sounds accompany the sleep or 
actually disturb it, one cannot state positively. The 
numbers used in Chart 4 refer to every ten sleeping 
hours of a certain stated age. The newborn child is 
invariably receptive to outer disturbances of sleep. He 
becomes frightened at heavy noises, sudden touch, and 
changes of temperature such as occur when covers 
lifted. The actual awakening that is often followed by 
sounas of displeasure comes, all in all, first at the age

Sleep and the State of Dozing

tion, stretching his arms and exhibiting innumerable 
other variations, even if the original position for sleep 
and the state of wakening still retain the preference. 
We find very often that the newborn child takes nour
ishment while asleep. Beginning with the eighth month 
this is no longer to be observed. Facts which depend 
on probable dreams we could not ascertain nor estab
lish.

are

To the ways of behavior during sleep belong also 
the reactions of falling asleep and. awakening. The 
newborn child twitches in that moment when he falls 
asleep. This was for us a sign which made it possible 
to recognize the already mentioned sleeping periods of 
a few minutes as sleeping periods. The two months old 
child often turns his head sideward just when he falls 
asleep, the four and five months old child makes a side
ward movement with his whole body. Awakening, the 
newborn child thtows his head backward, stretches his 
arms and his body. The one month old child moves his 

and fists over his face with uncertain movement 
The five months old child begins to rub his eyes.

The signs of fatigue are yawning, sleepy expressions 
of the face, lusterless andTialf-closed eyes. The lifting 
of the heavy sinking eyelids we find first in a two 
months old child, while'the other signs of fatigue re
main the same from the first to the last day bf the first 
year of its life. The child who has made

40

so

CO

10

o
0,0 03 0,9 1. 0,9

Chart 4* Frequency of 
the Inner sleep disturb
ances without waking 
within xo sleeping hours.

e

arms s.
of one month. To measure the effect of outside ^leep 
disturbances does not lie within the bounds of our re
search.

The preferred sleeping position of the child in the 
first y^ar of his life remains as that of the embryo. 
The fists lie slightly bent near the head. The knees 
somewhat stretched, the soles of the feet, at least the 
big toes, lie one on the other. If perchance a finger, a 
hand, or a wrist, fall in the child’s mouth, it is sucked. 
The child.takes the same position in a quiet waking 
state. Only when the child is four months old does 
notice a different sleeping situation. From then on we 
find the child lying on his side, or in the prone posi-

are progress m
the ever increasing mastery of his movement exhibits 
one characteristic sign of oncoming fatigue—that is, 
the slowing up of his movements, a behavior which is 
similar to the impulsive movements.

Jn B 4:o;o(+6) we noticed thatone yawning oc
curred when the child was fatigued. B 12 shows the 
typical picture of the awakened child, throwing his
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The First Year of Life

head backward, moving his fists restlessly over his 
face and eyes, stretching out the arms. Out of these 
quite aimless movements which already occur in a new
born child, later comes the rubbing of the eyes and 
nose with the fist. For the child who is falling asleep 
there are two more characteristic reactions: a small 
spasm often moves through its entire childish body the 
moment it falls asleep; and from two months on the 
head is often turned strenuously aside. Later, there 
occurs a turning of its entire body.

I3-i8 G h:o;2. As eyes close, she sleeps.
13.20 A child j:aughs, G 11 opens her eyes, closes them again 

ever so/quickly and sleeps.
13.21 Opens her eyes with several sounds of displeasure, ___

her head. One arm is drawn toward her breast and again 
pushed off. The legs lift up the covers several times. Her 
head moves restlessly to and fro. Her lips are pressed 
together and again separated. '

13-2S The eyes close. The head turns impetuously toward the 
right side (she lies on the left). The hands are stretched 
out, lying quietly clenched near the head, the mouth 
slightly open. The eyelids are slightly raised, soon sink- 
ing again.'_The child lifts her eyelids again somewhat. 

13:22 The head is turned in her sleep, and laid backward. She 
opens her eyes, yawns, twists her head, stretches out her 

13.36 hands, yawns, sleeps on. She, turns the head; eyes 
14.10 again open. Moves her hands; sleeps. Restless head 
14.14 ments because of clattering of crockery near by. Opens 
14.20 her eyes, closes them again instantly. Moves and stretches.

Several sounds accompany her action. She opens her 
14.23 eyes, swallows and sucks several times. Utters sounds, 

looks around, begins to cry aloud.

Very similar to sleep is a quiet—that is, motionless 
—state of being awake, which is accompanied by

Sleep andHhe State of Dozing 
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The First Year of Life

neither positive nor negative movements of expression, 
and which we designate as dozing, since it does not 

to be characterized by those ways of behavior 
which otherwise give meaning to state of being awake. 
Dozing IS characterized by the sleepy facial expression 
and lack of luster of the eyes. It often occurs between 
two periods of a state of waking, in somewhat the 
same way as the before-mentioned few minute sleep- 
ing periods. Children appear to be quite as rested after 
ths hnish of this dozing period, as they are after a few 
minutes of sleep. But it also introduces a change of 
ronditions from one kind of period to a different kind. 
For instance, it, can occur as a transition between the 
periods of_ screaming and the periods of function 
pleasure with accompanying single movements, or it 
can lead from the waking condition into sleep. The 
quiet dozing plays a very important role in the first 
half of the first year of life, but later, as we shall see. 
It recedes,^into the background and becomes less im
portant in meaning. To close, we present the descrip
tion of several observed cases of dozing.

12.04 B io:o;b (-f i). After being unwrapped, B 10 is 
placed back again in his bed. He blinks his eyes, permits 

■ .“'is quiedy open, and lies there with open
eyes. The muscles of the face are relaxed and slack, the 
eyes are dull. Only very seldom, in intervals of several 
minutes, does he make a slight turning of the head or a 
light movement of the hands.

12.15 One hand accidentally touches his lips. B 10 begins to 
suck on hifdinger (fourth right). The eyes are moved;

12.16 ttey do,not|squint but look about in coordinated fashion.
B 10 stops suchng. The finger ren^ins on his lips, the

12.30 eyes are wide open. Not a movement is made. He pulls 
his finger out of his mouth, opens and closes the ey 

122'

Sleep and the State of Dozing ‘

eral times with backward, irregular movements, whereby 
the eyelids of both eyes move Independently of each 

12.35 other. B 10 lies there again quietiy looking. The eyelids 
12.38 gradually close; he sleeps. Trembles as he sleeps.
7.00 B 20: o;4 lies in his crib. Rubs his eyes with his hands; 
7.02 lies quiedy there, awake. No movements. Tfie eyes close. 

One arm, bent, is laid near the head, the other lies on 
' the cover. B 20 sleeps. While sleeping makes an up and 

down movement of the hand.
10.42 B 52: o; 10 lies quite still with wide open eyes.
10.50 After he has been lying so quietly he closes his eyes and 

softly dozes.
10.58 Falls fast asleep.

i
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Behavior Forms bf the First.Year of Life

For this accounting we have used four age-levels: the 
newborn, the three months old, the six months old, and 

old child. The results are shown m thethe one year 
following table:

) -CHAPTER IX

Summary of the Behavior Forms of the First 
Year of Life

EFORE giving a summary of the behavior of 
children, there is still something to be said about 

“single reactions.” By “single reactions” we mean those 
reflexes and perceptions which do not occur included 
within an activity or action, but which themselves con
stitute a complete act. If you call activities and actions 
a “mentally directed event,” then the single reactions 
and impulsive movements^are, in contrast, not mentally 
directed. Although the child does not yet lead (as does 
the grownup) a life determined chiefly hy tasks and 
problems, and his day is not yet a sequence of almost 
entirely predetermined events, still in the second half 
year of his life, consciously determined actions prevail 
over the. undetermined ones. Only in the first half year 
do the single reactions, which from the viewpoint of 
the grownup and the already activp playing of the one 
year old child seem disturbances ahd^incidents, exceed 
regular sequences and unities ofilehavior.

The single reflex movements and perceptions which 
actually appear as independent events are generally 
momentary reactions to sudden and disturbing stimuli.

We have tried to arrange and to count all the ways 
of behavior, so far described, according to the point 
of view of the scheme established in Chapter I. Pri
marily, we have counted the numbers of periods dur
ing the day for ways of behavior, similar in any way.

124 ■

Table XIV
The Relative Proportions of the Periods of Various Behavior 

Units (in per cent)

f.

B o;6 I -.o053o;oAge.
121420State of Rest (Sleep and Dozing). 19

66 192333Single Reactions...........
Impulsive Movements. 12102

43 *35 1968Total
2912 19Funcdonal Activities. 

Performances.......... 40322513
69513713Total

100100100100Grand Total.

This table may, to a certain extent, be considered 
more instructive concerning the facts of the first year 
of life than most information as yet obtained on this 
subject. Let us look at lit separately.

/Table XV ,

Proportional Relation of the Sleyping anil Dozing Periods 
to the Periods of Behavior (in per cent)

The

o;6 I ;oo;3o;oAge.
121420Sleep anil Dozing.........

Waking Behavior Penods.
19 88868081

100100 ■100100Total,
125
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■ C''
fifth. While the three months old child still shc^ws 54 
per cent single reactions plus impulsive movements, the 

' six months old child shows already 58 per cent of con
tinuous activities and actions. Significant changes in the 
quantitative relationship of ways of behavior also take 
place in the first quarter and in the second" half of the 
first year. The increase of directed behavior (periods 
of activity and action) from 16 to 46 in the first quar
ter of the year is as significant as the decrease of 
non-directed behavior (single reactions and impulsive 
movements) from 43 to 22 in the second half.

Finally, we can formulate the course of devdbpment ^ 
of the child by saying that the non-directed behavior 
of the newborn is related to that of the one-year-old 
in the ratio of 4 to i; the mentally directed behavior 
in the ratio of i to 5. Already in the second.half year 
of human life the mentally directed actions exceed 
those not directed.

The First Tear of Life

At first, sleep and the similar state of dozing show 
the already known decrease in quantity, and although 
the newborn sleeps 80 per cent and the one year old 
50 per cent of the day (see Table XII, Chapter VIII), 
nevertheless the newborn goes through eighty-one dif
ferent periods of behavior during the nineteen periods 
of sleep. In this quantitative relationship there 
no important change. A look at Table XIV, however, 
shows us that, though the total number of periods does 
not vary, their nature and distribution varies com
pletely with different ages.

occurs

Table XVI
The Proportional Relationship of Observed Periods of Directed 

and Undirected Events (in per cent)

Age, o;6o;o o;3 I ;o
Si^le Reactions.......................... ....................
Senes of Behavior—Impulsive Movements.,.

82 28 “\41 22
2 13 15

Total. 84 10054 43 22

Continuous Activities. 
Performances............ 15 22 33 8016 \31 35 45

>
Total. eo16 46 7857 KGrand Total. loo 100 100 100 40 / I/While the newborn shows 75 per cent single reac

tions, increased slightly by impulsive movements, the 
one year old shows more than 75 per cent of continu
ous activities and actions. The change from a majority 
of single reactions and impulsive movements to a ma
jority of continuous activities and actions clearly oc
curs between the third and sixth months; and accord
ing to all results so far obtained probably around the 
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0)0 0)3 0)6 0,9 1,0

Chart 5. The percent- 
ual relation between di« 
reeled and undirected 
acts.

undirected
directed
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The First Tear of Life

The principle according to which the single, ob
served ways of behavior were included in this system 
can be found in the following grouping on which our 
accounts are based. In the first group, containing the 
staffes of sleep and the state of rest, we.counted a period 

, of sleep together with the previous falling asleep and 
the subsequent awakening; we counted the period of 
dozing and one period of quiet waking as a transi
tional state between two different periods. As single 
reactions we treated as disturbances of sleep such 
effects of sensory stimuli as the blinking, opening and 
shutting of eyes, tossing about of the head, shrinking 
and fright. At a higher stage, we include also some 
reactions to perceptions,_ such as a quick looking at the 
stimulus, a shoft listening, grasping reflexes, etc. As 
sequences of behavior we found periods of impulsive 
movements and sounds, habitual crying, periods of con
tinuous experimental activity, periods of lulling, and 
of receptive and contemplative waking. The first units 
of behavior which we could already observe with cer
tainty in the newborn were the taking in of food, fol
lowed by a reaction of satiation, and perio^ of active 
ill-humor. In addition to these there are the''reactions 
of flight and defense, reactions to position, experiment
ing performances with objects, grasping performances, 
and expressional movements of astonishment, fear, ex
pectation, and desire.

Individual behavior is discussed in the Inventory 
(pages 170-185), where we give still more detailed in
formation.

JCHAPTER X

A Quantitative Analysis of the Observed 
Behaviors

/

^ I 'MIE qualitative analysis of the observed ways of 
J. behavior which we have made so far, describes 

the different steps in development, sequence of their 
appearance, the changes which we find during the first 
year, and the time at which these changes occur. We 
were also able to determine exactly how much time in 
a day was taken up by each differ’ent way of behavior 
and calculate a “day value.” By “day value” we mean 
thei sum of all the time devoted to the combined pe
riods of the similar behavior within a day’s observa
tion. There are two examples of 24-hour-long observa
tion presented in Gesell’s Mental Growth of the Pre- 
School Child. Here, too, the attempt is made to. count 
up the periods of similay behavior. But his groups 
have been established ip an uncontrolled method and 
they lack a relation to one another^ We shall presently 
describe our attempt at solution, which w^s not con
fined to a separation according to external factors. As 
we have already mentioned, Denissova and Figurin 
watched the two newborns uninterruptedly for nine 
days.

First of all we will have to separate the behavior 
dqring the sleeping state from that of the waking 
state. The numerical results of this separation can be 
seen in the following two tables:
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decisive in that the sleeping and the waking states are 
evenly divided over the day.

The waking state can be either quiet or occupied by 
sort of movement. The various forms of quiet

tSOO'i

The First Tear of Life 
Table XVII

The Average Duration of the Sleeping and Waking States 
Within 24 Hours (in Minutes)

some io;6 o;8 l;oo;9 o;iooiii <o;7o;5Age........... o;2 053 o;4o;o o;i

738930 86a 802 
510 576 638

883Sleep..............
State of Waking

1152
702288 557 1100'

1440 1440 1440 1440 1440M440|»440Total........ 1440 14401440 1440 14401440
3000'

Table XVIII

The Duration of the-^aking and Sleeping States Within 24 
'Hours (in per cent)

* 900' \ s/
800'

>
700*

oji-Oi3 oj4-oi6 o;io-iiOoj7-Oi9Age. o;o
600' ' \/60 55 53 49Sleep in per cent............... 80

State of Waking in per cent so 5147 600'4540
I

. ■<

•Total. 100 »100100100100 400'
/

If the day value for sleep seems unexpectedly small 
in these tables, it is because in our observations^ we 
could detract the periods which interrupted the child’s 
sleep, periods which are frequently unobserved and are 
therefore included in the duration of sleep.

We consider the decrease of the duration of sleep 
and the increase of the waking state to be the basic 
condition for any growing development, for it means 
a broadening of the time in which strength can be de- 

\\ veloped. The greatest decline of the sleeping curve is 
^ noticeable during the first quarter of the year. Twenty- 

one per cent of the daily value for sleep of the new
born is lost in that time. From the third month to the , 
end of the first year,, the curve for sleep loses only 7 
pejf'-cent more of its daily value. The fifth month is

300'

200'

100'

° 0|0,0,2,0i4,0(6 0,8 0410 ip I 
Of 0(3 O16 0,7 0,9 0,11

Chart 6. The day value for ^ 
sleep and waking in minutes.

-------- sleep
----- waking

waking we have already characterized. The day value 
f6r the dozing state-, which in the newborn takes up 

per cent of the quiet waking state, fills only 53 
per cent of that of the one-year-old. We can observe

!

‘ 100 ..1
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A Quantitative Atmlysis of Observed Behaviors

the decisive change, the sudden decrease of the dozing 
state, in the eighth month. This is shown in the follow
ing table;

The First Year of Life
800'

\t700'

/\600' Table XIX
The Day Value for the Different Forms of Qiiiet Waking 

(in Minutes)
BOO'Chart 7. The relation between 

active and quiet waking periods, 
•active waking 
quiet waking

AQ0‘/ J \
300' Receptive

andContem-
plativeWak-

ing State

TotalCondition
of

Comfort

Quiet
Displeasure inDozingAge200’ MinutesX

too' 143o;o
1780' 176 ao; IOiO Oi2 0i4 Oi6 ^ 0|8 _ OjlO , 1,0

0,1 Ojs oiS 0)7 oio 0,11 176167 7ao;2

23757177 3o;3
56 225168180* 1o;4

201542147o;5160'
16645o;6 117 4

140'
”9315t100o;7

120' Chart 8. The distribution of 
the different forms of quiet wak
ing in relation to the day value 
of quiet waking.

----------dozing
----- positive quiet waking 
........... negative quiet waking

131>361 55o;8
100' 981039247o;9

1x43880' 66 3o; 10
8 7546 20I60' o; IIMV 26 101! 20J 2531 ;o40' \!!■ \

\\l We notice that from the second to the third month 
that part of the day value for quiet waking^ which is 
taken by the receptive waking state now increases. 
With the appearance of contemplative waking, the 
part of the receptive and contemplative waking staU ■

I20'

o*
0,0 0,2 ^ 0,4 0,6 0j8 ^ 0,10^ 1,0

0,1 oJa ols Oj? 0J9 ojii
#I:

1
I3’2 133\ ;
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increases percentUlly. once again, only to lose in sig- 
nificance once more during the last quarter of the first 
year. This can be explained by the fact that the child

Table XX
-ne Percentage Proportion of the Several Forms of Quiet 
Wahng in Relation to the Daily Value for Quiet Waking

A Quantitative Analysis of Observed Behaviors

the newborn was filled up entirely by dozing, from the 
eighth month on only half of that state is thus occu
pied. The state of quiet displeasure, which increases, 
fills about one-quarter of the quiet waking of the

Table XXI
The Average Day Values for the Different Groups of Be

havior (in Minutes)

one-

(

Receptive
and Con- ^ .

templative
Conciition of ^^pleasure 

Wakjng

Condi donAge Dozing Sleep and 
Dozing

Negative
Reactions

Positive
Reactions

of Spontaneous
Reactions

Age TotalTotalComfort
o; o i>a75 104 47 14 1,440o;o , ICO

^37100 1,106Oil 73 *4 1,440/
o; I 99 I

187 Co;2 891,031 1,440o; 3 95 I 4 100 oiS 161979 179 121 1,440
Oi3 79 7 »4 100 o;4 1.051 171 134 94 1,440
0:4 73.J 2-5 25 100 8480!5 139 139 304 1,440
o;5 73 1 27 too o; 6 883 126 306132 1,440
o;6 70 3 27 100 ' 826 146o;7 193 375 lyMO

840:7 I 12.5 2-5 loo o;8 859 99 15s 337 lyMO
o;8 46.5 1-5 42

83 f10 100 8140:9 113 430 1,440
48.5OJ9 2 39.5 10 100 o; 10 712 482lOI 1,440

fo: 10 52.5 2.5 34 II 100 o; II 790 57 1446,92 510
o; II 50.2. 1-5 27 10.3 100 1:0 460791 77 112 1.440

year-old. It increases because the state of restless dis
pleasure decreases. From among the forms of quiet 
waking we join together the state of dozing and sleep, 
putting them into a common group. Both decline con- 
•siderably during the first year of life. In the same de
gree in which sleep and unoccupied waking decrease,

1:0 53 262 20 100

now reacts with active Interest to all sense perceptions 
^d no longer meets them in a quietly receptive state. 
1 he decrease of the dozing state can be traced through 
the entire first year. While the quiet waking state of

134
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A Quantitative Analysis of Observed Behaviors

Comparing these results we find decrease of day 
value for sleep and dozing, during the first year of 
life. Decisive changes take place between the fifth and 
tenth months. After reaching a maximum in the first 
month there is a decrease of negative reactions, and 
an increase of positive reactions from thtf first day of 
life. The greatest day value increase, however, is 
found in the part given to spontaneous reactions. In 
these, the fifth and ninth months reveal an especially 
great development. What time-proportion each of the 
four groups of behavior occupies in the day 'of the 
newborn, the half-year-old, and the one-year-old, can 
be seen in the following table. This table shows the

Table XXII
The Part (in per cent) Taken by the Various Reactions in the 

Course of the Day ^

The First Year of Life

the waking state, which is filled with impressions and 
actions, increases. The latter is usually a state of move
ment, seldom one of rest. In connection with our quali-

isoo'i----- ------ ------ ------ ------—

\ISOO'
\uoo' \

V ■>'1000' V \
soo’

\-'V
800'

700'

600’

600'
^0

400' Total 
Per cent

Positive
Reacdons

STOtitaneous
Reacdons

Negative
Reacdons

Sleep and 
DoungAge

300' ♦« I 10088.7 7 3-3o;o
200'

—I------------------

8.2 lOO76.8 II12o;3
" 100' 8.5 1000:6 56.1 ay

es ICO7-757-J 7-3OiO 0,-2 0,-4 OiS 0,8 0,10 1,0 
0,1 Oj3 0,5 0,7 0,9 0,11 

Chart 9.
--------sleep and dozing
-------- negative reactions
..........positive reactions
+ + + spontaneous reactions

tative analysis we tried to calculate the day value for 
the three different groups of reactions—for the nega
tive, positive, and spontaneous reaction. The day value 
thus estimated is shown in Table XXI.

019
77.66.4 too55I !0

growth of positive and spontaneous reac
tions. The spontaneous reactions of the newborn take 
up I per cent of the day, and of the one-year-old, 31 
per cent of the day. This last-mentioned fact is evi
dence of the growing activity of the developing child.

Some additional facts concerning the increase in 
daily values can be obtained from Table XXIII.

enormous
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A Quantitative Analysis of Observed Behaviors

As negative reactions we distinguish two groups: 
negative movement, and negative expressional move
ments alone. We see that in the first half year nega
tive movements of expression never occur by them
selves. We have figures to prove the statement, already 
made, that the elementary and most important reac-

The First Year of Life
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tions of the child reveal a great activity, and that 
passive ill-humor is only a later form of negative re
action, growing always less significant. The positive 
reactions divide into the following groups: reactions 
to feeding and sensor^jtimuli. These reactions take 
form in grasping, soc|al approach, receptive waking 
.. _d positive expressional movements. The daily value 
for feeding cannot show any development/ since it dif
fers according to the individual and depends on the 
sort of food and its preparation. The variation of the 
child’s dependence upon the immediate need of nour
ishment is shown by Chart lo, in which we compared 
the length of the breakfast, often already impatiently 
awaited by the child after the. long night’s rest, with 
the duration of any other meal. The average time 

■ needed for consuming the breakfast is sometimes only
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A Quantitative Analysis of O.bserved Behaviors

stimulus, the reaction of approach and grasping plays 
subordinated role. The decisive change is made dur

ing the fourth and fifth months corresponding with the 
development of grasping. That social approaches in
crease with time is explained sufficiently by a previous 
statement concerning the number of socia}' reactions at 
various states. The decrease of the day value for re
ceptive and contemplative waking during the last 
quarter of the first year, which is the result of the 
awakening active interest, has been mentioned as well. 
The day value for positive movements of expression 
grows during the second half year of life, when some 
active expressions of joy can be observed in addition to 
a quiet waking state of comfort. Wemave observed 
that this quiet state of comfort is a condition first ac
companied by positive expressional movements and 
only much later accompanied by the active outbreaks 
of joy, while negative reactions, on the other hand, 
show the quiet expression of ill-humor much later than 
active utterances. The appearance of these active out
breaks of joy also produce the sudden increase in posi
tive movements of expressions between the fourth and 
sixth months. That th® behavior expressing joy in
creases during the first year is shown clearly by Table 
XXIV. / . -

All the periods in which positive or negative move
ments of expression were-observed, irrespective of 
whether they were the dominating factor or just dif
ferent ways of behavior (experimenting, single move
ments, reception of food), are here grouped together 
according to time and contrasted with each other. We 

state concerning them that positive expressions ap- 
pear much later than negative ones, and that, although

The First Year of Life
320-

a;300' /;380'

260'

i240'

/
200'

iVISO' N : r\ ;160'

140' ;:
I V100' V/eo

//60'
/ ■\

rao' 7

OjO Oj2 OiO OiS t)i]0 1,0
d|l oja 0;'s oi? o|9 oill 

Chart ii.
-------- negative expressional

movements
......... positive expressional

movements

one-fifth the time needed for another meal of equal 
quality and quantity.

As long as it is only a movement toward a sensory

can
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maximum daily value in the first month. They decrease 
in that moment when the observed experimenting 
movements begin.to broaden. Experimenting, which 
fills II per cent of the waking of a two-month-old, 
occupies 63 per cent of the waking time of a one-year-

Table^XXV
The Percentual Relation of the Daily Values for Positive and 

Negative Movements of Expression

The First Year of Life

at first they are far less than the negative, they finally 
exceed them considerably during the first year.

Table XXIV

The Duration of Observed Positive and Negative Expressional 
Movements (in Minutes) old. <

Positive
E^res-
sional
Move
ments

Negative
E^res-
sional
Move
ments

Accessory 
Pos. Exp. 

Move
ments

Accessoi'y 
Ncg. Exp. 

Move
ments

Age Total Total

•-V. Negadve
Expressional
Movements

Positive
Expressional
Movements

Total 
in per centAgeo;o 104 104

o; I. I 1 232 ICO 100o;o
87 13 100013 

o; 6187o;2 a 10 12 187 63 10037
29 71 100o;9

MO
o;3 3 • 29 3^ 179 179 25 75 100

o;4 X 32 33 171 171

Table XXVI
The Average Maximum Duration for Some Groups of 

havior (in Minutes)

o;S a 92 94 159 159

o;6 201 20J 1224 122

146 146o;7 2 123 225

OiS 8 ,7 222 Nei React. 
"^(Defense 

Flight 
Screaming)

229 99 . 107 Experi-
menutive

Movementa
Random

MovementDoangAge218 83059 10 229 10 93

264o; 10 7 271 loi 2 103
16 II19Oio

306 67 18o; II II 48317 57 10 3340o;3
0:6

26
22 40Ts98I ;o II 300 311 ,.77 21 12 40o;9 

I ;o 1432014

The spontaneous reactions include two groups: aim
less movement and impulsive sounds in one group, 
experimenting and lalling in the other. The aimless 
movements increase in frequency with the decrease of 
the negative movements which have reached their

The day values of the groups just discussed are 
composed of many different periods. (Concerning the 
fliumber of these periods compare Chapter IX.) Re
garding the question of a child’s perseverance, which

143142
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is generally considered to be very little, it is valuable 
to observe how long a child occupies itself voluntarily 
with one and the same thing. The maximum duration 
of some groups are given in Table XXVI.

_ The maximum periods of dozing, of negative reac
tions (movements and expressional movements), and 
of aimless movements grow shorter and shorter; the 
periods of experimenting and lalling grow always 
longer. The perseverance of the one-year-old who 
spends an uninterrupted two hours and twenty-three 
minutes in experimenting is especially remarkable. We 
can also find a great progress in perseverance during 
the last quarter of the first year. If we measure the 
various groups of behavior according to time, we 
would find: decrease of sleep, increase of/waking, 
lessening of quiet waking, especially of dozing; de
crease of negative, increase of positive and sponta
neous reactions; growth of positive expressions- 
eral increase in positive and active behavior.

How the duration of the various groups of behavior 
is distributed during the day can be seen in the fol
lowing typical diagrams which we call day cycles. The 
circle corresponds to the 1,440 minutes of the day; the 
values of the various groups are entered as sectors. 
In these diagrams we can study the forward steps in 
development as easily as in graphs and tables.

I
Is i;Ip
! ■J

'

I If
r!

Chart 12. Typical day cycle, age o;o.i: -a gen
ii ■' i

m 
*

(
;
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CHARTS 12-tt. TYPICAL DAY CYCLES 
Explanation of Legend for Charts !

II AND 13:'I ? V mi

%▼
Sleep Dozing Negative

Reaction
Taking Food Spontaneous 

Reactionand
'IApproaching

Movements I
Chart 13. Typical day cycle, age o; i.
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Legend foe Charts 14-30; 1

litiil
? V
Dozuig Negative

Reaction
Taking FoodSleep

Approaching
Movements

Positive 
Quiet Waking

Impulsive
Movements

Experimen
tation

1
Chart 13. Typical day tgicle, age o; 3. 1

Chart 14. Typical day cycle, age o;3.

Chart 16. Typical day cycle, age o; 5./
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The First Tear of Life

CHAPTER

Individual Day Cycles and Developmental^
Progress ^ .

HE following examples show the individual daily
_ events of separate children as we could observe

it in a newborn, a two months old, and a seven months 
old child. Those single reactions which seemed merely 
intermediary were not considered here. The letters 
written next to the time of day are to be read as 
follows:

S—Sleep
NS—^Taking of food during sleep 
N—^Taking of food
R—Quiet waking, D in parenthesis—dozing, P—receptive and 

contemplative waking and state of comfort.
U—Negative reaction
B—^Aimless movements ^ .
Ex—Approaching movement^and experimentation.

B io;o (+ i)
13.11-13.17 NS 
13.17-1S.2S S
iS.2S-iS'36B
15.36- iS.45S ■
15.45-15.55 NS 
15.55-15.56 S 
17.IS-17.24B 
17.24-17.36 R
17.36- 17.45 B

I(

T

Chart 17. Typical day cycle, age 059.

m
m 1©

/
17.45-17.49 R
17.49-17.52 u 
17.S2-18.4s s 
18.4s-18.47 NS 
18.47-19.s8 S 
19.s8-21.os U 
21.os-21.09 B 
21.09-21.15 R 
21.15-22.30 S

■ 7.00- 8.15 S 
8.15- 8.23 U 
8.23- 8.41 Ex 
8.41- 8.5s NS 
8.S5-12.00S 

12.00-12.04 U 
12.04-12.30 R 
12.30-12.40 B 
12.40-13.11 S

i w
\ ■i

Chart x8. Typical day cycle, age ija
148r 149
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The First Year of Life

23-03- 3-o6 S 
3.06- 3.17 NS 
3-17- 6.14 S

Day Cycles and Developmental Progress 
Day Totals

22.30-22.40 NS 
22.40-23.02 S 
23.02-23.03 U

6.14- 6.24 NS 
6.24- 7.00 S

a S 884'
N 61'
R 207'

99'
164'

Day Totals (P 7' D 200') ■ius 1.203'
63'

BNS Ex 2S'R 48'U Total 1,440' = 24 hours83'B 43'
Total B 3S:o:71,440' = 24 hours

io.ss-ii.ooR (sP) 16.1s-16.37B 
ii.oo-ii.os Ex 
ii.os-ii.io U 
11.10-11.2s Ex 
11.2s-11.26U
11.26- 11.27 R
11.27- 11.40 Ex

7.00- 7.12 Ex 
7.12- 7.1s U
7.15- 7-25 Ex 
7.2s- 7-30 L 
7.30- 7.SS Ex 
7.S5- 8.0s U 
8.0s- 8.3s Ex 
8.3s- 8.42 R (7P) 11.40-12.22 S 
8.42- 8.S4U 
8.S4- 9.01 S 
9.01- 9.06 U 
9.06- 9.16 N
9.16- 9.2s Ex 
9.2s- 9.34 U 
9.34-10.02 S 

10.02-10.06 U 
10.06-10.23 S 
10.23-10.2s U 
I0.2S-I0.3S B 
10.3s-10.37 U 
10.37-10.s1 Ex 
1p.s1-10.s2 U 
10.s2-10.ss Ex

16.37-16.42 U 
16.42-16.4s B 
16.4s-16.46 U 
16.46-17.00 Ex 
17.00-17.09 N 
17.09-17.10 U
17.10- 17.2s Ex 
17-2S-I7.30R (sP) 
17.30-18.0s Ex • 
18.0S-18.10 R
18.10- 18.48 S

14.20- 14.22 R (2P) 18.48-19.20 Ex 
14.22-14.30 Ex
14.30- 14.32 U 
14.32-14.4s R 
14.4S-1S.02 S 
1S.02-1s.21 S
15.21- 1s.22U
15.22- 1s.30R
13.30- 1s.38 U 
1S.38-16.00 Ex 
16.00-16.1S U

G 14:0:2

9.10- 9.28 S
»8.„5R(d,
9.35-10.20 Ex 14.17-14.31 S 19.oo-19.1sN

10.0^10.48 B 14.31-14.45 U 19.15-19.21 R (D)
10.48-10.s4R (D) 14.4s-14.47 R (D) 19.21-21.48 S
10.S4-10.S9 U 14.47-14.s4 U
10.s9-11.04S 
11.04-1 i.osU

f

12.22-12.40 U 
12.40-12.s8 Ex21.48-21.ss N 

14.S4-15.07 R (D) 21.SS- 4.19 S 
^ ^ j5.07-1s.35 U 4.19- 4.28TiJ

ii.os-li.o8R (D) IS.3S-15.S8S 4.28-4.42 R (D)
ii.o8-ii.3sS 1s.s8-16.03N 4.42-6.4s S
11.35- 11.45 B 16.03-16.10 R (D) 6.4s-6.48 B
11.45-11.51 U 16.10-16.20S 6.48-7.07 R (D)
ii.5i-ii.58R(P) 16.20-16.24U 7.07-7.40B
11.58-12.1sS 16.24-16.34 S 7.40- 7.45 B
12.1s-12.27R 16.34-16.4sU 7.4s-7.S0R (D)
12.27-12.30 U 16.4s-16.s4B 7.50-7.SSB
12.30-12.4sN 16.s4-17.2s R (D) 7.SS-8.20S
1a.45-13.36B 17.a5-17.35U
13.36- 13.50 R (D) 17.3s-18.00 S

12.30-13^^ JN 
13.IS-1Z20EX

19.20-19.23 u 
19.23-19.29 N 
19.29-19.35 R 
19.35-19.55 B 
19.55-20.2s S 
20.2s-20.3s R (loP) 
20.3s-20.40 S 
20.40-20.42 U 
20.42-20.44 S 
20.44-20.30 U

r

I

I:I 8.20- 9.02 R (D) 
9.02- 9.10 S

ISO1 151
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Day Cycles and JDevelopmental Progress 
Charts 33-26. The day cycle

The First Tear of Life
OF A TWO MONTHS OLD CBUD.
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Day Cycles and Developmental Progress

^ K NINE MONTHS OLD CHILD.
The First Year of Life

Charts 27-30. The day cycle of
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Day Cycles and \>evelopmental Progress 

Legend for Charts 31-39.

The First Year of Life3 1

V.

3b

f f f fK

Sleep Taking Quiet Negative Random Approaching 
Nourishment Waking Reaction Movements'and Eipcri-

' mentationI i

t-

3

?

( :
i
I

I III
Chart 31. Day cycle of B i:ojo (-)-4)'.
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The First Year of Life

and found that the progress of development which 
had ascertained by general observations 
firmed by individual cases. Let us discuss some of these 
cases with the aid of diagrams of individual days.

Day Cycles and Developmental Progress

so far as the one month old child needs more time for 
the taking of food but the negative reactions have also 
become more numerous. We have already mentioned 
that the maximum day value for negative reaction is

i,
< ! we

‘
were con-

«
/

(I

Cv.W 1Hi
'I
i!

Pit 1I r
■I

Chart 32. Day cyde of B 2:0; i.
...................................1.13a'

66.'
9o'(D9o') 

»32'

Chart 33. Day cyde of B 12:0; 2. 
f2... 946'
I 141' (P 8' D 160')

168'
144'

s sN N
■i R RU (UB ao' 21'B1 20’i' ExTotal 1,440'= 24 hours

B 2 was observed on the fourth day after birth and 
at the end of the first month. In his case, we see no 
decrease of the daily value for sleeping and dozing, 
but his waking state is divided each month in a dif
ferent way. The positive reactions have increased in

1,440'= 24 hours

established as occurring during the first month (Tables 
XXIV and XXV).

B 12 was observed by us at the ages of two and 
three months (charts 33 and 34). With the aid of the 
circles we can see the following development:

Total

d
I
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Day Cycles and Developmental ProgressThe First Year of Life \
!

fk1

m \

iil f
Chart 35. Day cycle of G 22:0; 4.Chart 34. Day cycle of B 12:0; 3.

911'
H3'(P26' D66’)S933'S

N48’ (P90' D206’)N 92'RR 296’ y 118'UD 66' 166’B64'B 30'ExEx 33' /1,440' =: 24 hoursTotalTotal iy44o' = 24 hours
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Day Cycles and Developmental Progress

There now occur increase of the positive quiet wak
ing state, of spontaneous reactions (aimless move
ments and experimenting), and decrease of approach-

The First Year of Life

laiil
i(

•j

r1 pr
IpP

Chart 36. Day cycle of G 22:0; 5.
Chart 37. Day cycle of G 22:o; 6.

7S'
3a'(P3o' DV)

792’S
803'N 90’ S

R 117' (P 60' D 57') N
U 94' R

38'55'B U
15'Ei 292'

1,440' = 24 hours

B I477'
1,440' = 24 hours

ExTotal
Total

ing movements when taking food and of negative re-

observed G 22 three times, when she was four, 
five, and six months old. She shows the progress of 
development especially clearly since we cduld also 
watch her in just those months when the greatest prog-

i6s164
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Day Cycles and Developmental ProgressThe First Year of Life

ress toward spontaneity and the positive side is made. 
This explains the great increase of day values for ex- 
perimenting, and the decrease of impulsive movements,

j

iliiM

<

I Ii I ■ a

rm Chart 39. Day cycle of G 39:0; ii. 
........... 863'
...........  31'
.p.... 42; (P26'D 16')

578'
1,440' = 24 hours I

Chart 38. Day cycle of G 39:0; 8.

.................................... 9»' .
58'
44' (P 30’ D 14').

S
NS RN UR E%5’U

18’B Total
403'Ex/

1,440' = 24 hours

negative reactions, and the dozing state, and is another 
proof of growing spontaneity.

G 39, who could be watched when eight and eleven 
months old (charts 38 and 39), shows also the de
crease of undirected actions (aimless movements) and 
of sleep, and also the growth of spontaneous behavior. 

166
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The Stag^ of Development

havlor are added, such as playful experimenting, lall- 
ing, the first activity of the senses, the first active re
action to position, the first coordination of two organs 
acting simultaneously, the first social reactions, and 
expressional movements such as those of function 
pleasure and ill-humored astonishment (compare Chap
ters V and VI, and Appendix). All this indicates that 
the passivity with which the newborn met its surround
ing has been succeeded by a receptive interest which is 
shown most clearly by the newly appearing receptive 
waking-state. Instead of the passivity from which the 
child was aroused only by strong sensory stimuli, we 
have now, as was said once before, the inclination to 
subject oneself to the stimulus. Here it occurs for the 
first time that the child pays attention to his own 
movements, his own sound-utterances, and to other 
human beings. The interest with which he meets all 
these now makes possible the further development in 
all other spheres.

An equally important turning-point lies between the 
fifth and sixth months. From then on, sleeping and 
waking take up equal parts of the day (Chapter'X 
Tables XVII and XVIII),, The day value for nehtral 
reactions experiences an e^normous increase between the 
fourth and fifth month (Chapter X, chart 9), as does 
the day value for positive expressional nj'ovements. 
The change from a majority of single reactions and 
impulsive movements to a majority of continuous ac
tivities and actions is consummated during the fifth 
month (Chapter IX, chart 5, Tables XIV and XVI). 
At this time we observe new ways of behavior, such 
as the first certain movements of defense, the first 
sufe grasping, the first lively outbursts of joy, crying 
when an intended movement does not succeed, and

CHAPTER XII

The Stages of Development

T^ACH month of the first year of life brings to the 
Py child something hew and essential. But not each 

month seems to be equally significant for his develop
ment. There are times in which a mass of newly ap
pearing facts, a series of unexpected progresses in 
every phase, indicate that we are at a turning-point in 
the course of the child’s development. They divide 
themselves into a number of periods which we shall 
have to characterize further.

The first turning-point lies between the second and 
third months. In all directions we can make new obser
vations. The greatest decline of the curve indicating the 
day value of sleep is ended (Chapter X, Tables XVII 
and XVIII, chart 6). The maximum day value for 
negative reactions is passed (Chapter X, chart ii. 
Tables XXIV and XXV). Food is no longer received 
so greedily, so that now the child interrupts his suck
ing for seconds and opens his eyes. All conditions for 
activity beyond merelf^ating, sleeping, and crying, are 
present. The frequency of reactions to single stimuli 
has become small in comparison with that of the new
born (Chapter IX, Tables XV and XVI). Sleep-dis
turbances from within and the frightened shrinking in 
response to external sensory stimuli become consider
ably less frequent (Chapter VIII, chart 4). Continuous 
activities and actions therefore occur much more often 
(Chapter IX, chart 5). At this time new ways of be-

169168



The First Tear of Life

perhaps also the first desiring, experimentative actions, 
social reactions toward comrades, seeking for lost 
toys (Chapters'V, VI, VII, and Appendix).

All these ways of behavior show a certain liveliness, 
an active seeking for stimuli, active participation which 
goes beyond reactions to stimuli, which become espe
cially apparent in the growing day value for sponta
neous reactions. These facts cannot be explained merely 
by the receptive interest alone. We may presume that 
it has now been succeeded by an active interest in the 
world.

An important turning-point appears at the tenth 
month, in which, after the disappearance of aimless 
movements during the ninth' month, we find the first 
steps toward a further development of a higher kind 
(Chapter VI), the first use of tones and words 
preping desire. With this the child enters into 
period, the conclusion of which is not reached during 
the first year.

Inventory of the Observed Behaviors
3. State of tranquil wak

ing
(a) dozing

4. Taking in of food

Relaxed expression of face, Want eyes, 
immobility.

Sucking when touched by, rtlmnlatlng 
object, arms pressed to body>hile taking 
in food, fists clenched, swallowing, lick
ing, accidental clucking sounds, taking 
food during sleep.

Ceasing of suckling movements!, inter
rupted suckling movements; vomiting.

5. State of hunger and 
satiation

6. Movements expressing 
emotional states
(a) greed
(b) active displeasure Restless, aimless, excited movei^nts, |

with or without sound-utterance, grimac
ing of face.

Convulsive movements, frightened 
sounds, contraction of body, frowns, arms 
and legs drawn up, eyes shut tigh^ fists ■ 
clenched.

Convulsive movements, frightened ; ; :
sounds, head thrown baefc, arms and legs 
stretched out, fingers spread, eyes force
fully opened.

Aimless movements, cryln
Impulsive movements of 

lipsj'dyes squinted.

; ■ ■ f

.1
(c) fright

■ : - ■ '..-i

ex- >:
a new

7. Reactions of flight and 
defense

8. Aimless movements
INVENTORY OF THE OBSERVED BEHAVIORS

^ad, limbs,V
o;o

Position of fetus, impulsive movements 
and sounds, sucking movements in sleep.

Reaction to strong sensory stimuli, nour
ishment taken in sleep, disturbances from 
without, disturbances from within result
ing or not resulting in awakening, convul
sive movements, restlessness, eyes force
fully opened, crying out.

Convulsive movements.
Head thrown back, arms stretched out, 

slow opening of eyes.
Eyes blank, expression of face relaxed, 

yawning. Eyes shut and forcefully opened, 
eyes half closed.

176

1. Sleep 9. Reactions to position
10. Reactions to change of 

position
11. Reactions to percep- 

(a) general reactions

I
ftion

Reflexes, fright, utterances of displeas
ure, interruption of movements and 
sounds, head turned away at strong sen
sory stimuli.

Head turned toward sounds.
Pupils widened, pupils narrowed, head 

turned toward lights, eyes resting on 
lightened flelds.

Grasping reflex.
Grasping reflex.

171

(b) awakening

(c) state of fatigue

(b) hearing
(c) seeing

(d) touching 
ra. Grasping

;r '
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Inventory of the Observed Behaviors Inventory of ifte Observed Behaviors
ADDITIONAL KEACTIOHS. 

Opened, eyebrows drawn up, 
forehead taut, arms lifted.

Eyes gleaming, corners of 
mouth drawn up, eyes looking

13. Experimenting in play
14. Thinking
15. Sound'Utterings Crying, sounds of fright accidentally 

uttered, disconnected sounds. (e) state of pleasure Asino;o
z6. Social reactions 
17. Interest up.

7. Reactions of flight 
and defense <c «o; I Head turned i away, arms 

drawn up to face,^arras stretched 
sideways.

!ADDITIONAL REACTIONS.
1. Sleep
2. Transitional states

(a) falling asleep

(b) awakening

Asino;o
S. Aimless movements 
9. Reaction to position 

10. Reaction to change 
of position

XX. Reactions to percep
tion
(a) general reac

tions
(b) hearing

(c) seeing
(d) touching

12. Grasping
13. Experimenting at 

play
14. Thinking
15. Utterance of sounds Asino;©

Utterance of some sounds, soft 
cries.

Restless movements of arms 
across face.

<1 <( «

(c) fatigue
(d) transition from 

excitement to 
quiet

3. Tranquil waking
(a) dozing
(b) state of comfort

II 14 II ;
Aslno;o

II It 14 Restlessness when hearing 
sounds.

Staring, blinking.

II 14 Compare with *‘dozing.”
41 41 44II 41 It
II It

41 44 It Tightening of facial muscles, 
eyes gleaming, corners of mouth 
drawn up.

41 II 41

4. Taking of nourish
ment It Head turned toward breast, 

mouth opened when spoon 
touches lips, smacking sounds.

Characteristic hunger-cries, 
continuous, loud, interrupted by 
sucking movements.

Head drawn back, bottle nip
ple ejected, stretching of body.

Sounds of pleasure, shrill 
cries, groaning, smacking 
sounds.r

5. State of hunger and 
satiation z6. Social reactions Crying when another ‘ childII 41 41

■j cries.
X7. Interest

o; 2
Asino; i I6. Movements express

ing emotional states
(a) greed
(b) active displeas-

X. Sleep
2. Transition from 

sleeping to waking
(a) falling asleep
(b) awakening

41 14 If

14 41 Tears, frowns, tight shutting 
of eyes, rubbing of face against 
pillow.

ure 14 II Violent turning of head, 
stretching of body and arms. 

Lifting of heavy eyelids. i(c) fatigue
(d) transition from 

excitement to 
quiet

41 <1 II

(c) fright
(d) displeased as

tonishment

44

14 44 41 II 41Eyes forcefully opened, mouth
172 173
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Inventory of the {Observed Behaviors
ADDITIONAL REACTIONS.

Watching sense-perceptions. 
Other occupations interrupted 
by slight sensory stimuli.

Head turns searchingly while 
sound lasts, eyes 
strong 

Objects
turned toward constantly lighted 
fields; objects followed with eyes 
and turning of head. Eyes grow 
cross-eyed after prolonged gaz-
ing. ,

Active touching, blinkingwhen 
touching.

Coordinating of auditory im
pressions and self-produced 
sounds.

Touching objects, grasping for 
tactually perceived objects.

Inventory of the Observed Behaviors
ADDITIONAL REACTIONS.

3. Tranquil waking
(a) dozing
(b) state of comfort “ “
(c) receptive waking

state ■

(a) general reac
tions IAsino; iAs ino; i

3
A

tt <1 liEyes suddenly open and star
ing, taut features, slight frowns, 
lips pursed and pushed forward.

Eyes opened while taking in 
food, sucking interrupted at in
tervals for several seconds.

(b) hearing twitch at
inoises.

fixated/ the facel( It II4. Taking in food (c) seeing((

5. State of hunger and 
satiation II II It Mouth opened after removal ‘ 

of food if not sated.
II II It6. Expressions of emo

tional states
(a) greed
(b) active displeas-

(d) touching 
(c) coordination<( «

U It 11 Lips pressed together, head 
thrown back, body reared, eyes 
opened and shut.

ure II12. Grasping

13. Experimenting in 
play
(a) on own body

(c) fright
(d) displeased as

tonishment

cr II

I. Continuous activity, bend
ing and stretching of limbs, fin
gers, tongue.

Lifting and lowering of limbs, 
turning of head, arras, legs, 
hands and fingers in their joints.

II. Opening and shutting of 
eyes and mouth.,

III. Movements in one direc
tion and back again.

IV. Touching, pressing, rub- 
bing and beating/ of several 
parts of the body against others.

V. Hands put into mouth or 
into the other.

I. Continuous experimental ac
tivity.

II. Handling of static objects. 
Touching of objects.

Lallihg, habitual crying, sounds 
of astonishment, repetition of

Fingers spread, arms stretched 
out.

Accompanying lalling sounds, 
some lusty movements.

(c) state of comfort It It It

(f) surprise fol
lowed by 
interest

(g) function pleas- Corners of mouth drawn up, 
eyes gleaming during movement 
and experimenting.

Evading attack with part of 
body only.

Some movements accompanied 
by function pleasure.

Head held upright, head held 
up when lying on stomach.

Iure

7. Reactions of flight 
and defense It II It

8. Aimless movements one
(b) on objects

9. Reactions to position

10. Reactions to change 
of position

11. Reactions to percep
tion

14, ̂ Thinking
15. Vocalizations It It It

17s174-
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i Inventory of the Observed Behaviors

ADDITIONAI, HEACnOHB.
own sounds, sighing, groaning, 
sobbing, soft whimpering, sounds 
of effort and of enjoyment dur
ing movement.

Inventory of the Observed Behaviors
ADDITIONAL REACTIOHS. 

Active hearing.
Eyes seeking source of sound. 
Looking around.
Eyes searching for object of 

sound.
Eyes following own move

ments. t

(b) heating
(c) seeing
(d) touching
(e) coordination

12. Grasping

13. Playful experiment- 
(a) on own body

Asino; 2
(I » It

U

16. Social relations 
(a) to grownups

(I U <(

Answering iooks with laugh
ter, getting disquieted by ap
proach and by talking, crying

ii it u

ing
(b) to comrades 

Interest shown
Bending and stretching neck, 

lifting and lowering head, grasp
ing one hand with other . and 
moving it. Accompanying sounds 
of lalling.

Accompanying sounds of lall-

ti ii iiAs ino; i
Receptive waking state.

o;3
As ino; 2
« ii it 
« II it 

II It

1. Sleep
2. Transitional states
3. Tranquil waking 
4* Taking in of food 
5- State of hunger and

satiation

(b) on objects

14. Thinking
15. Vocalizations

16. Social reactions 
(a) to grownups

it it it

ing.
ii Ii Ii Lalling as accompaniment of 

experimenting.

Laughing at grownup, stretch
ing out tongue, disquieted by 
approach, answering look of 
approaching person with lall-

II II 11 Aimless 
bottle, spitting.

movements toward
6. Movements <1 ii <1express

ing emotional states
(a) greed
(b) active displeas-

« 11 ii

ure ing.
(c) fright
(d) displeased as

tonishment
(c) state of comfort " “ «
(f) functions
(g) interested sur

prise
7. Reactions of flight 

and deifense
8. Aimless
9. Reaction to position

to. Reaction to change 
of position 

It. Reaction to 
tion
(a) general reaction

(b) to comrade 
17. Interest

Ii it itII ii It

*t it it

As ino;f'3Stretching out of tongue. Other sleeping positions be
sides the fetal.

Body turned sideways, stretch-

X. Sleep

2. Transitional states
(a) falling asleep

(b) awakening
(c) fatigue
(d) transition from 

excitement to 
quiet

3. Tranquil waking 
8|ate

4. Talring in of nour
ishment

« II II

II II II

ing.tt « it
iC ti IImovements II II II

Slowing up of movements.II IC ii<1 II 11
Head and shoulders held high, 

when lying on stomach.
Cl it II

percep-
II ii ii

» II II
Happy sounds at reception of 

sense impressions. Biting of objects, disquiet 
caused by approach of bottle,

it ii ii

1^6
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*I Inventory of the Observed Behaviors

ADDmoNAL REACnONS. 
mouth opened at coming of 
spoon, hands tightened around 
bottle, social laughterj sounds 
of comfort interrupting suclting, 
bottle pushed away with the 
head.

As in 0:3 Shahng of head.

t Inventory of the Observed Behaviors
AnniTlONAL REACriONfl. :

Asinois III-humor Tyhen person, once 
seen, goes away again. Caresses 
comforting.

'''
16. Social reactions 

(a) to grownup

(b) to playmate 
17. Interest 
ig. Desire

/As in o; 35. State of satiation
6. Expressions of emo

tional states
7. Reactions of flight 

and defense

Impatient struggling after un
successful posture-reactions.II II II

0!5
Asino;4

<1 II II
Along with the movement of 

night the limhs move toward 
is pushed away

I. Sleep
a. Transitional states

(a) falling asleep
(b) awatening
(c) fatigue
(d) from excitement 

to quiet
3. Tranquil waking
4. Taking in food

« «
It It If Rubbing eyes.8* Aimless movements ** “ « 

9. Reactions to position »
10. Reactions to change 

of position

It II It

1II 11 It
w a 11 •

Attempt to push body side- 
w^s and forward, and to turn 
when lying on stomach.

<1 11 11

Bottle-stopper pushed into 
mouth, attention for surround
ings while sucking, :

11 11 II

XI* Reaction to 
tion
(a) general reac

tions
(b) hearing
(c) seeing

(d) touching
(e) coordinations

X2. Grasping

pcrcep-
<1 It (I 5. State of hunger and 

satiation
6. Expressions of emo

tional states
(a-g)

It fi <1
« II It 
<1 II 11 
II II <1 Regarding object of touch,'^c- 

tive watching.

_ Grasping for perceived o, 
jects that are brought nearer; 

Both hands grasping at the 
*"UE without using fingers 

Jnsts). Both hands clasping ob
ject at same time using palms.

11 II 11

(h) joy Lively moving of arms and 
legs, eyes gleaming, comers* of 
mouth drawn qp, joy-sounds, 

I mouth forcefully opened.

II II

<1 #1

II II 11 7. Reactions of ilight 
and defensesame II It II Definite defense-movements, 

pushing away of stfmulua*
8. Aimless movements
9. Reactions to position

10, Reactions to change 
of position

It If If
13, Playful cxperlment- 

mg
(a on own body 
(b) on objects

If 11 11 Supporting body on hands 
when lying on stomach.

When lying on back, head 
and shoulders lifted, attempt 
made to sit up with aid of 
hands, turning from back to 

••side.

« « II

II II II
. Handling and moving of ob
jects. Grasping, holding and 
moving, raising and lowering 
and shaking of objects.

Eyes widely opened when cry-

II II 11

f

I *4- Thinking
Vocalization As in o; 3 IX. Reactions to percep-

ItTg. don It II

i?8 179
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Inventory of the Observed Behaviors

additional reactions. 
Fingers used as both hanJs 

grasp for object simultaneously 
hands also grasp singly for ob’ 
jects.

!
Inventory of the^Observed Behaviors

ADDITIONAL REACTIONS.

As in o; 5 Turning from stomach to back,
drawing body foreword side
ways.

I

12. Grasping Asino;4 10. Reactions to changed 
position

13» Playful experiment
ing
(a) on own body

(b) on objects

ii. Reactions to percep
tion 
(a-d)

If If fi IIf If
I. Experimenting on possible 

reactions to changes of position.
II. Experimentive actions; 

beating an object, pulling on 
It. drawing it nearer.

Constant sounds of ill-hu 
joy, surprise.

Sight of person upsetting, play 
interrupted while he is visible. 
Attacking person, increased cry- 
ing when he approaches.

Observing another child, 
laughing at it

Active interest
Looking at desired object, de

sirous sounds, iii-humor.

Cf It It

(e) fi ft II CoSrdination of own move
ment and own sounds.

Grasping with feet, hand, and 
foot simultaneously, bringing 
seized objects up to mouth, 
grasping all objects that-have 
been perceived.

« ft If

ft If If12. Grasping
14* Thinking 
15* Vocalization it It II

mor.
i6. Social reactions 

(a) to grownup 13. Playful experiment-

(a) on own body

(b) on objects

U U If
ing

tt II 11 Laughing accompanies experi
ment. ‘ .

Pushing away, lifting, putting 
away, and allowing objects to 
drop.

Crowing.

Arousing attention of grown- ^ 
up by lalling, answering words 
of grownup by lalling, stretch
ing hands toward growdiip, 

y crying when he ceases to speak.

I't ft If
(b) to comrade II II II

17. Interest
18. Desire 14. Thinking

15. Vocaiization
x6. Social reactions 

(a) to grownup

II II II 11 11 II

^ It II

0:6
As ino; 51. Sleep

2. Transitional states
(a) going to sleep
(b) awakening

3. Quiet waking 
4- Taking in food
5. State of satiation

6. Emotional states 
(a-g)
(h) joy

<1 If ft

« ft II

<1 « If
ir fi ti

Rubbing eyes. (b) to comrade
17. Interest
18, DesireI

II It “ Chewing.
^ Bottle pushed away, stretch
ing, beating at bottle.

Iti fi II o;7
As ino; 6 Sounds, impulsive movements 

rare; sleeping reception of food 
ceases.

1. Sleep
« II ft 
« II ft,) . Laughing as a genera] reac

tion, clapping hands, crowing, 
smacking, spreading of fingers.

Defensive holding to object

Sitting up when supported.

It ft It 
ft It If 
ft ft It 
It fi II

'‘(c) receptive waking " “ “ 
‘ (d) contemplative

waking

2. Transitional states
3. Tranquil waking

(a) dozing
(b) state of comfort

7. Reaction of flight 
and defense

8. Aimless movement
9. Reaction to position

I.

<1 fi it

it tt If

« It ft
Eyes tightly shut, features
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Inventory of the Observed Behaviors
ADDmONAL REACTIONS, 

taut, lips pushed forward, 
mouth pursed.

Suckling movements caused 
by stimulation of object touch
ing lips now cease. Food held 
and bitten into.

-t.

Inventory of tihe Observed Behaviors
ADDmOKAL REACnONfl. :

Eyes gleamless, corners of 
mouth drop.

Preparations for feeding be> 
come quieter. -

(e) state of discom
fort4. Taking in food As in o ; 6

4J Taking in food

5. State of satiation
6. Emotional expres

sions
(a-i)
(k) depression
(l) fear

(ra) strong expecta^ 
tion and joyous 
astonishment

Asino ; 7

ia it H
5. State of satiation
6. Emotional states 

(a-h)
(i) quiet ill-humor

7. Reaction of flight 
and defense

8. Aimless movements
9. Reaction to position

10. Reaction to changed 
position

11. Reactions to obser
vations

12. Grasping

13. Playful experiraent-

(a) on own body
(b) on objects

1 ft *t ((
([

J
(( <4 41!j 44 44 41

Eyes gleamicss, corners of 
mouth drop.

Feet push away objects.

" “ " Attempt to crawl forward.

Soft crying.
Loud crying, movements of 

flight and defense.44 44 44

44 44 44
4

Followed by expressions ofi

joy.I 44 44 7. Reactions of flight 
and defense

8. Aimless movements
9. Reaction to position “ “ “

Flight with whole body.

Lying supported by one hand ; 
when on stomach, sitting up 
freely.

Straightening to sitting posi
tion with support.

41 44 44
44 44 44 
44 44 44

41 44 44

Grasping, with simultaneous 
change of position.

ing 10. Reaction of changed 
position

IX. Use of senses
12. Grasping ’
13, Playful experiment-

(a) on own body
(b) on objects

44 44 44 
44 44 44

44 44 44

Turning and tearing objects, 
using one object on another 
static one, knocking one against 
the other.

Shouting with Joy, pleased 
cries, squeaking.

“ Quieting down when kindly 
spoken to.

44 44 44

44 44 44

14. Thinking V. 
I5* Vocalization ing

44 44 44 ff44 it

Putting one object into an
other (beginning of construc
tion), hailing two moving ob
jects, rubbing and' knocking ob- 
jects against each other.

44 44
id. Social reactions 14 44

17. Interest
18. Desire

44 44 44

44 44 « Desire to reach objects 
through change of position. 14. Thinking

15. Utterances
16. Social reactions
17. Interest 
x8. Desire

44 44 44

44 44 44

o;8 
As in o; 7

44 44 44

44 44 441. Sleep
2. Transition from 

peeping to waking
• 3- Quiet waking

• (a-d)

OJ9
As in o; 844 44 44

1-7.
Impulsive movements disap-' 

pear.
* 8. Aimless movements

44 44 44
2
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Inveniory of the) Observed Behaviors
^ ADDITIONAL REACTIONS.

Other child, defense against 
taking away toys.

Inventory of the Observed Behaviors
ADDmONAL REACTIONS.

9. Reaction to position As ino; 8 Standing and kneeling when 
s. supported.

Sitting up without support.

\

As ino; 917-18.xo. Reaction to changed 
position « (C

OJII 
As ino; 10

« (C <(XX-X2.
13. Playful cxpcriment- t-9.

xo. Reaction to changed 
position

ing
Standing up with( support(( (( <1 II II II(a) on own body

(b) on objects Scratching surface of objects, 
separating parts, throwing ob
jects.

Forming false mechanical 
connections.

Habitual crying disappears.

Arousing attention through 
movements, pulling dress of 
grownup to attract her.

Crying when another child is 
watched, holding out toy to 
another child, lalling.at it

11 II II11 IC II XX-X2.
13. Playful experiment-4-J ing

ti II II (a) on own body
(b) on objects

II II14. Thinidng

15. Vocalizations 
x6. Social reactions

(a) to grownup

Standing up objects.
<1 II It<1 II II 14-15.

x6. Social reactions
(a) to grownup
(b) to comrade

Organized social play-activity.
Organized social play-activity,' ' 

arousing attention of another 
child through lalling, signs of 
ill-humor when child leaves, , 
putting aside toys and turning 
to another child.

11 II II

II IC

II 11 11(b) to comrade

11 11 1117-18, 41 II IC17-18,

o; xo I; o 
As ino; 11As ino; 9I-Z2.

13. Playful experiment
ing
(a) on own body

(b) on objects

1-9.
zo. Reaction to change 

position *7 Walking with support.
Organized >lay-activity on 

own body.
Standing lip objects, taking 

one out of another, drawing 
them close with a cord, pushing 
an object back, and forth with 
another.

Tool thinking, fetching object 
by means of cord.

Words of desire.

Reaching objects to him, lall
ing, imitating his dSealing with 
a toy.

Imitating movements of an-

11 II ClCl II xi-12.
13. Playful experiment- ..rII II II ing \Cl II 

Cl II IC
(a) on own body
(b) on objects

I: .Pushing one object back and 
forth with another, j

X4-1S.
x6. Social reactions 

(a) to grownup
14. Thinking When frightened or surprised, 

looking at grownup.
IC II IC

I II II II15. Vocalizations
16. Social reactions 

(a) to grownup

II II II(b) to comrade
IC IC II17-18.II II IC

II II IC(h) to comrade
185184
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PART II

THE TESTS FOR THE FIRST AND SECOND 
YEAR OF LIFE
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CHAPTER I

Introduction to the Baby Tests

rnHE series of tests repoirted upon in this investi- 
i gation makes it possible for the first time to de

termine by simple method the stage of development 
of children at the earliest age-levels. Heretofore, the 
youngest children to be included in any test senes have 

‘ Len three-year-olds. For children below this age only
single performances were known, which isolated find
ing! indicated little, and could lead to no conclusive 
judgments of the child’s developmental attainment. 
The new principle in our work, however, is not to be 
found in the early age of two and three months at 
which we begin testing, but in the procedure of choos
ing and collecting the test assignments. _ : .

Binet was the first to undertake to determine the 
mental plane of a child—and in his case it was a ques
tion of differentiating the feeble-minded children from 
the normal by means of performances. For the pur
pose of accomplishing thiPin as short a time as pos
sible, with an easily adnlinistrable method,'he set up 
in a purely instinctive fashion a series of perform
ances which, according to his opinion, showfed the de-.

certain age. Bygree of the child’s intelligence at 
trying out these tests on a large number of children, 
he arrived statistically at a fixed assignment of the
individual tests to certain age-levels—and to his eon-

pt has remained a basiccept of mental age. This 
idea in test methodology.

conce
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Introduction to the Baby Tests
performance methods io deal with the conception 
relations, the essence df the thinking process; despite 
Lippman-Bogen’s attempt to do justice to the mtelli- 
gence of practical life as well as of theory—despite all 
these efforts, no one has been spared the vexing feel- - 
ing of not really knowing what relative importance the 
concrete prescribed performance, if carried out, merits 
with respect to the total complex of mental abilities, 
nor how the ability responsible for this performance 
should rank in determining the mental plane of an in
dividual. For what is indicated by the fact that a per
son does or does not grasp the relation between two 
ideas or two wooden figures? Does that inform us in 

whether he thinks and acts independently

• The First Year of Life

It is not our purpose here to enter at length into the 
discussions which have developed in connection with 
Binet’si undertaking; we wish to raise only certain 
points of criticism which bring out the basic concept 
of our scheme of testing. A first and familiar occasion 
for criticism was the fact that Binet’s tests were all 
to be given through the medium of language and all 
demanded performances largely language-conditioned. 
The practical sense of the Americans sought to over
come this objection by creating non-language tests. 
One of the first systems of this kind was prepared by 
Pintner and Paterson with emphasis upon the use 
of form-boards—i.e., constructive work. Other series 
were systematically directed at the perception of rela
tions on concrete material—as, for instance, the Prince
ton tests, which are in part excellent. In all of these 
the basic principle of the Binet system is retained— 
namely, that one can determine the mental level of an 
individual and the degree of mental development of a 
child by means of a series of assignments, the perform
ance of whith calls for Intellectual abilities in some 
more or less distinct way. The excellent Stanford revi
sion of the Binej: tests, as well as the clever tests de
vised by such men as Thorndike, Terman, Yerkes, and 
other outstanding psychologists, present only an ulti
mate improvement and expansion along this given di
rection.

But, as Thorndike and other leaders in this field 
ask: What is it that we are testing? What are we 
measuring? What traits do our tests apprehend? As a 
matter of fact, this question has become increasingly 
pressing. Despite Stern’s endeavor to analyze more 
closely the concept of intelligence involved herein; 
despite the more exact attempts of the most modern 

190 •

any way .
or dependently; whether he has intellectual problems 
or is mentally dull?—let alone the important facts of ^ 
endurance, of interest and direction of interests, and 
all the character traits which go to make up the plane 
of a person and which are not even touched upon? At 
this point it is essential to pause and to ask just what 
one should demand, of a series of tests.

If one wants, as Binet did originally, nothing more 
than a means of differentiating subnormal from normal 
children through an approximate picture of their devia
tion from the normal average thinking of others of 
their age, there are no objections to be made to the 
customary method. It is'different, however, when one 
undertakes to say something positive and absolute 
about the plane of a person and to alter thd course of 
his life, or, where possible, predict a future genius on 
the basis of a few tests. As if the very essence of a pro
ductive mind were not to create independently and un
influenced by prescribed assignments and goals I Using 
the customary test to this end, constitutes quite simply

191



Introduction to the Baby Tests

course of life and the natural determiners of perform
ances. This means that(tests, in order to fulfill the de
sired requirements, must be conscientiously based upon 
an exact knowledge of the necessity and possibility of 
performances in the stage of development to be 
sidered. In this connection, the important point is not 
that the test measures anything a child could do if need 
be, but that it measures just exactly that which is char
acteristic of one stage of development and itfaturation, 
or what distinguishes one level from another. Not any 
random performance is needed, but just that one which 
designates a step in the development and a stage of , 
maturity. Arnold Gesell was the first person to plan > 
his tests along these lines; it is his merit to have broken 
away in practice from the old concept even though he 
did not theoretically formulate tests based on a dif
ferent principle. He starts with the systematic obser
vation of the total behavior of children and tests their 
developmental age by having them perform assign
ments in which typical steps of maturation are brought 
out. His work has not yet been carried through to 
quantitative standardization. .

Stimulated to a great extent by the practice and pro
cedure of Gesell, bjit/^ith a view to a quantitative 
evaluation from the very beginning, we built up our 
test system. In doing so Mr interest has not been re
stricted to the child’s intelligence but has been directed 
at his personality as a whole. We wished to determine 
the stage of his development in the masteyy of life. 
The theoretical basis for the various dimensions to be 
found in the mastery of life is supplied by the two fol
lowing considerations: (i) We depend in our mastery 
of life on our whole psycho-physical system,^ so that 
physical as well as mental control of the situation must

The First Year of Life

a misuse. A method which distinguishes the 5;<&normal 
from the normal is far from being a method of seek
ing out the rnpernormal as well, in as much as pro
ductivity, which is the ability to be considered here as 
worthy of fostering rather than facility of learning, is 
something qualitatively altogether different from that 
which is dealt’ with in the test assignments of such 
series.

In what does this difference consist? First, in the 
fact that productivity, as stated above, does not occur 
along prescribed lines, but as a free elaboration of 
that which has been acquired by learning and experi
ence or by maturation. Productivity can never be meas
ured by a definite limited task with a prescribed goal. 
If mental talents are to be tested, mental freedom must 
be assured. In this age of uninterrupted talk about the 
freedom of the child in work and play and regard for 
individual differences, this statement should hardly 
have to be made for the first time. In addition to our 
demand that tests, desiring to determine the individ
ual’s level positively rather than merely its relative de
viation, should permit of a certain free play in the per
formance of their assignments, we must also, and above 
all, demand that they actually test the level and not 
simply intellectual dexterity, maturity, or even ability. 
The ability to think is not everything—nor yet the 
ability to learn. Truisms as these may be today, they 
are still apparently undiscovered as far as testing is 
concerned. Accordingly, test items must be so altered 
basicly as to measure the individual in all the varied 
aspects of his life.

If we ask ourselves howl these theoretically recog
nized demands can be realized in practice, we find the 
answer in fitting our tests more closely to the natural 
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The First Year of Life

be taken into account. (2) Our lives are concerned 
with man and materials—^which is to say, we live 
among people and we work with materials. Life re
quires that we master both situations—social life and 
work, these situations being to a certain extent inter
dependent. With this as a point of departure, our 
main viewpoints are: How does the child develop in 
physical and mental control of himself and the situa
tion, and how does he develop in social relationships 
and in the manipulation of materials?

Our tests are constructed to measure the single ac
tivities which combine to form the main lines of action. 
Our greatest security lies in the fact that we arrive at 
the stage of maturity and determine the level of the 
individual by approaching the total system of action 
and not singl? intellectual functions. For a basis the 
inventory of behavior for the first year of age was 
used, as well as a number of special investigations 
which give a comprehensive picture of this period, 
more complicated than all others in its structure. The 
theoretical bases for the separate tests are therefore 
to be found in the special investigations based upon 
the general presentation of Charlotte Biihler and will 
not be discussed here. We shall only show, in short, 
how the action-system of the age with which we 
occupied is examined in its different dimensions.

sCHAPTER II

Instructions for Giving the Tests

Tj'ACH test in the following series is designated by 
I’v a letter, according to which of the f ouf^ main lines 

of action it belongs. B stands for bodily control, M 
for mental ability, S for social development, O for 
manipulation of objects.

We have described after each test the reaction which 
must take place if the item is to be considered passed. 
We mark this +.

For the sake of brevity we have kept to the ter
minology already used in the inventory and in the prac
tical studies which have been made in connection with 
it. For a thorough understanding of the tests, a knowl
edge of these studies is essential; the significance of the 
single test items can be grasped only in the light of 
their interrelationships, their psychological coherence. 
It is for the purpose of pointing to this that the brief 
test explanations have been included at the end of each 
series.

Each child is given a team 
one corresponding to hjs'cfironolo^cal age, the next 
two lower series and the next two higher series. For 
example, a six months old child is given series IV, V, 
VI, VII, and VIII ^; a child aged i; 3 is given XI, 
2-1, 2-II, 2-III, and 2-IV. Exceptions in this proce
dure will have to be made at the youngest end of the

are
of five, test series: the

1 Test series are designated by Roman numerais (in the second year 
2-1, 2-II, etc.)! test items by Arabic.
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The First Year of Life

scale, in as much as the series do not go below two 
months; and at the older end of the scale approaching 
two years, the test series beyond this point having not 
as yet been standardized. Alterations in this team of 
tests can be left to the discretion of the examiner “ in 
those cases where consistent failure in one series shows 
the presentation of a higher series to he unnecessary, 
or where consistent passing in one series makes pres
entation of a lower series unnecessary.

The test items should not be presented to the child 
in a mechanical way. An examination is possible only 
if the child is in the proper condition. In the case of 
tiring or continued negative reactions it is advisable to 
interrupt the testing and continue another time. With 
children of eight months or older the examiner should 
occupy herself for a while before beginning the test 
in order to avoid giving the disturbing impression of 
strangeness. Younger children are wearied by such at
tentions beforehand, so that with them it is better to 
start right in with the testing. The order of the test 
items should not be strictly adhered to. Some reactions 
cannot be evoked by a single test situation; in such a 
case, a casual observation may prove a substitute. Ac
cording to our experience there are always opportuni
ties for such during the testing period, as all the test 
items are concerned with reactions so characteristic for 
the child at each respective age-level that they 
bound to appear sooner or later. Questions asked of 
the child’s parent or nurse may throw light on certain 
items. Often a single item can show whether the child 
is capable of performing others. For example,''^f^^upon 
bringing an object to the hand of the four monthk^d 
child, it reaches for the felt object, moves it about arid

’ Hereafter termed Ex.

Instructions for Giving the Tests

fastens his glance upon/it, one may consider the fol
lowing items passed: grasping an object presented to 
touch, moving an object about and looking at it. In 
general, it is wise to begin with tests which may be 
expected to result in positive affective reactions, such 
as returning the glance with cooing or smiling; and to 
place tests with negative reactions at the end of the 
series, in order not to risk failures due to a change of 
mood.

Imitation is the hardest performance to score. We 
have never demanded of the child a precise repetition 
of the demonstrated movement. The performance was 
counted as passed if the child succeeded in bringing 
about an approximately similar movement with a show 
of exertion and effort.

It is to be noted that all articles of clothing which 
inhibit the child’s movements should be removed.

<

' SCORING

To begin with, a basal score is taken amounting to 
the number of completed months in the child’s age' 
—that is:
For all children of age between o;2 and o;2 (-(- 30), basal 

score = 0:2.
For all children of age betw 

score = o; 3.
In the second year the basal score is that of the com

pleted age group—that is:
’’The accepted form for abating ages is used throughout: the number 

of completed years before the semi-colon, the number of completed 
months after it, and the number of additional days affixed within 
parentheses, with a plus sign. For example:

o; 2 (-f-17) stands for an age of 2 months and 17 days.
3; 6 (-1-2) “ “ “ “ “ 3 years, 6 months, and 2 days.

o;3 and o;3 (-f-30), basal
are
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The First Year of Life
For all children of age between i;o and i;2 (+30). basal 

score = I; o.
For all children of age behveen i;3 and i;5 (+30), basal 

score = I; 3.
For all children of age between i;6 and 1:9 (+30), basal 

score = I; 6.
For all children of age between ijg and i; 11 (+30), basal 

score = I; 9.

For every test item passed in the series of the child's 
own month and of the two older months, three days 
are added to the score. This evaluation results from 
the consideration of the fact that a hypothetically 
normal child of o; 2 might be unable to accomplish any 
item of the two months series, but would be able to 
perform them all at the age of o;2 (+30). If we 
assume that this development takes a regular course, 
there being ten items and thirty days, we can conclude 
that the child learns to accomplish one item in three 
days. The ideal child of o;2 (+ 10) would then be 
able to fulfill 10/30 of the month’s series; the child of 
o;2 (+20) would fulfill 20/30; and the child of 
o; 2 (+ 30) would fulfill the whole series. Correspond
ing to these positive scores for items passed, there are 
negative scores for the failed performances in the 
series for the two months preceding the child’s chrono
logical age. For each of these, three days are sub
tracted from the score. In scoring the tests passed in 
the second year series, nine days is added to the score 
for each item, in as much as three months are now 
allowed for learning the respective ten items. Accord
ingly, nine days are subtracted from the score for each 
failure below the chronological level.

When it is doubtful whether or not a test has been 
passed, the test is not scored either way. It must be

Instructions for Giving the Tests.

noted that several itenw will not be performed if the 
child is capable of highlgr accomplishments. In all such 
cases the performances of the lower levels should re
ceive full credit.

An example of the scoring method taken from the 
case of B 486—chronological age o; 5—follows:*

o;60:3 Oiso;4 0i7

— /+ + +1

+2

++ -1--I-3
H- + +4

■!

-b + -b -b5
6 -b-b + +

+ -b -b7
8 + + + -b +i

+ -b9 :
/K +-b +10

Failed Passed 9o 2 3 3
Total F;—2 Total P;—15
D. A..O; c — 2 (3 days) + 15 (3 days)^); 6 -b 9 
D. Q.-126

THE DEVELO

The inability of the final computation of the devel
opmental age to convey an adequate picture of the 
child's personality and mentality is obvious. At best it 
gives the average attainment level.

* In addition to the accepted abbreviation C.A. for chronological 
age, D.A. is used for developmental age, and D.Q. for developmental 
quotient.

Cental profile

I. . 1

!
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Instructions for^Giving the Tests -

velopmental profile wim the test results of B 486 which 
are shown in the scoring table.

The First Year of Life

It is equally important and perhaps of even greater 
interest for the psychologist or parent to know the dis
tribution of the child’s abilities. This knowledge is, of 
course, obtainable on the basis of analysis of the test 
results. But, in order that some part of it may be 
graphically represented along with the test scoring, the 
record blanks include a “developmental profile.” This 
is constructed to show the distribution of the child’s 
abilities with respect to the aforementioned four 
major classifications of social reactions, bodily control, 
mental abilities, and the manipulation of objects. The 
four ordinates are designated, as the individual test 
items were, by the letters S, B, M, and O, respectively.

A table containing the credits to be used in connec
tion with the profile is also included on each record 
blank. The values listed therein were obtained accord
ing to the following method. As in scoring the tests, 
negative values were assigned to failures below the 
chronological age, and positive values to performances 
above the basal age. The base in the profile is also 
taken as the number of completed months for cases 
falling within the first year, and the completed age- 
group for those within the second year. Negative and 
positive values are plotted with respect to the line rep
resenting this basal age. The method of calculating the 
numerical value in days can be shown by an example. 
In order to find the rating for mental tests, let us say, 
in the fourth month, the four M test items in series 
IV were considered separately, apart from the remain
ing items. According to the same procedure employed 
in calculating the scoring, the thirty days of the month 
were divided by the four items with the resulting credit 
of 7.5 for each mental test of series IV.

We may illustrate the procedure of plotting the de- 
206

No. failedItem Series No. passed Credits Total

S V o I 30 30

B V 3 12.5
VI 2 20
VII I 7.5 ,jo

M IV 1
V 4 30
VI I 7-5
VII 4JI IJ

V Io 30 30

Plotting the figures found in the total column gives 
the following graph:

S B M 0
0;7

0;6

0i5

0;4

0;3
5^^ B M -0.

Developmental Profile B 486

LIST OF NECESSARY MATERIALS FOR TES^f SERIES
I AND 11

Stop watch
screen
table
piece of cotton or gauze
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zwieback 
stiff paper 
rattler 
rattle
shiny object (a wooden disc 3j4 inches in diameter covered with 

tin foil) 
shrill whistle 
animal mask
color-card (piece of cardboard covered with shiny colored 

paper)
figure-card (color-card with figures of vari-colored paper pasted 

on it)
flash-light (3 volt) 
metal bell
rubber doll—(squeaks when squeezed)
2 other toys (small wooden or cloth animals or some such toy) 
piece of white writing paper fix 8 inches 
hand mirror fi x 8 inches 
picture book
nest of hollow blocks, 2, 2)^, 3, 3)^, 4 inches 
plate of glass 19)^ x ll)4 inches 
cardboard box fi x 4 x 2)4 inches 
rubber ball

CHAPTER III

The Tests for the First Year of Life'^'
. )

/^UR tests were drawn up after making ten pre 
liminary trials for each month and were then 

given to thirty children in each month, making a 
total of 400 children.® At the preliminary trials the 
behavior of the child was recorded extensively in all 
details. Such great agreement in the reactions of the 
individual children was found that it was deemed un
necessary to carry out this exact notation in the main 
series where the tests were recorded only as passed, or 
failed. The criteria for this will be given with the de
scription of the single tests. This similarity of reac
tions may also be taken as evidence of the fact that 
we investigated only the characteristic reactions of 
each age-group. The appropriate choice of tests is 
thereby likewise' corroborated. Still a further proof is 
given in a statistical check below. At this point we shall 
give an exact description of the test series.

An examiner (Ex.) and an observer were at every 
presentation of the tests, the examiner to carry out the 

situations with the'cfiild and the observer 
cord the results. The. series of tests for each month 
contains ten items, which are as follows: j

!

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS FOR THE SECOND YEAR TESTS 
2 wooden eggs (or little barrels) 
ball with the chicken 
ball without the chicken
2 hollow sticks (that can be fitted into one another) 
drum with 2 drum sticks 
box containing fi wooden blocks 
I small red box 
I small blue box 
spinning top 
music box 
nonsense picture 
picture of a nurse

to retest

j. the same shape and size

r Our subjects were children in the KindeTuhernahmsstellfj Vienna,
IX.of cardboard, the pictures approximately 

the same size, coloration, and form ele
ments} 2 The figures used in the translated edition have been supplemented 

by more recently acquired data, and difier therefore from those found 
in the original.
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The Tests for the First Tear of Life
7. Positive reaction to light,
8. Looking at an pbject while moving it.
9. Imitating facia expressions.

10. Manipulatory movement of an object.

The First Year of Life
,0

MII Months."
1. Response to adult’s glance.
2. Holding the head erect.
3. Holding the head up in the prone position.
4. Head movement of flight.
5. Fright at a loud sound.
6. Searching head movements during prolonged sound.
7. Focusing on an object.
8. Reaction to changing tone of voice.
9. Cooing.

10. Experimenting movements.

Ill Months.

S MB .0B
B V Months.

S I. Reflecting friendly and angry facial expressions.
B 2. Holding the head and shoulders high in the dorsal

position.
B 3. Turning from back to side and back apin.
B 4. Grasping an object in view with one hand.
B 5. Diaper experiment in dorsal position.

M 6. Positive reaction to sounds.
M 7. Reaction to the withdrawal of a toy.
M 8. Looking for a lost toy.
M 9. Imitating facial expressions.
O 10. Defense reaction to the withdrawal of a toy.

M
M
M
M
O
O

s 1. Returning the glance with smiling or cooing.
2. Holding the head and shoulders erect in the prone 

position.
3. Fh'ght movements of the whole body in response to 

tactile stimulation.
4. Looking for the source of a sound.
5. Following moving objects with the eyes.
6. Changed reaction upon repeating the presentation of 

an auditory stimulus.
7. Reaction to the disappearance of the human face.
8. Mask test. ' '
9. Imitating facial movements.

10. Feeling of objects (active touch).

B

B

VI Months.
S I. Actively seeking contact.
S 2. Distinguishing between friendly and angry talking.
B 3. Sitting with support.
B 4, Diaper experiment in prone position.
B 5. Table-edge test.

M 6. Displeasure at unsuccessful grasping.
M 7. Smiling as a general reaction.
M 8. Expectation in response to the repetition of a stimulus! 
M 9. Imitating sounds. . •
O 10. Manipulation oiya stationary object with a moving 

object. f

jM
M
M

M
M
M

iO

IV Months.
S 1. Expre^ion of displeasure when adult stops playing 

with the child.
2. Lying supported only by the palms of the hands.
3. Grasping with both hands without using the fingers.
4. Grasping a touched object.
5. Diaper experiment in lying position.
6. Active looking about in a new situation.

"Roman numerals designate the month; Arabic the test item.
204'

('B 1
VIIMonths. IB

B 1. Distinguishes between angry and friendly fadal ex
pressions.

2. Locomotion.
3. Diaper experiment in the supported sitting position.

205
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The First Year of Life

4. Moving toward a desired object by changing the po
sition.

5. Pushing away a stimulus.
M 6. Loss of interest in a repeated stimulus.
M 7. Imitating knocking.
O 8." Taking a toy away from an adult.
O 9. The paper test
O 10. Manipulating and moving two objects.

VIII Months.

The Tests for the First Year of Life
■ ■ *

B . 3. Standing with support.
B 4. The diaper ex^riment while sitting alone,
B 5. Throwing obj^ts.

M 6. The glass plate test
M 7. Imitating ringing the bell.
M 8. Memory test.
M 9. Uncovering a covered object
O 10. Opening a box.

XI Months.
S I. Organized play with an adult 
B 2. Rising to the sitting position. ^

M 3. Memory test
M 4. Imitating beating two spoons together.
M 3. Imitating sounds.
M 6. Fear of the unfamiliar.
M 7. Pulling an object by its string.
O 8. Careful handling of a block.
O 9. Fitting hollow blocks into one another.
O 10. Opening a box.

B

B

i
B <1. Sitting alone.

2. Crawling.
3. Reaching for an object outside the crib.

M 4. Neutral reaction to single stimulus.
M 5. The mirror test
M 6. Reaction to strange surroundings.
M 7. Imitating squeezing the doll.
M 8. Persisting reaction to withdrawal of toy.
M 9. Deliberate choice of toy.
O 10. Preferring paper to other objects.

IX Months.
S I. Becoming accustomed to a strange adult.
S 2. Arousing an adult’s attention.
S 3. Understanding gestures.
S 4. Playing cuckoo.

5. Kneeling with supportT __
6. Grasping two objectl^ while sitting alone.

M 7. Curiosity for that vJhich is hidden.
8. Imitating opening !^d shutting the picture book. 

M 9. The pocket test. J
O 10. “Destructive” activity.

B
B

•n

II—^XEST SERIES FOR THE TWO MONTHS OLD CHILD

In 'all situations where no other directions are given, 
the child lies on his back in his crib. In case the Ex. is 
not supposed to be seen by the child, a screen -is used 
tgjr^de her. It is stood up near the crib at the begin
ning of the test period so that its introduction may not 
prove^a disturbing factop during the presentation of 
the test. f

S Test I. Response to adults glance. Th(i adult ap
proaches the child’s crib, bends over the child and at
tempts to have her glance meet that of the child She 
remains in this position from one to two minutes.
+ Gazes into the examiner’s eyes.

207
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M

/
X Months.

S 1. Turning in astonishment to an adult.
2. Organized plaj) with an adult.
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The First Year of Life

B Test 2. Holding the head erect. The Ex. lifts the 
child from the horizontal to the vertical position, sup
porting the back and buttocks of the child with 
hand, the head and the shoulders with the other. Then 
she carefully withdraws the support from the head, 
prepared to return the support immediately if the child 
can not hold his head up and lets it fall forward and 
backward.

The head is held erect for several seconds.

B Test 3. Holding the head up in the prone position. 
The child is placed in a horizontal position on his 
stomach, the head between the two arms which are 
bent at the elbows. In most cases, if the child is at all 
capable of doing so, he lifts the head without further 
efforts on the part of the Ex., so as to avoid the 
pleasant contact of the face with the under-surface. If 
the reaction does not^ke place in this way, it can be 
called forth by the introduction of a loud sound to
wards which the child turns, or by presenting an ob
ject. The Ex. may drum upon the table or whistle or 
move an object before the eyes of the child.
+ The head is lifted up from the under-surface.

B Test 4. Head movement of flight. The Ex. goes 
through the movement of cleaning the child’s nose 
with a piece'‘of cotton or gauze. ^
+ Restlessly turning the head from'one side to the 
other. Turning the head away, ,/f

The Tests for the First Year of Life

-h Blinking, distorting the corners of the : mduth, 
wrinkling the forehead, shaking and restless move
ments of the body, crying, sounds of displeasurejlweep- 
ing, clenching the fists (partial reaction suffices).

M Test 6. Searching head movements during pro
longed sound. A rattle is shaken a foot and a half 
away from the child, outside his field of vision. The 
Ex. must be hidden from the child.
-f Turning the head. The glance usually remains star
ing, straight ahead.

1
one(

- Vj

M Test 7. Focusing on an object. A shiny object (we 
used a wooden disc 3J4 inches in diameter covered 
with tin foil), or the face of the Ex. is brought into 
the line of vision of the child about a foot away ff6m 
his face. '
+ Quietly looking at the object or staring.

M Test 8. Reaction to changing tone of voice. The 
Ex. hides herself from the child and speaks for thirty 
seconds in a normal tone of voice. Then she suddenly 
begins to growl for thirty seconds. In place of the deep 
growling a falsetto tone may be substituted.
+ Blinking, distorting the corners of the mouth, wrin
kling the forehead, shaking and restless movements of 
the body, crying sounds ffPdispleasure, weeping, clench
ing the fists (partial reaction suffices).

O Tests 9 and 10. Cooing and experimetiting move- ■ 
ments. These cannot be aroused by any specially in
troduced stimuli. One'must wait for their spontaneous 
appearance while observing the child during the test 
period. Experimenting movements are in all cases to

un-

'■'S

1
"i

M Test 5. Fright at a loud sound. The Ex., out of 
the child’s sight, claps loudly with her hands for five 
seconds or rattles a loud rattler for the same time.

. 1
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The First Year of Life

be observed by the examiner herself. They are slow, 
quiet movements which the child himself observes. 
One of their characteristics is the fact that one and 
the same movement is repeated by the child several 
times in exactly the same way. Those in charge of the 
child can be questioned as to the .occurrence of cooing.
+ Occurrence of cooing sounds and experimenting 
movements.

The Tests for the First Tear of Life

Tests g and lo.—^Test 9 (cooing) is not yet to Be con
sidered as a social ph^omenon, but as a mere sound- 
play; together with d^perimental movements)it is to •, 
be regarded as furnishing preparatory materials for , 
later c evelopment.

Ill—TEST SERIES FOR THE THREE MONTHS OLD CHILD I 
S Test I. Returning the glance with smiling or cooing,
The adult approaches the child’s crib, bends over the 
child and attempts to have her glance meel^*that of the 
child. She remains in this position from one to two 
minutes.
+ Smiling or cooing at the Ex.
B Test 2. Holding the head and shoulders erect in the 
prone pori/ion. The child is placed, in a horizontal po
sition on his stomach, the head between the two arms 
which are bent at the elbows.
-f- Raising the head and shoulders from the under
surface. The child supports himself on his forearms.
B Test 3. Flight movement of the whole body in re
sponse to tactile stimulation. The Ex. goes through 
the movement of cleaning the child’s nose with a piece 
of cotton or gauze.
+ Turning the head and other parts of the body away.
The arms and pelvis usually remain unnioved.
M Test 4. Looking for the source of a sound. A rat
tle is shaken a foot and a half away from the child, 
outside his field of vision. The Ex. must be hidden 
from the child.
d- During the time of the sound the eyes are directed 
searchingly to all sides.

■>

EXPLANATION OF THE TEST SERIES FOR THE TWO 
MONTHS OLD CHILD

Test I.—^Tests the first social reaction—that is, the 
first specific reaction to another human being whose 
glance from this point on affects the child’s behavior 
in a way different from all other stimuli.
Tests 2 and 3.—^Test bodily control in respect to spinal 
column. These reactions depend upon health, nourish
ment, and opportunities for exercise. Failure may call 
attention to a deficiency in any one of these factors, the 
correction of which can then be attempted.
Test 4.—Shows how the child of this age tries to rid 
himself of a disagreeable stimulus by flight.
Test 3.—Tests the negative emotional reaction toward 
intense auditory stimuli.
Test 6.—rTests the first active interest of the child in 
auditory stimuli.
Test 7.—Tests passive reaction to an optical sensory 
stimulus.
Test 8.—^Tests memory. The child, being familiar with 
normal voice, reacts emotionally, frightened by the 
strangeness of the sound of the changed voice.
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The First Year of Life .

M Test 5. Following moving objects with the eyes, 
A shiny object or the face of the observer is brought 
into the child’s field of vision, as in II, 7. When the 
eyes of the child become focused on the object, this 
is moved slowly sidewards and then back to the other 
side again.
+ The eyes follow the moving object.

M Test 6. Changed reaction upon repeating the pres- 
entation of an auditory stimulus. The sound of a shrill 
whistle is used as stimulus. This is presented six times 
for fifteen seconds each, each representation separated 
by intervals of thirty seconds. (If no results are ob
tained with this stimulus the test may be repeated using 
a deep growling tone, as in II, 6. If the test is repeated, 
a period of ten minutes should have elapsed since the 
first presentation. This time can be used for giving 
other test items.)
+ The reaction to the first presentation of the stimu
lus is negative. With the repetition of the stimulus the 
negative quality of the reaction gradually lessens—the 
child becomes less restless, cries less lustily, reacts for 
a shorter length of time. The reactions to the last pres
entation are neutral.

M Test 7. Reaction to the disappearance of the human 
face. The Ex. disappears suddenly.
-f The child looks for several seconds after the human 
face or shows some sort of negative expression—such 
as crying, wrinkling the brow, screwing the mouth.

M Test 8. Mask test. The Ex. brings her face 
feet away from the child and stares at him quietly for 
thirty seconds. Then she places a mask (one not too

The Tests for the First Year of Life

used a yellow-brown rabbit’s 
, and remains in tbe same posi-

intcnsely colored—^wb 
head) before the face 
tion. ^

i

+ Frightening and negative reaction (II, 8) when 
the mask appears.

M Test 9. Imitating facial movements. The Ex. brings 
her face close to that of the child (8 inches distant). 
While the child is looking the Ex. pursesi her mouth 
and broadens it out again, repeating this movement as 
long as the child watches attentively. ’
+ Every attempt of the child to imitate the move
ments while the Ex. is demonstrating them or after
ward. Often the child does not succeed in producing 
the same movements but similar ones. Demonstrating 
must often be continued from three to ten minutes. < :

. • j

\

O Test ro. Feeling of objects {active touch). A piece 
of cardboard (4X 8 inches) is brought near the hands 
of the child, in such a way that the child comes in con
tact with it through one of his movements. Any other 
firm object can be substituted for the cardboard.
+ The child passes his flat hand or clenched fist over 
the ^cardboard several times. The movement is slow 
and observed by the child. This reaction can often be 
seen without the introduqtion of any particular stimu
lus if the child’s hand/ accidentally comes' in contact 
with the railing of the crib or the clothing of the Ex.

I
EXPLANATION OF THE TEST SERIES FOR THE THREE 

MONTHS OLD CHILD

Test J.—^Tests a social reaction in as much as smiling 
occurs at this age only as a reaction to people.
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The First Year of Life

Test 2.—^Tests bodily control in respect to spinal 
column. These reactions depend upon health, nourish
ment, and opportunity for exercise. Failure may call 
attention to a deficiency in any one of these factors, 
the correction of which can then be attempted.
Test 3.—Tests a more effective reaction than II, 4.
Test 4.—^Tests the first eye-eaf coordination. This is 
important as the eye from now on furnishes the child’s 
main organ of orientation.
Test 5.—^Tests the beginning of an active interest in 
optical sensory stimuli.
Tests 6, 7, and 8.—^Test memory.
6. —^With an auditory stimulus. Through famiUariza- 
tion with the stimulus the shock to the organism be
comes less.
7. —In a social situation.
8. —Is comparative to II, 8, with the visual stimulus 
of the human face instead of the auditory stimulus of 
the human voice.
Test g.—Tests Imitation on a reflective level, hence no 
exact imitation can be expected.
Test 10.—^Tests reaction to tactile qualities of an ob
ject, which is considered to be a preparatory stage for 
later manipulation of objects.

The Tests for the First Year of Life 
Expressions of displeasure.

B Test 2. Lying su^orted only by the palms of the 
hands. The child is ^aced in a horizontal position on 
his stomach, the head between the two arms which are 
bent at the elbows. ,
-f Head and shoulders, and the upper part of the 
body as well, are raised up from the under-surface, so 
that the child is supported only by his palms.

B Test 3. Grasping with both hands without using '* 
the fingers. A rattle is moved within reaching distance 
of the child. His attention is drawn to this.
H- Child reaches for rattle with both hands with fists 
clinched or spread out. Does not make use of ability 
to close the hand in grasping.

B Test 4. Grasping a touched object. An object out of 
sight is so placed that the child’s- hand comes in con
tact with it.
+ The touched object is grasped.

B Test j. Diaper experiment in lying position. A non
transparent diaper of close weave Is laid on the face 
of the child.
+ Restless tossing about of the body.
M Test 6. Active looQng about in a new situation. 

The Ex. carries child into another part Ojf the room.
-t- Active looking about in the new situation.

M Test 7. Positive reaction to light. The child is

i

l

A

l;

IV—^TEST SERIES FOR THE FOUR MONTHS OLD CHILD

S Test I. Expression of displeasure when adult stops 
playing with the child. The Ex. occupies herself with 
the child, plays with him, speaks to him or sings to 
him and then stops suddenly.
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brought into a semi-dark room. A cloth is'hung 
the bed, or a screen placed between the crib and the 
source of light. A flash-light (3 volt) is then brought 
up to within 6 inches from the face of the child, into 
his line of vision, and is lighted. It is turned off when 
the child ceases to regard the light. If the child does 
not regard the light, it is turned off after ten seconds. 
After an interval of twenty seconds the procedure is 
repeated. The light stimulus is presented five times in 
this way. The Ex. must be hidden from the child be
hind a screen.

-f- Either the reaction to the first presentation is posi- ^ 
tive and remains so throughout, or the first neutral 
perception is superseded by a positive reaction.

The Tests for the First Year of Life

EXPLANATION OF THE TEST SERIES FOR THE FOUR • 
MONTHS OLD CHILD

Test J.—^Tests the piositive reaction toward attention 
of the other person and a negative reaction if the at
tention ceases.
Test z.—^Tests bodily control in respect to spinal 
column. These reactions depend upon health, nourish^ 
ment, and opportunity for exercise. Failure may call 
attention to a deficiency in any one of these factors, 
the correction of which can then be atteniptted.
Tests 3 and 4.—^Test early stages of grasping. Grasg- 
ing is the best index for the activity of the child. ^

Test 3.—^Tests flight movements in a more complicated 
situation.
Tests 6 and 7.—^Test further development in active 
interest for visual stimuli.
Test 8.—Tests the first coordination of visual and tac
tile impressions.
Test p.—^Tests imitation on a reflective, level, hence no 
exact imitation can be expected.
Test 10.—First manipulation of objects, which must 
be considered as a further development in the mastery 
of life. •

over

M Test 8. Looking at an object while pioving it. A 
rattle is placed in the child’s hand; hand holds it firmly, 
even if it is not yet engaged in active grasping.
+ Looks at the object in his hand.

M Test 9. Imitating facial expressions. The Ex. brings 
her face close to that of the child, as in III, 9. The 
demonstrated movement is wrinkling of the forehead. 
The Ex. brings horizontal and vertical lines to her 
brow. The movement must be repeated several times.
-f Every attempt to imitate the movements while the 
examiner is demonstrating them or afterward.

O Test 10. Manipulatory movement of an object. A 
rattle is placed in the child’s hand; hand holds it firmly, 
even if it is not yet engaged in active grasping.
+ Child holds rattle firmly and moves it about.

216

V—^TEST SERIES FOR THE FIVE MONTHS OLD CHILD

S Test I. Reflecting friendly and angry fjicial expres
sions. Ex. bends over the child, brings her face close 
to his (10 inches away), smiles and addresses'him in 
a friendly fashion for thirty seconds. Suddenly she
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The First Year of Life

changes her tone, wrinkles her brows, and talks to the 
child angrily.
+ Smiling and positive expressional movements in 
answer to the friendly attitude, negative expressional 
movements in answer to the angry attitude.

B Test 2. Holding the head and shoulders high in the 
dorsal position. A shiny object—a disc such as de
scribed before, or a mirror (6x8 inches)—is brought 
from the foot of the crib towards the child, to catch 
his eye, and then moved back again. If the child is 
momentarily preoccupied with some objects held in his 
hand, these can be taken away from him and moved 
toward the foot of the bed.

Head and shoulders are raised up from under
surface.

B Test 3. Turning from back to side and back again.
A bell is rung in a position at the side of the child 
where it can be seen, or else it is brought in reach of , 
the child in such a way that it can be attained by a 
slight turning sidewards. Desired reaction often occurs 
during the test period without special efforts on the 
part of the Ex.
-f- Turning the whole body to the side. The item is 
passed when the pelvis is also turned.

The Tests for the First Tear of Life

B Test 5. Diaper experiment in dorsal position. A 
noh-transparent diapW of close weave is laid on the 
face of the child. /
+ The child grasps diaper and extricates himself 
from it.
M Test 6. Positive reaction to sounds. A bell is rung 
near the child. The Ex. is hidden from him.
-f Smiling and positive expressional movements.
M Test 7. Reaction to the withdrawal of a toy. A toy 
the child is manipulating is suddenly taken away.
-1- Expressions of displeasure.
M Test 8. Looking for a lost toy. The child is ob
served when he accidentally loses a toy, or else a toy 
is taken out of his hands, without using any force.
+ Child turns his head in the direction in which the 
toy disappeared and looks about searchingly.
M Test 9. Imitating facial expressions. The Ex. bends 
over the child and shows him how she sticks her tongue 
in and out.
-f Every attempt of the child to imitate the move
ments while the Ex. is demonstrating them or after
ward. Often the child does not succeed in producing 
the same movements but similar ones. Demonstrating 
must often be continu^'from three to (ten minutes.

O Test 10. Defense reaction to the withdrawal^ of a 
toy. A toy which the child has been manipulating is 
suddenly taken out of his hands.
-f Some sort of resistance is shown to the Ex., who 
tries to take the toy out. of the child’s hand.

B Test 4. Grasping an object in view with one hand. 
(As in IV, 3-)

-1- The child grasps an object with one hand, clutching 
it with his fingers. The item is also passed if the child 
grasps it with both hands and uses his fingers in so 
doing.
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EXPLANATION OF THE TEST SERIES FOR .THE FIVE 
MONTHS OLD CHILD

Test I.—^Tests the beginning of social differentiation. 
Before this the child reacts positively to all social ap
proaches. At this stage the mood of the adult would 
seem to be transferred to the child and his facial 
pressions to result from this transferred mood.

Tests 2 and j.—Test bodily control in respect to 
spinal column. These reactions depend upon health, 
nourishment, and opportunities for exercise. Failure 
may call attention to a deficiency in any one of these 
factors, the correction of which can then be attempted.

Test ^Tests further development in grasping.

Test 5. ^The first adequate and specific reaction to a 
hindrance; the child not only rids himself of it, but 
does so in the quickest and most effective

The Tests for the First Tear of Life

VI—^TEST SERIES FOR THE SIX MONTHS OLD CHILD

S, Test I. Actively\seeking contact. The Ex. stands 
next to the crib without regarding the child in any 
way, and avoids locking at the child’s face.
-|- Attempts on the part of the child to set up a con
tact: cooing, looking.

S Test 2. Distinguishing between friendly and angry 
talking. The Ex. is hidden from the child. She talks 
to the child for thirty seconds in friendly tones and 
then for thirty seconds in angry tones. (
-1- Positive expressional movements in response to the 
friendly address, and negative expressional movements 
in response to the scolding address.

B Test 3. Sitting with support. The Ex. sets the child 
up in a sitting position in a corner of his crib and sup
ports him with a cushion behind his back.
+ The child remains erectly seated.

B Test 4. Diaper experiment in prone position. The 
child is brought into a horizontal position, on his 
stomach (see II, 3). A diaper is laid over his head 
and the corners of the front part drawn back over the 
shoulders, so that the diaper closes in over the face.
-f The child extricates himself by grasping the-diaper 
with his hands.

B Test 5. Table-edge test. The Ex. seats herself in 
front of a table and takes the child on her lap so that 

reach the table with outstretched arms.
-f The child grasps the table edge.

ex-

•i

way.

Test 6.—The first positive emotions toward an audi
tory stimulus.

Test 7.—Shows the first desire to possess a toy through 
the negative emotional attitude to its withdrawal.

Test 8.—Further development of memory: memory of 
an object.

Test p.—Tests imitation on a reflective level, hence no 
exact imitation can be expected.

Test 10.—Shows the first desire to possess a toy 
through the child’s positive efforts to keep it.
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Test 6. Displeasure at unsuccessful grasping. See 
/ IV, 3. As soon as the child reaches for the object, it 
/ is withdrawn.
__+ Crying or other negative expressions.

M Test 7. Smiling as a general reaction. As a rule this 
type of smiling, not to be designated as social, occurs 
spontaneously at some time during the test period. The 
child smiles at his own movements or at some object 
he sees or in response to touch (tickling or stroking). 
The Ex. can try to evoke this reaction if it does not 
occur of itself.
+ Smiling in response to something other than the 
human face or voice.

M Test 8. Expectation in response to the repetition 
of a stimulus. A shiny metal bell is brought to the 
child’s view and left there ten seconds, during which 
time the Ex. rings the bell softly. After an interval of 
ten seconds this is repeated; it is done again and again 
until the bell has been presented six times.
+ When the bell is no longer to be seen after the sixth 
presentation, the child directs his gaze, after prolonged 
searching, back to the aperture in the screen whence 
the bell appeared and was returned again. The interest 
is actively directed to the stimulus which has not re
appeared. Generally a sound characteristic of expect
ancy is emitted.

M Test 9. Imitating sounds. The Ex. bends over the 
child and makes the sound of a drawn-out, guttural 
“re-re-re” several times.

J

-|- Every attempt to make a sound which has any claim

The Tests for the First Year of Life
* ,

to similarity with that made by the Ex. This may occur 
as an immediate or retarded response.

O Test 10. Manipulation on a stationary object with 
a moving object. The child is given a rattle or a stick 
to play with and is then brought near to another ob
ject leaning against the wall or the’ crib railing; or else 
an object is dangled close to him so that he can hit at 
it with the rattle;
-t- The child holds one object in his hand and hits at 
a second object with it. (

’ EXPLANATION OF THE TEST SERIES FOR THE SIX 
MONTHS OLD CHILD

Test I.—^Marks the turning point from the passive to 
the active social attitude.
Test 2.—Permits us to speak of the first social under
standing, as the child, not seeing the adult, cannot re
flect her expressions nor can he here be reacting to the 
sensory stimulus of the change in tone of the voice 
itself, as this is strictly avoided by the Ex.
Test 3.—^Tests bodily control in respect to spinal col
umn. These reactions depend upon health, nourish
ment, and opportunities for exercise. Failure may call 
attention to a deficiency in any one of these factors, the 
correction of which can-then be attempted.
Test 4..—^The situatioi/^of V 
tural difficulty.
Test 5.—Shows the predominating tendency of this 
age to grasp. The child will grasp at even so unlikely 
an object as the table-edge.

5 is complicated by a pos-

/
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The First Year of Life

Test 6.—In testing, the negative reaction to a hindered 
attainment is the first proof that the child has set him
self a goal.

Test 7.-—Shows smiling for the first time as a positive 
expression in response to a situation no longer specif
ically social.

Test 5.—-Is a further step in memory development. The 
child does not only miss the object that has been re
moved, but also bears in mind the whole situation of 
occurrence and recurrence.

Test g.—^Tests the first active imitation, since sounds 
cannot by their very nature be merely reflected.
Test JO.—Further manipulatory development. The 
first use of an object as a tool.

VII—^TEST SERIES FOR THE SEVEN MONTHS OLD CHILD

S Test I. Distinguishes between angry and friendly 
facial expressions. The Ex. bends over the child and 
looks at him for a while in a friendly way. Then she 
changes her expression, wrinkles her brow, and looks 
angrily at the child.
-f Positive reaction to the friendly and negative re
action to the angry face. This item is passed only when 
appropriate expressional movements other than those 
made by the Ex. are used.

B Test 2. Locomotion. This reaction cannot be evoked 
experimentally. It is, however, bound to appear during 
the half hour or so in which the Ex. is occupied/With 
the child, if he is capable of performing it.
-f The child turns from his back on to his-aidg/from 
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the side on to his stomach, on to the other side, and. 
on to the back agaiiL Or he may move sidewise in 
some other manner. )

B Test 3. Diaper experiment in the supported sitting 
position. The child is in the position described in VI, 3, 
and the diaper is laid over his head as in VI, 4.
+ The child removes the diaper with his hands with
out toppling over in the process.

If Test 4. Moving toward a desired object by chang
ing the position. A rattle (if this does not sufficiently 
rouse the child’s interest, a rubber or cloth animal may 
be substituted) is brought close to the child so that he 
can see it, but cannot reach it without changing his' 
position. One can place the toy near the, child- on his 
pillow or can hold it in the direction of his glance in 
such a way that he can attain it only by lifting his head 
and shoulders or by some other change of position.
+ The child makes some move toward the object in 
addition to reaching for it.
B Test 5. Pushing away a stimulus. The Ex. goes 
through the movement of cleaning the child’s' nose 
with a piece of cotton or gauze.
-t- The child grasps the Ex.’s hand and pushes it away 
from his. face.
M Test 6. Loss of int^est in a repeated stimulus. The 
child is brought into a semi-dark room. A cloth is hung 
over the bed, or a screen is placed between the crib 
and the source of light. A flash-light (3 volt) is then 
brought up to within 15 cm. of the face of the child, 
into his line of vision, and is lighted. It is turned off

'r.

. I
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I
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EXPLANATION OF THE TEST SEMES FOR THE SEVEN 
MONTfiS OLD CHILD

Xest I.—^Is not to be c<(nfused with V, i. The reaction 
here is clearly one of understanding an optical situa
tion corresponding to the auditory situation in VI, 2.
Xest 2.—^Tests bodily control in the first locomotion.
Xest 3.—^The situation of V, 5 is complicated by a 
postural difficulty. y
Xest 4.—^Tests the first coordination between locomo
tion and grasping.
Test 5.—Further development of defense activity.
Test 6.—^Illustrates a turning point in the develop, 
ment, in as much as heretofore the child has reacted 
with fright to .strange stimuli (see 11, 8), and now be
comes bored with the familiar.
Xest 7.—^Tests imitation of a function involving the 
use of material.
Xest 5.—The child’s interest in an object is now so keen 
that he is no longer satisfied with the things that are f 
given to him, but exerts himself to obtain that which
he sees in some one else’s possession.
Xest g.—^Tests the first activity directed to changing 
the form of an object.
Xest 10.—Further manijjiii'atory development.

VIII—TEST SERIES FOR THE EIGHT MONTHS O^D CHILD

B Test I. Sitting alone. The.child is seated in the mid
dle of the crib without any support.
+ The child remains erectly seated.
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when the child ceases to regard the light. If* the child 
does not regard the light, it is turned off after ten sec
onds. After an interval of twenty seconds the proce
dure is repeated. The light stimulus is presented five 
times in this way. The Ex. must be hidden from the 
child behind a screen for this test.
-f The child turns actively and attentively toward the 
light at its-first presentation. With repetition the posi
tive reaction turns into one of indifference. (Grasping 
or feeling of the flash-light is to be, avoided.)

M Test 7. Imitating knocking. The Ex. knocks on the 
railing of the crib with a rattle and then hands the 
rattle to the child, who is lying close to the railing.
-h Every movement made by the child similar to those 
made by the adult.

O Test 8. Taking a toy away from an adult. The Ex. , 
quietly places her hand, which holds a rattle, within 
reach of the child in his crib.
-t- The child tries, with some show of strength, to take 
the toy away from the adult.

O Test 9. The. paper test. A piece of white writing 
paper (i5cm.x 20cm.) is put into the child’s hand.

The child crushes, rolls, or tears the paper, or 
changes its form in some other way.

T

,0 Test 10. Manipulating and moving two objects. 
■ While the child is occupying himself with a rattle, 

another is offered him.
-+- The child holds both objects and moves them 
about.
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B Test 2. Crawling. This reaction occurs usually with
out introducing a special stimulus.
+ The child moves, about—forward, or sidewise- 
crawling. > )

Test 3. Reacit^tg for an object outside the crib. A 
toy IS placed outside the crib at the same level on which 
the child is lying, within his reach.
+ The child stretches out his arm through the crib 
railing and takes the toy.

M Test 4. Neutral reaction to single stimulus. The 
optical stimulus of IV, 7 or the auditory stimulus of 
VI, 8 IS used.
+ The child reacts neutrally showing indifference to 
the stimulus. (Reaction to either optical or auditory 
stimulus suffices.)

M Test 5. The mirror test. A hand mirror (6x8 
inches) is held up to the child about 10 inches away 
from him.
+ me child smiles at his reflection in the mirror and 
regdrds it with interest.

strange surroundings. The 
child IS brought into a strange room, or else his fa
miliar surroundings are altered—for instance, his crib 
is altered by having a dark cloth hung over it with only 
a small opening left for purposes of observation.
Jr Negative expressional movements—at least a weak 
negative astonishment.

M Test 7. Imitating squeezing the doll. The Ex.
? squeezes a rubber doll so as to make it squeak Sjeveral

The Tests for the First Year of Life

times while the child is looking. She then holds it out 
to him.
+ Every attempt of the child to imitate tlie 
ments made by the adult.

M Test 8. Persisting reaction to withdrawal of a toy. 
A toy the child is manipulating is suddenly taken away.
+ The child shows signs of displeasure and remains 

negative mood for a period after the withdrawal..

move-

B

m a

M Test 9. Deliberate choice of a toy. The Ex. holds 
out two different toys (a rattle and a rubber animal), 
one in each hand within the reach of the child and waits 
until the child grasps one of them. She then takes this 
toy away from him and holds the two toys out again 
in the same way with their position in respect to right 
and left interchanged.
+ The chil 
the first tim

^kes the saline toy the second time as

O Test 10. Preferring paper to other objects!A child 
preoccupied with another object is presented with a 
piece of paper (see VII, 9). After he has been ma- 
nipulating the paper the original toy is substituted for 
it, and then the child is offered the paper for the 
second time.
+ The child drops the toy immediately and devotes 
himself exclusively to the paper.

EXPLANATfON OF THE TEST SERIES FOR THE EIGHT 
MONTHS OLD CHILD

Test I.—Tests bodily control in respect to spinal col
umn. These reactions depend upon health, nourish- 
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ment, and opportunities for exercise. Failure may call 
attention to a deficiency ia any one of these factors, 
the correction of which can then be. attempted.
Test 2\—Further development in locomotion.
Test 3,—^Tests further coordination between, locomo
tion and grasping.

Test Shows that the child, who, during the first 
half year, was able to master only single stimuli, is 
now no longer interested in them, but is interested in 
the configuration and organization of stimuli.
Test 5.—Shows this interest in configuration exempli
fied by the reflection in the mirror.
Test 6.—^Tests memory as in II, 8—this being a situa
tion in place of a single stimulus.
Test 7.—Further development of imitation. See VII, 7.
Test 8.—Emotional reaction in connection with further 
development of the desire for an object.
Test p.—.Tests the beginning of will, showing the first 
conscious goal in the definite choice of one object.
Test 10.—Shows that the child is interested in the 
process of changing the form of an object more than 
he is in mere functioning.

IX—^TEST SERIES FOR THE NINE MONTHS OLD CHILD 
S Test I. Becoming accustomed to a strange adult.
-h The child who regarded the Ex. at first somewhat 
fearfully or cried changes his attitude during the test 
period. He smiles at the Ex. or is, at any rate, 
longer moved to a negative response.
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S Test 2. Arousing an adult’s attention. The Ex. 
stands beside the child but turns her back to him and 
IS apparently otcupiedWith other things.
+ Attempts to directVthe adult’s attention to himself 
by pulling at her dress, offering her a toy, and directing 
vocalizations at her.

^ gestures. The Ex. comes up
to the child, who is watching her, and shakes her finger 
at him threateningly for thirty seconds. After a short 
interval she stretches out her hands welcomingly and 
invites him towards her with movements. At the same 
time she endeavors to keep her face as expressionless 
and unchanging as possible.
+ A negative reaction, negative expressional move
ments, and drawing back in response to the threatening- 
gesture; and positive reaction, expressional rnovements, 
smiling, and bending towards the Ex. i ' '
the inviting gestures.

i

'I
in response to

.• \
S Test 4. Playing cuckoo. The Ex. covers the child’s 
face with a diaper. After ten seconds she lifts this up, 
after ten seconds places it over the child’s face again, 
etc. When she places it she says, “Cuckoo,” and when 
she lifts it up, “Da da.”
+ The child glances with interest in the direction 
from which the Ex.’s face appears and greets her ap
pearance with smiling, •>

B Test 5. Kneeling with support. The Ex. sets the 
child in a kneeling position, supporting him at the back 
and chest.
+. The child holds this position.

no
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B Test 6. Grasping two objects while sitting alone. 
The child is sitting by himself and is given first one and 
then a second toy (rattle and rubber doll).

+ The child grasps the second object without letting 
go of the first or toppling from his sitting positi

M Test 7. Curiosity for that which is hidden. A piece 
of stiff paper is rattled, or a metronome is set ticking 
behind the screen.

+ The child searches for the source of the sound, tries 
to look around the screen or through the aperture. 
Expressions of attention, interest, and curiosity.

M Test 8. Imitating opening and shutting the picture 
book. The Ex. opens and shuts a picture book (8 x 4^ 
inches) several times while the child is watching her. 
She then gives him the book.

+ Every attempt to imitate the adult’s handling of 
the book.

MO Test 9. The pocket test. While the child is watch
ing her the Ex. puts a toy in the pocket of her apron 
which is close enough so that the child can reach it 
with a small movement.

+ The child takes the object out of the pocket.

O Test _io. “Destructive” activity. For this item a 
nest of six hollow blocks is used; ours ranged in size 
from 4 to lyi inches. The Ex. uses these to build a 
tower for the child.

-f- The child tries to knock the tower down.

The Tests for the First Tear of Life

EXPLANATION OF THE TEST SERIES FOR THE NINE 
MONTHS OLD CHILD

Test I.—Shows the fir^t differentiation between strange 
and familiar persons, in as much as it is necessary to 
become' accustomed ta the adult before positive reac
tions occur.

Test 2.—Further development of active contact seek
ing.

Test 3.—^Tests the understanding of gestures as distin
guished from the imitation. This is guaranteed by the 
fact that the child responds not with gestures but with 
the appropriate reaction called for by the gestures.

Test 4.—Shows (i) that the mastery of the situation 
is so complete that it becomes a form of play for the 
child, and shows (2) the first organized play, charac
terized by a Rythmical sequence of ia behavior pattern.

Test 5.—^Tests bodily control in respect to spinal col
umn. These reactions depend upon health, nourish
ment, and opportunities for bodily exercise. Failure 
may call attention to a deficiency in any one of these 
factors, the correction of which can then be attempted.

Test 6.—Further development in postural cpntrol and 
grasping. The performances which were heretofore 
accomplisHed singly are now accomplished together at 
the same time.

Test 7.—^The beginnings of curiosity, which may be 
evidence of the first imagery.

Test 8.—Tests imitation of a function involving the 
use of material.

i11
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Test g.—Further development of memory, combined 
with activity directed towards an object.

The Tests for the First Year of Life

+ The child does not merely drop an. object, but ac
tually throws it, lifting it up first.

Ii
Test 10.—This activity is not destructive from the 
child’s point of view, since the child does not perceive 
the tower of blocks 
sees

M Test 6. The glass ate test. A plate of glass 19^^ 
inches long and 11ihches wide is placed in front of 
the child, and a toy, to which the child’s attention has 
been called, is placed behind the glass.

as a product of the building. He 
only the functioning of the building process itself.

+ The child reaches around behind the glass plate, 
and grasps the toy.

X—TEST SERIES FOR THE TEN MONTHS OLD CHILD
S Test I. Turning in astonishment to an adult. The 
Ex. makes a sudden sound with a shrill whistle or 
flashes a light into the child’s eyes.
+ The child looks questioningly at the Ex.

S Test 2. Organized play with an adult. The Ex. gives 
the child a toy and takes it away again, gives it back 
and takes it away again, etc. Each time when she takes 
it away, she says, “Thank you.”
+ The child enters into the game by giving and taking 
the object of his own accord.

B Test 3. Standing with support. The Ex. stands the 
child up so that he can grasp hold of the railing of the 
crib or some other support.
+ The child remains standing with this support.

B Test 4. The diaper experiment while sitting alone. 
While the child is sitting alone the diaper is placed 
over his head as in VI, 4.
+ The child removes the diaper without falling d

B Test 5. Throwing objects. This item is not expressly 
evoked, but usually occurs spontaneously.

234

M Test 7. Imitating ringing the bell. The^Ex. swings 
the bell to make it ring and hands it to the child.
+ Every attempt to make the movements just demon
strated.

M Test 8. Memory test. A box containing a ball is 
given to the child for five minutes. The box is then 
taken away and returned after thirty seconds without 
the ball.

+ The child looks for the ball, and turns in astonish
ment to the Ex.

MO Test 9. Uncovering a covered object. While the 
child is watching, the Ex. covers a toy with a cloth.

+ The child takes the cover off the toy and then takes 
the toy.

O Test It). Opening a box. A cardboard box (6x4x 
2j^ inches) with a loosely fitting cover is gtfftn to the 
child, closed.
+ The child opens the box.
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The Tests for the First Year of Life

XI—^test series for the eleven months old child
s Test I. Organized plX with an adult. The child lies 
oh h,is back and the Ex( places a diaper over his face 
and takes it.away as in IX, 4.

After several repetitions the child places the diaper 
his face and takes it away himself.

B Test 2. Rising to the sitting position. A toy is h^d 
out to the child in such a way that he cannot reach/it 
from the lying position.
+ The child raises himself to the sitting position.

M Test 3. Memiory test. The empty box, as used in 
X, 8, is presented after an interval of ten minutes.
+ The child misses the contents of the box.

M Test 4. Imitating beating two spoons together.Yhe 
Ex. beats two spoons together while the child is watch- 
ing and then gives him the spoons.
+ Attempts to imitate this movement.

M Test C. Imitating sounds. The Ex. pronounces.very 
slowly and distinctly certain syllables: mamma, papa, 
dada, lala, etc. . ,
+ Attempts to produce similar sounds.
M Test 6. Fear of the tffamiliar. Anything which is 
new to the child can be used for This item—a new toy, . 
a strange person, or a strange situation. /
+ Negative reaction.

M Test 7. Pulling an object by its string. A rattle or

The First Year of Life 

explanations of the test series for the ten
MONTHS OLD CHILD

Test I.-—Shows that the child conceives the adult as an 
effective being and sees in her the cause of the aston
ishing phenomenon.

Test 2.—Shows (i) that the mastery of the situation 
is so complete that it becomes a form of play for the 
child, and shows (2) organized play, characterized by 

rhythmical sequence of a behavior pattern.

Test 3.—^Tests bodily control in respect to spinal _col- 
These reactions depend upon health, nourish

ment, and opportunities for exercise. Failure may call 
attention to a deficiency in any one of these factors, 
the correction of which can then be attempted.

Test g.—^The situation of V, 5 is complicated by a pos
tural difficulty.

Test 5.—^Tests a striking characteristic of this age.

Test 6.—^Tests the first understanding of relations, as 
the child must perceive that the object lies behind the 
transparent wall and can be reached only by circum
venting the glass.

Test 7.—^Tests imitation of a function involving the 
use of material.

Test 5.—Further memory development—recall.

Test p.—Further development of memory, combined 
with activity directed toward an object.

Test 10.—Manipulatory development.

!
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Test 3.—Further memory development: recall. :
Test 4.—^Tests imitation^of a function involving the 
use- of material. )
Test 5.—^Tests further active imitation, since sounds 

by their very nature be merely reflected.
Test 6.—Tests the first fecfr reaction. Fear differs from 
fright in so far as it does not deal with present situa, 
tions but with an anticipated situation on the basis 01 
a disagreeable happening in the past. It therefore in
volves memory as well as imagery. (
Test 7.—^Tests a further step in the understanding of 
relations. The child now understands that the string is 

of obtaining the toy which is otherwise out of

The First Year of Life

bell with a string attached is placed out of the child’s 
reach. The end of the string is placed near or in the 
child’s hand.
-J- The child pulls the toy toward hjm by means of 
the string#

O Test 8. Careful handling of a block. The six blocks 
are taken apart (the nest of blocks described in IX, 
10) and placed, before the child.
-t- In his activity with the blocks the child sets a block 
down with all the signs of attention and care.

O Test 9. Fitting hollow- blocks into- one another. See 
XI, 8.
-f The child puts the blocks together again, fitting the 
smaller ones into the larger.

O Test 10. Opening a box. This time the cover of the 
box (see X, 10) is tightly fitted on.
-b The child opens the box.

, ■

cannot

i
■ r

a means 
reach.
Test 8.—Is the beginning of the constructive use of 
materials.
Test 9.—Marks the discovery of the specific use of 
hollow blocks.
Test 10.—^Is a further development in dexterity in the 
manipulation of materials.

EXPLANATION OF THE TEST SERIES FOR THE ELEVEN 
MONTHS OLD CHILD

Test /.—Shows (i) that the mastery of the situation 
is so complete that it becomes a form of play for the 
child, and shows (2) organized play, characterized by 
a rhythmical sequence of a behavior pattern.

Test 2.—Tests bodily control in respect to spinal _col- 
These reactions depend upon health, nourish

ment, and opportunities for exercise. Failure may call 
attention to a deficiency in any one of these factors, 
the correction of which can then be attempted.

Iumn.
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The Tests for the Second Year of Life
2. Holding something while walking alone.
3. Climbing.
4. Searching for the reflection behind' the mirror.
5. Finding and takinffla cracker from under one of two

boxes. (

B i
Bi

M
M .CHAPTER IV

The Tests for- the Second Year of Life 
Series I—^Tests i; o—1; 2 (+ 29)

S I. Organized play: getting up and lying down.
2. Holding something while standing with support.
3. Holding something while walking with support.

M 4. Observing his image in the mirror.
M 5. Grasping at the reflection of a cracker in the mirror.
M 6. Searching for the vanished contents of a box.
M 7. Recalling the chicken.
M 8. Imitating squeezing the ball to make the chicken 

come out.
O 9. Rubbing or knocking trvo sticks together.
O 10. Taking a nest of blocks apart and putting them to

gether again.

Series II—Tests i; 3—i; 5 (-f 29)
S 1. Organized play vvith a ball.
S 2. Understanding a demand.

3. Walh’ng alone.
4- Picking something up while standing alone.

M 5. Looking at a colored “picture.”
M 6. Turning to an adult in astonishment at mirror- 

image.
M 7 and 8. Recalling the chicken and the contents of the 

box.
M 9. Imitating drumming with two sticks.
O 10. Putting blocks back into the box.

Series III—Tests i; 6—1; 8 (+ 29)
S I. Understanding a forbidding.

240
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M 6 and 7. Recalling the chicken and the contents of the
box.

M 8. Startling at sight of the splnm'ng top.
M 9. Reaching an object by means of a stick.
O 10. Respecting the work of another.B

B Series IV—^Tests i; 9—i; n (+ 29)
S I. Interested observance of the mask.
S 2. Understanding a command.
B 3. Climbing up onto a chair.

M 4. Recognizing a picture.
M 5. Putting a watch to his ear upon command.
M 6 and 7. Recalling the chicken and the contents of the 

box.
M 8. Imitating grinding the music-box.
O 9. Fitting two hollow sticks into one another.
O 10. Placing blocks on top of one another.

i<

'D

TEST SERIES 2-1 FOR THE CHILD FROM
i;o—1;2(-|-29)

S Test I. Organized play: getting up and lying down. :■ 
The Ex. seats the child on the bed. She holds his ■ 
hands, pushes him gently into the dorsal position, then 
lifts -him into a sitting position again, repeating this 
play three or four times. She accompanies the move
ments with the words “up”* and “down,” or similar 
ones.
+ The child laughs while the Ex. is playing i^vith him 
and enters into the game; i.e., he follows the Ex.’s 
movements willingly, or reaches of his own-accord for

B
B
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The Tests for the Second Year of Life

purpose after one 
themselves with merely looking at the mirror. - \ '

M Test 6. Searching fw the vanished contents of a 
box. The Ex. sets down before the seated child a hol
low block (the largest in the nest), open side down, 
and lets it stay this way for thirty seconds; if the child 
lifts the block, she takes it out of his hands and places 
it in the former position again. At the conclusion of 
the thirty seconds, the block is turned about so that 
the opening is on top, which manipulation maj be left 
to the child. The Ex. then places the two little wooden 
eggs in the block so that the child can observe the pro
cedure. She should occupy herself as much as possible 
with the block and its contents—take out and replace 
the eggs, shake the block so that it rattles—for a period 
of one minute. Block and contents are then removed, 
and the child’s attention directed to something else 
during the three minutes which constitute the latent' 
period for recognition at this age. At the conclusion of 
this interval, the block is again set before the child, 
open side down.
+ The child takes hold of the block immediately, turns 
it up and looks into it or shakes it. He shows astonish
ment over the fact that the expected contents are not 
to be found in it.
M Test 7. Recalling the chicken. The child is given 
the ball with the chicken and>is shown how the. chicken 

out when the ball is squeezed, and how it snaps 
back when the pressure on the ball is let go. The pres
entation lasts one minute. The Ex. then occilpies the 
child’s attention with something else for three minutes, 
this being the latent memory period for this age-level.

The First Year of Life

her hands in order to raise himself to the sitting posi
tion again.

B Test 2. Holding something while standing with sup
port. The child is placed in a standing position so that 
he can grasp the crih-railing or the Ex. with one hand. 
In the other hand the child should hold some toy (a 
ball, block, doll, or some other toy).
-i- The child stands erect and holds an object at the 
same time.

B Test 3. Holding something while walking with sup
port. The child is holding something as in Test 2 when 
the Ex. calls him to her.
-f- The child walks with support and holds an object 
at the same time.

M Test 4. Observing his image in the mirror. The 
Ex. places a mirror in the child’s hands so that he can 
see himself in it.
-}- The child looks in the mirror and touches and feels 
of his image in it.

unsuccessful trial and then content

i

M Test 5. Grasping at the reflection of a cracker in 
the mirror. The mirror is placed about 6 inches away 
from the child’s face. The Ex. holds a cracker next to 
the child’s head in such a way that its reflection can be 
seen by him in the mirror. Touching the child’s head 
with the hand or the cracker should be avoided, as this 
would furnish a clew to its position.
-|- The child grasps at the mirror in his attempt to ob
tain the cracker. One reaction of this sort suffices, as 
it has been found that many children relinquish their

comes

/■-
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The Tests for the Second Year of Life

out again at least once during the period of five 
minutes.

The First Year of Life

At the conclusion of this time, the childJs given the 
ball without the chicken.^
+ The child shows distinct astonishment at the ab
sence of the chicken. He squeezes the ball and looks 
questioningly at the Ex., or else examines the hole in 
the ball with his fingers.
Note.—This test must be given before Test 8.

M Test 8. Imitating squeezing the ball to make the 
chicken come out. The Ex. shows the child the ball 
with the chicken for one minute. She squeezes it and 
guides the child’s hand in doing the same.

The child learns to squeeze the ball.

O Test 9. Rubbing or knocking two sticks together. 
The child is given two hollow sticks. His behavior 
with them is observed for five minutes.
+ The child rubs or knocks the two sticks one against 
the other.

O Test 10. Taking a nest of blocks apart and putting 
them together again. A nest of six hollow blocks is 
presented to the child. While he is looking, the Ex. 
takes them apart and sets them down in front of him. 
Once his interest in the blocks has been roused, his be
havior with them is observed for five minutes. The Ex. 
should not show the child how the blocks are put to
gether.
+ The child puts one block into another and takes it

sometimca happens that the child is afraid of the chicken. This 
does not interfere with the memory test, however, in as much as one 
can infer from expressions of displeasure occurring at the end of the 
latent period whether the child recognizes the ball or noL

EXPLANATIONVOF test series 2-1
Xest I.—Shows (i) thW the mastery of the situation 

complete that it becomes a form of play for the 
child, and shows (z) organized play, characterized 
by a rhythmical sequence of a behavior pattern.
Tests 2 and 3.—Further development in postural con
trol (see IX, 6).
Test 4.—^The child is here not only interested in re
garding his image as such, as in VIII, 5, but in the 
relationship of this reflection to other things. He shows 
this by his manipulative attempts.
Test 5.—Gives evidence that the relation between the 
reflection and the object has not as yet been fully 
grasped.
Tests 6 and 7.—Further tests of memory development.
Test 8.—^Tests learning ability through imitation in 
connection with materials.
Test 9.—^The first manipulation of two objects, di
rected against one another.
Test 10.—Further development of the specific use of 
hollow blocks.

IS so

i

\.i

TEST SERIES 2-11 THE CHILD FROM 
i!3—1!5(+29)

S Test I. Organized play with a ball. The Ex. 
the child in a corner of his crib or on the floor and 
rolls the ball to him.

seats
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The Tests for the Second Year of Life

M Test 6. Turning to an adult in astonishment at 
mirror-image. The child Is given a mirror to hold.
+ The child observes lus image. in the mirror, looks 
about'searchingly and uto at the Ex. in a questioning 
manner. (
M Tests 7 and 8. Recalling the chicken and the 
tents of the box after eight minutes. The Ex. sets 
down before the seated child a hollow block (the 
largest in the nest), .open side down, and lets it stay 
this way for thirty seconds; if the child lifts the block, 
she takes it out of his hands and places it in the former 
position again. At the conclusion of the thirty seconds, 
the block is turned about so that the opening is on the 
top, which manipulation may be left to the. child. The 
Ex. then places the two little wooden eggs in the block 
so that the child can observe the procedure. She should 
occupy herself as much as possible with the block' and 
its contents—take out and replace the eggs, shake the 
block so that it rattles—for a period of one minute: 
Block and contents are then removed, and the child s 
attention is directed to something else during the three 
minutes which constitute the latent period for recogni
tion at this age. At the conclusion of this interval, the 
block is again set before the child, open side down.
-f The child takes hold of the block immediately, turns 
it up and looks into it or shakes it. He shows astonish
ment over the fact that the expected contents are not. 
to be found in it. ^

The child is given thediall with the chicken and is 
shown how the chicken comes out when the ball is 
squeezed, and how it snaps back when the pAssure on 
the ball is let go. The presentation lasts one minute.

247 .

The First Year of Life

•4- The child rolls the ball back to the Ex,', repeating 
the play several times.

S Test 2. Understanding a demand. The Ex. demands 
a toy of the child with an appropriate gesture of the 
hand and the slowly, distinctly spoken words, “Give 
me that.”
+ The child hands the toy to the Ex.

B Test 3. fF,alking alone. When the child Is standing, 
the Ex. calls to him showing him a toy or a cracker.
-h The child walks to the Ex. without holding on to 
anything for support.

B Test 4. Picking something up while standing alone. 
When the child is standing, an object is placed at his 
feet. If he does not pick it up spontaneously, the Ex. 
can get him to do so by saying, “Give me that.”
-J- The child picks up the object without falling down 
and without holding on to a support.

M Test 5. Looking at a colored "picture.” The child 
is given" a color-card. After one minute—or sooner, if 
the child has lost interest in it—this is taken away and 
replaced by a ligure-card. The color-card is a piece of 
cardboard 16 x23cm. covered with shiny red paper. 
The figure-card is the same with various figures cut 
out of colored paper pasted on it.
-j- The child shows decidedly more interest for the 
figure^card and occupies himself with it more inten
sively. He manipulates the color-card, whereas he 
looks at the figure-card attentively, follows the con
tours of the figures with his fingers, etc.

246
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The First Tear of Life

The Ex. then occupies the child’s attention with some
thing else for three minutes, this being the latent 
memory period for this age-level. At the conclusion 
of this' fime the child is given the ball without the 
chicken.
+ The child shows distinct astonishment at the ab
sence of the chicken. He squeezes the ball and looks 
questioningly at the Ex., or else examines the hole in 
the ball with his lingers.

M Test 9. Imitating drumming with two sticks. The 
Ex. places a drum with two drumsticks within reach 
of the child and waits a minute to see whether he will 
begin to drum of his own accord. If this is not the 
case, as most often happens, the Ex. shows him how 
to drum and then turns the sticks over to him.
+ The child beats the drum with both sticks.

O Test 10. Putting blocks back into the box. The child 
is given a box with six blocks in it.
-1- The child takes the blocks carefully out of the box 
and puts them back again. It suffices if four out of the 
six blocks are replaced.

EXPLANATION OF TEST SERIES 2-11
Test I.—^The child’s masteiy of himself and materials 
is now advanced to the point where he can combine 
manipulation of an object with the social give and take 
of an organized play procedure.

Test 2.—Child understands words and meaningful 
gestares; his reaction is a specific effect of the other 
person. '

The Tests for the Second Year of Life

Test 3.—Further development in bodily control.
Test fj..—Furthed development in postural control and ' 
grasping. The performances which were heretofore 
accomplished singly aM now accomplished together at 
the same time. '

>

Test 3.—Shows the child’s interest in forms and fig
ures, in Gestalten, which is akin to the interests in re
lations common to this age period.
Test 6.—^The mirror-image is here regarded by the 
child as a sort of mystery; he wants to kno,w about it, 
and turns to the adult in seeking an explafiiation.
Tests 7 and 8.—Further memory development. (See 
2-1, dandy.)
Test g.—Further imitative development.

Test 10.—Further specific use of hollow blocks.

' i

TEST SERIES 2-III FOR THE CHILD FROM 
i;6—1;8 (-1-29)

S Test I. Understanding a forbidding. The child is 
given several toys to play with and the Ex. joins him 
in this for five or ten minutes. She then calls his atten
tion to another toy by obvious manipulations with it. 
When the child reaches for this toy, she withdraws it 
and says, ’’’You can’t do that. Don’t touch it.” She re
peats this as long as the child continues to reach for 
the toy.
+ The child understands the forbidding and shows 
this in some way.

B Test 2. Holding something while walking alone.

:■ 5
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The First Year of Life

While in a standing position the child is given some
thing to hold in his hand. The Ex. at some distance 
away then calls him to come to her.
+ The child walks without support and without drop
ping the object.

B Test 3. Climbing. A little stool or wooden box— 
or any object on which the child might easily step—is 
placed in front of the crib. The Ex. then holds a toy 
or cracker at a height such that the child cannot reach 
it with outstretched arms without climbing up on the 
improvised step.
+ The child climbs up onto the low object placed be
fore him while holding on the railing of the crib for 
support.

M Test 4. Searching for the reflection behind the 
.. mirror. The mirror is placed about 6 inches away from 

the child’s face.
+ The child looks at his reflection in the mirror for 
a while. He then turns the mirror around, examines 
the back of it, and looks for the reflection there.

The Tests for the Second Year of Life

The child reaches for the correct box and takes the 
cracker from under it. In order'to avoid a chance suc
cess, three trials should be passed. In repeating the 
procedure, the cracker Nis not always placed under the 
same box. /

M Tests 6 and 7. Recalling the chicken and the con
tents of the box after eleven minutes. (See 2-I, 6 
and 7.)
M Test 8. Startling at sight of the spinning top. The 
Ex. spins a top before the child.

The child observes the spinning top in astonish
ment.

M Test 9. Reaching an object by means of a stick. 
At first the Ex. places a drumstick in the crib and 
allows the child to busy himself with it. A chair.is set 
next to the crib just far enough away to avoid the 
child’s reaching it with outstretched arms. The Ex. 
spins a top on the chair.
+ The child attempts to reach the top with out
stretched arms and then tries to move it towards him 
with the use of the drumstick.
O Test 10. Respecting the work of another. The Ex. 
builds a tower out of the hollow blocks for the child.
-f The child observes the finished product attentively..

EXPLANATION TEST SERIES 2-III 
Test I.—Furthe^ understanding of words.
Test 2.—'Further development, as in IX, 6. f 
Xest 3.—Further development in bodily control.

i

M Test 5. Finding and taking a cracker from under 
one of two boxes. Two small boxes without covers, one 
red and one blue, are used "for this test. They are 
placed upside down in front of the seated child. The 
Ex., having_engaged the child’s attention, places a 
cracker under one of the boxes. She then changes the 
position of the boxes and their contents with respect 
to left and right. The boxes should be sufficiently far 
apart to exclude the possibility of the child’s picking 
up both at once.
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The First Tear of Life

Test 4.—Further investigatory activity in a search for 
understanding the relationships involved.

Test 5.—Tests memory and orientation. The child 
does not lose his orientation in following the move
ments and observing what is happening.

Tests 6 and 7.—Further tests of memory development.
Test 8.—^The astonishment elicited here may be con
nected with the interest in relationships already re
ferred to.

Test g.—^Thinking and acting in terms of a tool. See 
XI, 7.

Test 10.—^The respect for another person’s work 
forms the basis of the child’s own constructions.

TEST SERIES 2-IV FOR THE CHILD FROM 
I;9—i; II (+29)

S Test I. Interested observance of the mask. The Ex. 
first shows herself to the child as she is and then holds 
the mask in front of her face. In doing this she keep 
her face close enough to the child for him to be able 
to reach it.
-1- Every expression of interest or pleasure—e.g., the 
child stares attentively at the mask, he feels of it with 
his fingers, he tries to take it, he smiles at it.

S Test 2. Understanding a command. To the child 
who is either sitting or standing in his crib the Ex. 
says slowly ^nd distinctly, “Lie down,’’ or “Sit down.’’ 
When the child has complied with this, she says, “Stand

The Tests for the Second Year of Life

-+• The child sits down or lies down and stands up in 
response to a command.
B Test 3. Climbing up onto a chair. The child is placed 
in a standing position in front of a chair. The Ex. holds 
a cracker over the back^of the chair.
-1- The child climbs onto the chair and stailds on it.
M Test 4. Recognizing a picture. The child is given 
a “nonsense picture’’ which it usually observes from all 
sides only to wave it about or lay it down. After a 
minute or so the Ex. gives him the picture of a nurse.
-t- The child recognizes the picture: he pojAts at the 
picture or at the face of the nurse and smiles at the 
Ex. If he can talk he may call the picture'“Mamma,’’ 
“Dolly,” “Nurse,” or something similar. When the 
Ex. asks, “Show me Mamma,” the child may point at 
the nurse. One of these responses suffices for passing 
the test.
M Test 5. Putting a watch to his ear upon command. 
The Ex. holds a watch up to the child’s ear and says 
slowly, “Tic-toc, tic-toc.” She holds it up to her own 
ear and then gives it to the child, asking, “Where is 
the tic-toc?” Pointing to her own ear she says, “Show 
me the tic-toc.”
-h In response to the question the child holds the 
watch to his ear, and in response to the demand holds 
it up to the Ex.’s ear.
M Tests 6 and 7. Recal^iiig the chicken and the con
tents of the box after seventeen minutes. (See 2-I, 6 
and 7.)
M Test 8. Imitating grinding the music-box. The Ex.

£
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The Tests for the Second Year of Life

'fgjt g.—Further development in the understanding of 
relations in the realm of concrete materials.
Test 10.—Further dewlopment in the constructive 
nipulation of materialk

The First Year of Life

gives the child the music-box and waits for one 
minute to see whether he will turn the handle of his 
own accord. If he does not—as is usually the case— 
she shows him how this is done.
+ The child turns the handle at least once around. 
The direction of the turning is of no consequence for 
the test.
O Test 9. Fitting two hollow sticks into one another. 
See instructions for 2-I, 9.
-h The child fits the sticks into one another or attempts 
to do this.
O Test 10. Placing blocks on top of one another. The 
Ex. gives the child the hollow blocks as in 2-I, 10.
-t- The child places at least two blocks on top of one 
another during a period of five minutes.

EXPLANATION OF TEST SERIES 2-IV 
Test I.—^The element of the unfamiliar now arouses 
interest rather than fear or fright.
Test 2.—Child understands -^ords and meaningful ges
tures; his reaction is a specific effect of another person.
Test 3.—^Further postural development.
Test 4.—Recognition of an object in its two-dimen
sional representation.
Test 5.—Involves social reactions, imitative ability, 
and verbal understanding.
Tests 6 and 7.—^Further tests of memory development.
Test 8.—Tests learning ability through imitation in 
connection with materials.

11
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Thfi Practical Reliability of the Tests

In a comparison of the test results of the two 
groups the following general facts were brought out.
In the first four monllis no appreciable differences 
were found. The favored children are not yet superior • 
in development to the npnfavored children of the same ’ 
age. Their first advance is found in the fifth month. 
From this point on the deviation increases with age 
until it amounts to one month at the end of the first 
year. The question now is: Along which lines do these 
differences manifest themselves?

On the basis of the experience which we have had 
with these test series within the last two yea^s we wish 
to make a statement as to their practical reliability.
In particular there are three questions which we shall 
consider:

1. In what cases is there a practical necessity for 
testing such young children?

2. What educational measures can be deduced from 
the test results?

3. In how far does the prognosis which is made on 
the basis of the test results agree with the actual course 
of the child’s further development?

I. Psychological Judgments of Forty-five Chil
dren—Reasons for Subjecting Children to 
Tests

Questions one and two above will be answered on the 
fi^sis of forty-five psychological judgments which' we 

jng the course of^everal months in the Chil
dren’s Clearilig-IJoiiseini Vienna in connection with the 

econd year.” Among the forty-
“ For their assistance in the testing I am indebted to^Dr. L. Dan- 

ziger, E. Herzfeld, and L. Roller; for the re-testing, to the Misses 
Gindl and Jaenscbke.

mmm
CHAPTER V

The Practical Reliability of the Tests
i

y

i TN order to determine what developmental differ- 
* environmental causes, we tested
ten children in each month selected from a favorable 
miheu for purposes of comparison. It is self-evident 
that this less extensive material cannot be considered 
equally with that obtained from the nonfavored * chil- 
dren. It was impossible to test ah equally large num
ber of children from better environments because ,.xy- 
cunng children from private families met with great 
difficulties, in spite of the kindest cooperation on the 
part of some parents. The fact that the milieu of these 
children waVn

I

t J t homogeneous as that of the non
favored explaiihi^ertam minor irregularities in the re
sults. An example'W this is the developmental incre- 
ment for the fourth nlonth which, in comparison with 
that obtained for the nonfavored children, appears 
unduly large, and the developmental increment for the 
fifth month, which appears too small. In as much as 
we wish to make no use of this material for its own 
sake but only for purposes of comparison, no great 
importance need be attached to these irregularities It 
IS recognized, iii general, that the development qf fa
vored children is more irregular than that of non
favored.

mzi

tests for the first a‘W nnf ■■ *= translator has used the words
nonfavored' children as referring to children from 

^.ed- 'Ovironmems respectively. The German terms
used in the original are gepfltgt and ungepjiegU^

2J6 2J7
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The First Year of Life The Practical Reliability of the Tests

In this connection we must distinguish two groups of 
children: Children who are striking only in some phys- ^ • 
ical respect, and children^ho deviate from the average 
in their general developmental attainment or some gen
eral peculiarity, \

A. CHILDREN WITH STRIKING PHYSICAL DEVIATIONS

Among the children who deviate in physical respects 
there are:

1. Those who are physically very well, or very
poorly, developed. _ ,

2. Sick children (curvature of the spine; eye dis
eases, inherited syphilis, glandular disturbances).

3. Children with abnormalities (microcephaly). 
Children whose physical condition was influenced by 
temporary ailments are not included under these three 
heads.

In all cases of children within the first year of life 
who were designated by the physician as physically 
well-developed, the developmental age agreed with the 
chronological age, and in many a decided develop-- 
mental advance, was observed.

We submit several examples:®

five children examined there were six retarded children 
who were more than i; ii, but for whom the test- 
series of the second year sufficed. Twenty children were 
designated as retarded on the basis of the examination ■ 
results. In the case of fourteen children developmeptal 
acceleration was found, and in the case of eleven chil
dren the developmental age was representative of the 
chronological age. From these, figures we see already 
that the majority of children who come up for testing 
deviate from the average in some way, and, as a matter 
of fact, an examination is deemed necessary by the doc
tor, the nurse, or the parents because something in the 
child strikes them as different from the usual in chil
dren of his age. It is the task of the psychologist to 
analyze this difference further. There are also cases, of 
course, where a child comes up for testing without hav
ing any unusual feature. He may, for example, have 
been in unfavorable circumstances during a longer pe
riod of time (poverty or institutional life) or he may 
have a feeble-minded mother or a father who is a 
drinker or a syphilitic, and it is feared that the child 
may in some way be abnormal. Finally, there are also 
a few parents who, even as they might take a healthy 
child to the physician in order that he discover an 
unnoticed ailment which can be checked before any 
harm is worked, take their child to the psychologist 
for an examination as a matter of precaution. In 85 
per cent of all the cases in which we tested children, the 
question was one of some striking deviation. To be 
sure, in general the children were designated by a phy
sician or a nurse as striking—in other words, by indi
viduals who were experienced in the observation of 
children and differ in this respect markedly from the 
average parent.

j

C.A. D.A.

I0:6 
o; 10 
057 
o\S

B 548* o; 6 
o;9 
o;6 
o;4

B J
B 8
B 870

* The children are designated by liiar protocol numbers.-
In the second year a gOod physical development ap-

in handpears no longer to go unconditionally hant^
• In practical work it sufficea in generai to express the age of the 

child in the number of completed months, not reckoning with the exact 
number of days.

•258 2S9
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with good general development. As a matter of fact, 
good physical development can hide from the super
ficial observer poor mental ability. Instructive in this 
connectiem is the case of B 686, C.A. i;o, to whom 
we shall ^efer again later. His developmental age was 
found to be I; I, an acceleration of one month. This 
result,,, when compared with the general impression 
which he made, was startling. Closer analysis of the 
test result showed that B 686 passed easily all tests of 
bodily control up to the twenty-first month, but in the 
case of almost all tests in which some sort of percep
tion of relations was demanded, as in pulling an object 
by its string, placing hollow blocks one within the 
other, the test with the stick, with the plate of glass, 
the pocket test, etc., he failed completely.

This is his protocol:

The Practical Reliability of the Tests

than her general retardation. The result of the test 
showed her P.A. to be o;8. Already at the seven- ■ 
months level she faileckthose test items in which bodily 
control was of signifiMnce—namely: locomotion, ma
nipulation of two objects, and knocking. The items 
which were passed at the eight- and nine-months levels 
are all independent of the factor of body control.

I

!

\
J

G 515 C.A.—I ; o D.A.—o ; 8
o;6 o;8o;5 o;7 o?9

+
+ +I
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+
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8 + + +++ + -t-+9 +10 +B 686 C.A.—1 j o D Ji.—I j i
To be sure, the mtent of the physical retardation 

is not always the same as the retardation along other 
lines. For example: B 646, C.A., i; i, who had curva
ture of the spine, was unable to perform the body con
trol tests of the seventh and eighth months; his ability 
to handle materials was also limited, although grasp
ing was well-developed; sense perception and memory, 
social behavior and imitative ability, however, carte-. ' 
sponded very nearly to his chronolo^cal age.

fFe found no child who showed developmental ac
celeration in the face of physical retardation or illness.
It must be left to laterl investigations to tlirow light 
upon the influence of single illnesses upon the course of 
development; likewise, upon the significance!of various 
abnormalities, such as peculiar shape of the skull. A 
child with a sugar-loaf skull—^B 672, C.A., 6; 4,- for 
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In general, the reverse is true of children whose 
physical condition is designated as poor. Even the 
abilities in such cases where pure bodily control is not 
demanded are influenced to a great extent. G 515, 
C.A., I; o, who was physically developed to the level of 

s a six months old child (her weight was 13.4 pounds), 
had a physical retardation which was decidedly greater 
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The First Year of Life !
The Practical Reliability of the Tests

and in whose cases this judgment was not based solely 
upon good or poor physical conditions. We can distin
guish among the retarded\children two different kinds 
of cases—namely: childretf in whom an actual retarda
tion was found, and childi*en for whom the test/esults 
in no way agreed with the original judgment—that is, 
children who had only the appearance but not the 
reality of retardation. Under the actually retarded • 
children-there are those who show an even retardation 
along all separate lines. Their attainments in the han
dling of materials, for example, corresponds to their 
memory performance, to their ability in social con
tacts, to their imitativeness, to their body control. The 
test results have the appearance of that of a normal 
younger child. These cases seem to be the most hope
ful. One might say that these were cases of delayed 
development, the cause of which was to be found'in 
some inner or environmental hindrance. The following • 
is an example: '

example—was accelerated by one month in his devel
opment; the microcephalic girl, G 709, C.A., 0:4, had 
a developmental age of two months. We are able, 
however—-and this is most important practically—to 
show by means of careful analysis of the test results 
the difference existing between physical condition and 
general developmental level. We see that no child can 
be termed gifted or not gifted solely on the basis of 
good or poor physical development. Physically poorly 
developed children who have generally good abilities 
may still receive a good prognosis as long as there is 
a possibility of helping the physical condition. An ex
ample of this is the case, of G 515, who was helped by 
intensive care. In cases similar to this a physician must 
be called upon. Where physical disability goes hand in 
hand with general inability of performance, in addition 
to these medical measures, edficational measures must 
Ijf^-rought into play as we shall discuss them below in 
re%^^ce to the generally retarded child. The same is 
true^f children in whom general performance ability 
in no way corresponds to the good physical condition, 
as in the case of B 686, who showed good body con
trol and good memory, in the face of generally poor 
performances (see Protocol, p. 260).

The most favorable prognosis is naturally to be 
made for those children who have both good physical 
development and good general performance ability, 
and the reliability of the prognosis depends upon the 
continuation of equally favorable or more favorable 

■ factors in their upbringing.
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{\ \ \G 666 C.A. 1 ; i D.A. o; i z : S
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B. RETARDED AND WELL-DEVELOPED CHILDREN

Let US now consider individually the children desig- 
nated as generally retarded or generally well-developed

L

/In the majority of cases, however, the retardation 
for the, separate types of performance is very irregular. !
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The First Year of Life

In some cases an entif^field of ability is missing, a de
ficiency which rarely can be made up either with time 
or intensive educational measures. At all events, how
ever, the educator can turn to the test results for a 
statement of the talent-capital which he may count on 
tn the child and for a point of departure for his edu- 
cational measures. The further advancement of a child 
wiU be difficult in cases such as that of B 686 where the 
understanding for relationships is in great part miss- 
ing—in other words, where intellectual performance 
ability IS very doubtful. Such cases can be recognized 
as early as the end of the first year in failure to fit 
hollow blocks into one another, to pull objects by their 
stnngs, open the box, etc. B 841, C.A., 2; 3, a feeble
minded child with developmental age of i; j, who had 
the body control, social reaction, and memory ability 
of a child aged r: 3 to i; 9, was unable to understand 
the simplest connections which were required in the 
baby tests for the end of the first year. His inability to 
understand relationships of every kind showed itself 
in that he did not know any words to express his wishes, 
nor had he ever shown any decisive choice of a play- 
toy. In playing he occupied himself mostly with only 
one object because he was at a loss as to what to do 
with two things at the same time. This case also serves 
to show that the calculated developmental age alone 
tells very little, and that it is rather a more exact 
analysis of, the passed and failed items which helps to 
give a clear picture of the child. In the case of children 
whose single performances deviate very greatly from 
one another we do not, as a general thing, take the 
calculated developmental age. This would be when the 
range of abilities of the child cannot be limited to the 
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number of tests included in the normal child’s span.* 
The case of B 841 is.stiB more hopeful than that" of 
B 692, C.A., r; 2, D.A., \; o, whose physical develop
ment and imitative abil(ty were goocr but, notwith
standing a minimal understanding ^r relationships, 
showed only very weak memory performances. He was 
unable to recall the contents of the box or the chicken 
even after the very shortest latent period. Also, the 
length of perseverance which was observed in his look
ing at a playtoy which had been taken from him con
sisted of only a very few seconds. Whereas B ^841 must 
be termed capable of learning, _tiiere is little to be 
hoped for, even through practical habit-training in the 
case of B 692.

We attempted to accelerate the development of in
dividually tested'children by means of intensive educa
tional measures. In thcise cases where the examination 
had shown complete absence of understanding of rela
tions and very limited memory ability, our efforts were 
unsuccessful. HWever, in the other cases in which we. 
could count upon good memory performance, we were 
able to achieve good results by making use of this abil
ity. B 740 was a case of this sort. His developmental 
record as found in various tests follows:

C.A. 2:2 
C.A. 3:S 
C.A. 3;9 .
(ZA. 4;o

We note here that between the second and third test
ings, without any discernible cause, a complete stand-

* i.e., if he is unable to pass items in the lowest or can pass some 
heyond the highest of the team of live test series presented in the ■ 
normal examination procedure.

■J

\

■■■

Test I .. 
Test 2 .: 
Test 3 .. 
Test 4 ..

D.A. i;6 
D.A. I;II 
D.A. i;II 
D.A. 2;4
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The Practical Reliability of the Tests

Many children who were proved by the tests to be 
retarded were observed to be. strikingly passive. They 
were quite indifferent to the examiner and to the ob
jects which they received for play. The examiner had 
to force the object upon mem ten times or more before 
they would show any interest in it or grasp it. Their 
reaction times were very long. In many cases, to be 
sure, this passivity had already been observed by the 
doctor or the nurse, who had directed the child to be 
examined for this veiy reason. However, passivity does 
not always mean retardation, as is shown in those 
where children designated as retarded on account of 
their passivity show results in the tests quitp in corre
spondence to their chronological age. An example of a 
case wrongly designated as retarded in this way is 
G 701, C.A., I; 9, with a corresponding developmental 
age. The examiner, however, had to spend two hours 
on the test, whereas the average child takes only from 

half hour to an hour.

The First Year of Life

still takes place in the development which, though slow, 
had been appreciable between the first and second test
ings. It was on this account that the child was given 
intensive care. The work of the psychologist, who 
spent several hours with the child three times a week, 
appears to have achieved results, for in the interval 
between the third and fourth testings the child made 
up markedly some of its deficiencies. The methods em
ployed were drill and habit formation. These methods 
failed when applied to another case—namely that of 
B 745, who did not offer good memory, imitative abil
ity, or the understanding of relationships as educa
tional starting points. Unfavorable prospects for fur
ther development are also presented by those children 
who, in addition to a lack in the understanding of re
lationships, are also unable to accomplish any imitation.
In our material we have cases of B 688 and B 819 of v 
this sort. We are, at present, ready to state on the 
basis of measurement how significant it is for the child 
not to he able to understand relationships, to have a 
poor memory, and to be incapable of imitating, and 
also that it is not possible to develop such abilities 
where there is no tendency present. We also know how 
difficult any advancement of the child’s development is 
when we are unable to count on these factors. We do 
not as yet understand the role which other less fre
quent deficiencies play. For exampkj we cannot say 
exactly what the following complete failure on the part 
of G 515, C.A., i;o, means; she showed a marked 
retardation in the realm of body control and in all 
those items which tested affective development, such as , 
the reaction to the withdrawal of a toy, to strange^-^ 
environment, to the sound of the bell, etc. (see Proto
col, p. 261).

cases i

I

a

I ;6 2; oG 701 1:9

+++ +++3 -t-+4

i ++ ++ ++7 +8 ++9
/.+10

Although passivity is npt^necessanly the. criterion of 
retardation and it is notftrue simply that all retarded 
children are passive, as we shall show, passivity never
theless constitutes a great danger for thejchtld. 
active child seeks out the stimulation whiclf he needs.
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The Practical Reliability of the Tests
The First Year of Life

If he grows up in unfavorable conditions and does not 
receive the proper stimulation he will know how to ob
tain possibilities of action for himself; he will attract 
peoplb’s attention and therewith obtain opportunities 
for contact. The passive child, on the other hand, will 
remain idly seated if his toy has fallen, instead of 
grasping at the crib railing for want of another occu
pation and subjecting this to a thorough investigation, 
which is what his active comrade does. The passive 
child waits for stimulation and if this is not given him 
in representative measure, if people do not attend to 
him, direct him to activity with stimuli of various sorts, 
he is in danger of falling behind other children of his 
age.

Even as exaggerated passivity, exaggerated activity 
' can, on the other hand, become a disadvantage for the 

child. In exact observation of children one will find 
that their activity can be directed to entirely difEerent 
things. There are children who are very active in social 
contact and at the same time quite indifferent to con
crete material. Others who ^ow a great amount of 
activity in handling material are much more passive in 
social contacts. Finally, there is also a greater or lesser 
amount of motor activity observable in different chil
dren. Whether or not a child is active or passive in 
social contact, in handling of material, or whether he 
shows greater or lesser activity in general, and motor 
activity in particular, is a matter of great individual 
difference. Here, too, however, factors of development 
play an important role. A study of the activity of chil
dren reveals that this is at its strongest in social con
tact at the age of five and six .months, but the nine 
months old child, in the grasping age, usually shows 
greater motor activity than activity directed toward

people. The great motor activity which finds
very posiS If thisVcrivfty, howe^^^^^^ '
is pr^minant at a period in which the child should 
occupy himself receptively with material, m wkch he 
should look and listen,\s in the case of the child of 
one year or older, this is to be regarded as a hindrance 
to his further development. The child in the second 
year of life who is constantly in movement ^comes 
thereby incapable of receiving irnpressions. He will 
fail to look at the figure-c^Vd or h's, reflection m^e 
mirror and will hardly notice the work of another.^as 
constant movement will influence his performances in 
the field of imitation. He will not watchthe 
when she is showing him what to 
on the music-box with the sticks instead heating the 
drum or turning the music-box. He will 
brought to building with blocks. However, this « not 
the place to discuss the single depees of activity fpr*
each age-level. We have distinguished here

‘ forms of material, social, and motor activity according 
to intensity, and we can determine^the degree of ac
tivity of the child in connection with the tests. A chi d 
very active socially, for example, is the one year old 
chiW who turns to the unfamiliar examiner as soon as 
she enters the room, tries to establish contact her, 
“shows off” before her, puts away his playthings or 
leaves them unnoticed in order to devote bimself to ■

examiner

he engaged in some
2692^8
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The First Tear of Life

evaS K indifferently to the
wavTtrl 7^°' speaking with him and in other
Twav til l P^^y- ^ho turns

Whlrh '"'='■ «nf"est for her at all.
Whether a child is active or passive is usually shown

® f ?■ y* of a child can be fJrthered
dren ' «-«/?«e„cer-for example, chil
dren who lack the necessary Simulation are often very
LX/■ a^nd'7'^ fns itutionll
Jfrit f ^ which is laokinl in the
stimulation of the famffy life natural to>is eLly age- 
level. This and other forms of retardation depending 
«po« environmental factors can, in soine cases, be rj- 
o^n zed quite accurately m the testing. It is possible to
fho e^whthTh’' ^^tolented children and
those who have been influenced in this direction bv thecaLrxTelf *•"' pracXfstdt
cance The following are two examples in which harm
LsrorG???'r '"if t --ronmltlnX 
cLSe“ heX: awVfrom';he mother be^
cause her seven year old sister refused to care for her 
the developmental age is o; 6; the test results showed 
performances in the field of bodily control to be good
oncerned-^me“‘"®^’ “P’ locomotion Lre

Poor resflr “T: P®^i°™ance was likewise good. 
Poor results were found m performances calling for

9 unskilled at g^
L ifall V the five months
on. in all items which tested ability at social
The explanation is not hard to find as this was a

Pl^y‘°y® no one to 
care tor her. The older sister, as we later heard was
happy to go her own ways once she had dressed and

The Practical Reliability of the Tests

■ fed the baby. In addition to the very limited oppor
tunities for social contact the child had had unfavor
able experiences with the mother who, in her drunken 
states, had screamed aS her and frightened her.

1

1

G855 ClA. o;8 D.A. o;6

o;6 0)8OiS 017

+ +I + +a + +3i;:
4

i +i- + i+7 /8 + ++9
10

f: G 652 C.A. I ; 11 D.A. i j 6
I j6I :o 113 I 19

+ +I + + +2 + + +3 + + ++4

i +
-1-

?Ij + ++ +9 +lO

Quite another picture is that of G 652, C.A., i ; ii 
who, on account of a rash, had been confined for 
months to a hospital bed and whose case was one of 
clear institutional neglect.,.

The case of G652 c^a be summed up as follows: 
D.A., I; 6; good body control; great receptivity for 
social stimulation; the child only slightly ^ctive, and 
fearful (the test with the ball and the chicken, for 
example, could not be carried out because she was 
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The First Year of Life
frightened by the chicken) ; memory ability present, 
lations grasped. In spite of the great retatdation we 
were able to make a good prognosis for the child and 
were not disappointed in this, as we shall show later. ■ 
1 he failure in many test items could be accounted for 
by the lack of toys which the child had suffered during 
the past months and by the limited possibilities for 
contact. The memory ability and.understanding of re
lations seemed to be valuable points of departure for 
further development. In another case, that of B 686 
and also that of B 841, we could not have made such 
a favorable judgment. The results of a rgtesting of 
u 652 at the age of 2; 4—that is, after five months— 
showed that the child had made up almost the entire 
mardation under the influence of good family care. 
Her developmental age was practically the same as 
ner chronological age.

Similar to the cases where children designated as re
tarded are found in the tests sometimes to be actually 
retarded and sometimes only apparently so, there are 
also among children termed accelerated those who are 
dually so and those who only make this appearance. 
h-xamples for particularly well-developed children fol-

The Practical Reliability of the Tests;
re- B7ai C.A. I j3 ;d.A. 1:8

if 61:0 1:3 • i9
+ H-+I ++,s -f+ + +3
-H + +4

I +' + ++ + + ++ +I + + ++ ■f +9 + H- -1-10

All cases in which the child was judged tojbe particu
larly well-developed without actually being jo can be 
reduced to the one fori^ula: It is always a case of chil
dren who ai^e socially Wery active, who smile at the 
adult as soonlhs he comes near them and establish con
tact with him very easily. G 665 was termed very

G665 C.A. o;ii4-6 D.A. o;ii+o

o;9 o; 10 0{ II
+I +2 .■ :■+3 +4

I -I-+B 486 CJV. o ; s D.A. 0i6 +I' ■¥0!3 o;60:4 0!5 o;7 +9 +to+I -t- -I-+s
■ 3 + -H + clever although her developmental age .corresponded 

throughout to her chronologtcal age. In as much as this 
is a special case, we have reckoned her age exactly to 
the number pf days. I

On the other hand, injustice is often done to those 
children whose social activity is weak and whose great-

++ +4
i

\++ + + ++ -t- -I- ++ +7 +
8 + + + -I- ++9 ++10 +
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The First Year of Life The Practical Reliability of the Tests

This is not only because the test results are made the 
point of departure for educational measures. Depend- ■ 
ent also upon psycholokical judgment, along with the 
medical findings, are the answers to such questions as: 
Shall the child be.leftHn his own family or given to 
foster parents? Shall he be placed in an institution for 
normal or for feeble-minded children? Shall he be 
adopted?—and many similar questions. The question 
now is: In how far does this judgment and prognosis 
of the further development of the child'actually rep
resent the facts? In order to determine this] we began 
to subject children to a second examination after the 
lapse of a certain period of time, and we, can now state 
some of these results.

In the case of twenty-five children, who were tested 
for a second time after a period, of from four to 
twelve months (in the majority of cases after a period 
of six months), the result of the first examination 
agreed with the result of the second with the* excep
tion of two cases. The retarded child s:ontinued on a 
retarded level, the well-developed child again proved 
himself such, and the child who was representative of 
the average of his age again showed a D.A. corre
sponding to his C.A. The following table gives a few 
examples: ' '

est activity and highest achievements are in the field 
of manipulation of materials. This type of activity is ' 
all too often overlooked. For example, G 8j6 C.A., 
o;8, was presented to us as a child not quite well- 
developed. The testing showed her to have a D.A., 
o; 9, and an advance over her age was shown above 
all in her handling of materials. This child turned her 
attention intensively to material and to her playtoys, 
rather than to the observer.

Let us now ask ourselves whether anything really 
new about the child can be stated ' 'on the basis of the 

, tests, or whether we can only corroborate the judg- 
me^f the practical observer. The practical value to 
be attached to tests will depend upon the answer to 
this question. In twenty cases out of forty-five an 
examination was demanded because no clear judgment 
could be made of the child. In twenty-five cases the 
judgment had already been made on the child; the test ■ 
results of seventeen of these cases agreed with this 
^udgment^ of eight cases disagreed. We have already 
spoken of the errors of observation which can be made 
m thq cases of passivity and of children who are so- 
cially )particularly active. In the seventeen cases in 
which judgment of the parent or nurse agreed with the 
test results, we were able to state our judgment pre- 
cisely, to measure the observed retardation or accelera- 
tion, and to determine in detail of what it consisted.
We feel that this result speaks for the necessity of test 
examinations.

■ *'•

First Testing Second Testing

D.Q.C.A. D,A. D.Q. C.A. D.A.

/ '33+
52+ii?

B675

o;8
1*0
i;2

2 ;o
1 ; II 
1 ;2 
M3 
o;9

3;2 
2;7 
I ; II
1 ; 10 
MO

MI 
I ;7 
Mil

irz2. Results of Retesting Twenty-five Childi(en

As .has already been pointed out, the judgments 
which we make of children on the basis of test exami- 
nations often become decisive for their further life.

100 zoo
BC m6 120 114—

142—o; II 122

* The children designated by capital lettere were examined not with the 
general run of protocols but for pordcular scientific purposes.
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The First Year of Life

As said before, only two children prove to be excep
tions. B 646, the little boy with the curvature of the 
spine, who, when one discards the poor performances 
in the field of body control, first made a D.A. of i; i • 
in the remaining fields, more nearly corresponding to 
his C.A. In the time intervening between the first and 
second testing he suffered from a serious case of intes
tinal trouble and was in a hospital under conditions 
which were injurious to his mental development, so 
that when he came up for retesting at the age of i; 5 
a marked retardation was observed. The othbr case is 
that of G 652 whose first testing has already been dis
cussed and whose retardation was found to be the re
sult of environmental influences. The results' of insti
tutional neglect were completely made up for by help
ful care within a family. At the time that she was given 
over to family care her C.A. was i; 11 and her D.A.
I; 6; at the time of retesting her C.A. was 2; 4 and 
her D.A. %; 4.

A boy, B 685, was found to have made no progress 
whatever during the four months intervening between 
the two examinations. During this time he was not ill, 
but lived in a condition of complete neglect on tbe part 
of his parents, who bothered very little about him. In 
as much as he is very passive and Has a poor memory 
this developmental standstill is understandable.

^ There is no case in which the result of retesting 
directly contradicts our prognosis. The illness of B 446 
could not have been foreseen, and in the case of G 652 
we very decidedly assumed the harm to have been done 
by the environment and believed an improvement quite 
possible. In the case of B 685 we saw little possibility 
for development. Accordingly, we found the accuracy

The Practical. Reliability of the Tests

of our prognoses to a great extent corroborated by the 
test results. -•

It is still to be noted that the absolute extent of 
retardation or acceleraMon in the case of one and the 
same child is by no means a constant quantity. In so 
far as the observations which we have permit us to* 
judge, an acceleration of one month in the first year of 
life corresponds to one of three months in the second. 
In the case of retardations a comparison is not so 
easily seen. We cite the following examples of acce

t "Second Testing.
C.A.

i;4-f o r;io-l-n
ijo-f 18 i;s-|- 12

erated development:

First Testing 
C.A. D.A.

G 548.. o;6-1-5 o:7-i-24
B 67s.. o;9-|-i2 o;ii-t-3

With these figures we have proved that the test 
prognoses are reliable as concerns the near future of 
the child. How far this certainty will be determined 
with respect to longer periods of time will have to be 
proved by further retesting of thest, children and by a 
series of other investigations.

D.A.

:-i
; -Mr'

• i
I
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